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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
In 1933 John Dewey suggested that the major purpose of 
education was teaching people to think. He stated that "education...is 
vitally concerned with cultivating the attitude of reflective thinking, 
preserving it where it already exists, and changing looser methods of 
thought into stricter ones whenever possible" (p. 78). As we approach 
the 21st century, such a purpose for education may be all the more 
relevant. We are entering what has been coined the "Information Age", 
where Information is replacing land, labor, and capital as the most 
Important societal commodity (Stonier, 1983). Human knowledge is 
expanding at an incredible rate, and the efflcient management of that 
information is becoming of primary importance to our society and its 
educational institutions. The ability to think in a careful and logical 
manner, as suggested by Dewey, would seem to be increasingly 
Important in this new age. 
In a book edited by Mary Alice White, What Curriculum for the 
Information Age?, author Julie McGee suggested that there was a 
fundamental need to "reorder the curriculum to emphasize a new 
hierarchy of skills; skills that will equip students for life in the 
Information Age" (1987, p. 82). She stated that the central skills 
needed are: "the ability to evaluate Information, the ability to set 
priorities, and the ability to make decisions (p. 82). Therefore, critical 
thinking, and its associated problem solving and informational skills. 
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would seem to be an emerging focus for education In this new era. 
Such a focus implies that the careful and rapid investigation of 
potential methods to effectively instruct these cognitive skills will be of 
utmost importance to the changing curriculum of this new age. 
Background of the Problem 
Critical thinking involves a variety of important cognitive skills. 
Although the specific skills comprising "critical thinking" is still in 
extensive debate (Halpem, 1987), one skill in particular, analogical 
reasoning, has been identified by a variety of researchers, such as 
Sternberg (1977b), Gick and Holyoak (1980), and Halpem (1987), as 
one of these specific skills. Analogical reasoning is fundamentally the 
ability to utilize a well understood problem to provide Insight and 
structure for a less understood problem (Gentner, 1982). For 
example, when a student is learning about the structure of an atom, he 
or she might assist understanding by referencing previous learning 
about the structure of the solar system. Such reasoning would seem to 
permeate everyday life, as previous experiences are used to understand 
current situations, and former problems are referenced to gain insight 
into new ones. 
In research investiga ting problem solving, analogical reasoning has 
been targeted as one of the most important problem solving processes 
that humans use (Hunt, 1982). Polya, in his work on mathematical 
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problem solving, and in his discussion on student conclusions, stated 
that "inference by analogy appears to be the most common kind of 
conclusion and it is possibly the most important" (1957, p. 43). Some 
researchers have even gone so far as to indicate that all problem 
solving can be seen as fundamentally analogical in nature; as learners 
continually attempt to transfer knowledge from a known situation to a 
novel one (Moore and Newell, 1973; Rumelhart and Norman, 1981). 
Can students be taught to be good analogical reasoners in light of 
the global nature of this skill? This question has been posed by 
researchers, but seems to have received little serious research and 
empirical investigation (Holyoak, 1984). Most of the research which 
does exist has investigated analogical reasoning training within a 
controlled laboratory setting (e.g., Sternberg, Ketron, & Powell, 1982). 
Very few studies have investigated analogical reasoning training given 
within the dynamic environment of the classroom. Although 
theoretical support for the potential success of classroom training in 
analogical reasoning exists (Holyoak, 1984, Sternberg, 1977b), studies 
that actually attempt training in the classroom are greatly needed 
(Alexander, White, Haensly, & Crimmins-Jeanes, 1987). 
General analogical reasoning training is not easy to incorporate 
into the classroom. In considering the use of analogy in problem 
solving, Holyoak suggests that analogical thinking probably can be 
improved by training, but that such training must incorporate a careful 
assessment of the way in which completed problems will be encoded 
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by the student. The Important characteristic of a problem, as it relates 
to other similar or more general problems, may need to be emphasized 
in order for the student to be able to reference it in the solving of 
additional problems. Thus, students may need to be taught to 
explicitly note abstract goals, plans, and causal relations between 
problems they encounter to achieve skills which are not strictly 
domain specific (1983). Such teaching demands that a great deal of 
careful planning go into the instruction. 
Recently, a direct attempt at instruction of analogical reasoning in 
the language arts classroom was made by researchers Alexander, 
White, Haensly, and Crimmins-Jeanes using 4th, 8th and 10th graders 
(1987). By using the Sternberg componential model (Sternberg, 
1977a), analogical reasoning training was incorporated into an existing 
language arts curriculum. Students were gradually moved from 
concrete nonverbal analogies to more abstract verbal analogies by use of 
instruction based on Sternberg's component processes. Using the 
Woodcock Reading Mastery test as an outcome measure, these 
researchers found a significant effect for their classroom analogical 
reasoning training. Alexander, White, Haensly, and Crimmins-Jeanes 
felt their study demonstrated that analogical reasoning training could 
be provided in the uncertain and dynamic environment of the 
classroom. However, they were also careful to suggest that further 
research, especially within differing age groups and content areas, was 
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greatly needed to determine the effects of classroom-based 
componentlal training in analogical reasoning. 
One research area which seems to offer potential for student 
development in generalized analogical reasoning is the continuing 
Investigation of the cognitive demands and benefits associated with 
computer programming. Computer programming has long been 
investigated as a rich environment for the exercise of general critical 
thinking skills by researchers such as Papert (1980), and Feurzig, 
Horowitz, and Nickerson (1981). The Logo programming language has 
operated as a research focus in many of these investigations, and some 
positive cognitive benefits from the programming environment have 
been demonstrated in Logo studies (Howe, O'Shea, & Plane, 1979; 
Clements & Gullo, 1984; Degelmen, Free, Scaflato, Blackburn, and 
Golden, 1986). However, the large majority of studies in this area 
have been anecdotal and case study in nature. There is a critical need 
for empirical classroom studies investigating the potential cognitive 
benefits of computer programming (Pea, 1983; Khayrallah & Maud 
Van Den Meiraker, 1987; Walker, 1987). 
Within the last few years, the skill of analogical reasoning has 
begun to be specifically targeted in investigations involving computer 
programming benefits (Mann, 1986; Clement, Kurland, Mawby, & Pea, 
1986, Swan & Black, 1987). Researchers Clement, Kurland, Mawby 
and Pea, at Bank Street College, recently found a positive correlation 
between success on an analogical reasoning task and the reuse of 
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subprocedures within a specific programming task (1986). The 
appropriate reuse of subprocedures, and the careful planning for a 
reuse of subprocedures, is essential for effective modular 
programming. Upon further investigation and discussion, these 
researchers concluded that "analogical reasoning may itself develop 
through its practice in programming" (p. 482). 
Reasoning by analogy would seem to be an essential tool in the 
programming process. In considering the actual process of program 
construction, expert programmers seem to make strong use of their 
analogical reasoning ability to utilize past programming experiences in 
constructing an effective solution to a new problem (Pennington, 
1982). These experts appear to reference quickly from internal 
"storehouses ' of past programs, choosing or modifying relevant 
structures and plans, to facilitate the development of new programs. 
This behavior exhibited by these experts suggests that analogical 
reasoning may be a skill which is fundamentally tied to the general 
problem solving processes used in effective computer programming. 
There is some indication however, that general problem solving 
and critical thinking skills that might develop through programming, 
including the skill of analogical reasoning, may need to be taught 
directly rather than be expected to occur spontaneously (Pea, 1983). 
Simply being involved in computer programming activities may not 
provide students with enough support to encourage the use of these 
general cognitive skills outside of the programming environment (Pea 
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& Kurland, 1987; Salomon & Perkins, 1987). Several studies that have 
looked specifically at the spontaneous transfer of cognitive skills from 
programming have generally failed to find significant effects on tasks 
outside of the programming domain (Pea, 1983; Pea & Kurland, 
1984b). Apparently, if programming is to be used for developing 
generalized critical thinking skills, specific instruction or guidance in 
those skills may need to be Incorporated into the programming 
instruction. Thus, if analogical reasoning developed through 
programming is expected to help a student solve problems in other 
non-programming domains, some special methodology focusing on the 
general nature of analogical reasoning may be needed in the 
programming instruction. 
In an extensive recent Investigation and review of the research 
literature regarding the potential cognitive outcomes to programming 
in Logo, Swan and Black (1987) found that virtually all studies 
reporting positive transfer results shared elements of a pedagogy 
specifically encouraging transfer. They suggested three common 
pedagogical transfer elements: 1) a focus on specific aspects of the 
problem solving process, 2) a direct instruction of the targeted skills, 
and 3) a mediated learning approach to student and teacher 
interaction. They indicated that these three pedagogical elements 
were typically present in studies where positive transfer into non-
programming domains had been demonstrated. Thus, for computer 
programming to successfully develop a cognitive skiU useful in another 
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domain, programming instruction may need to incorporate pedagogical 
elements that specifically encourage transfer to the new domain. 
As teachers search for methods to prepare their students for the 
critical thinking needed in the information age, they will be focusing 
on methods that are useful in a classroom setting. Computer 
programming seems to offer the potential for efficiently improving the 
general skill of analogical reasoning in a class group; however, it 
appears that teachers will not be able to simply teach their students to 
write programs. Some careful attention to an instructional 
methodology supporting the general nature of analogical reasoning, and 
encouragement of the transfer of the skill to other domains, may be 
needed for this potential to be realized. 
Statement of the Problem 
Research about analogical reasoning is moving beyond theoretical 
definition and is beginning to search for methods to instruct and 
develop this important skill in learners. This is occurring at the same 
time that research about the cognitive benefits of computer 
programming is moving from the investigation of cognitive skills 
achievable spontaneously through programming, to a more deliberate 
focus on guiding the development of specific cognitive skills while 
programming. It may be that computer programming can act as a 
useful and powerful instructional medium for the development of 
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general analogical reasoning, but this potential is currently only a 
theoretical extension of the ongoing research from these two 
traditionally separate areas. Empirical investigation of this potential is 
needed. Thus, the problem of this study was to investigate the 
potential for the development of general analogical reasoning offered 
by the guided instruction of computer programming. 
Goals of the Study 
The two goals of the study were to look at two major potential 
effects of incorporating systematic analogical reasoning training within 
guided Logo programming instruction. The first goal was to investigate 
the far transfer effects of such programming Instruction on general 
analogical reasoning development. The second goal of the study was 
to investigate the near transfer effects of such programming 
instruction on a related and important computer programming skill -
the ability of the student to reuse subprocedures between 
programming problems. 
Research Questions 
There were two research questions for this study: 
1) Would students experiencing Logo programming instruction, 
systematically oriented for the development of general analogical 
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reasoning, demonstrate greater analogical reasoning development than 
students experiencing Logo programming instruction not 
systematically oriented for transfer? 
2) Would students experiencing Logo programming instruction, 
systematically oriented for the development of general analogical 
reasoning, demonstrate a greater tendency to reuse subprocedures 
between programming problems than students experiencing Logo 
programming instruction not systematically oriented transfer? 
Limitations of the Study 
The study was conducted with acknowledgement to the following 
limitations: 
1) It was necessary to operationalize the definition of analogical 
reasoning ability as the ability to solve problems in an "analogy type" 
format. It is recognized that analogical reasoning is a skill that extends 
beyond a narrow problem solving definition. 
2) Due to a lack of suitable standardized instruments, it was 
necessary to use an investigator modified instrument, developed by 
previous researchers, for assessing the student reuse of subprocedures 
between programming problems. 
3) Programming instruction was limited to the Logo programming 
language, thus generalizations to other programming languages and 
environments are restricted. 
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4) The sample was college students enrolled in an educational 
computing class, thus generalization to other populations is limited. 
Definition of Terms 
Logo programming - Logo is a computer programming language 
designed by Seymour Papert and associates at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology for use in a programming environment with 
educational applications. It is a list-processing language that combines 
formal procedural representations with concrete and immediate 
feedback to provide the student with an environment designed to 
facilitate intellectual exploration and experimentation. More than any 
other programming language, it has been the focus of a discussion by 
researchers on the cognitive benefits of learning and engaging in 
computer programming activities (Khayrallah & Van Den Meiraker, 
1987). For this study, the software package LogoWriter, by the LCSI 
company, was used for Logo programming activities. LogoWriter has 
the same Logo structure available in other versions of Logo, but 
includes an improved editor, and expanded shape and turtle graphic 
capabilities. 
Guided Logo programming instruction - Guided Logo programming 
instruction is defined as programming instruction, using the Logo 
programming language, that is systematically oriented for transfer of a 
specific cognitive skill. Based on the Logo research analysis of Swan 
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and Black (1987), this orientation involves an emphasis on three 
pedagogical components to facilitate transfer. These components are: 
1) a focus on a specific cognitive skill, 2) direct instruction of that skill 
through programming, and 3) a mediational style of teaching by the 
instructor. 
Direct instruction - Direct instruction is defined by Doyle (1983). 
Direct instruction is instruction which carefully structures cognitive 
tasks, utilizes explicit instruction of the problem-solving processes 
involved in those tasks, and incorporates a systematic guidance 
through a series of exercises that permit frequent opportunities for 
practice and feedback. 
Mediational stvle of teaching - This study utilizes the definition of 
Delclos, Llttlefield, and Bransford (1984) for a mediational style or 
approach to the teaching of Logo. In such a style, "the teacher makes 
specific and conscious attempts to frame what is learned in the Logo 
lesson in a broader context and to bridge specific principles learned to 
other situations where the same type of strategy would apply" (p. 6). 
Thus, in this approach the teacher continually seeks to help students 
formulate general principles from class activities, rather than 
principles specific to the immediate content. Also, in this approach 
students are helped to view themselves as active problem-solvers and 
learners, by being prompted to continually analyze their own thinking 
strategies, and by being encouraged to generate increasingly efficient 
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and alternative solutions to problems. This teaching approach typically 
utilizes Socratic dialogue between teacher and students. 
Analogical reasoning - As suggested by Sternberg (1977a), people 
reason analogically whenever they "make a decision about something 
new in experience by drawing a parallel to something old." In this 
study, this Important skill is operationally defined to encompass the 
ability to solve problems of an analogy format as found in the Cognitive 
Abilities Test - Nonverbal Battery (Thomdike & Hagen, 1986). This 
test utilizes geometric figures in three specific subtest formats and has 
been extensively normed and standardized. Analogy items, similar in 
format to this test, have long been included on many standardized, 
psychometric tests. The reliability of standardized analogy tests are 
typically high, and the indication of general analogical reasoning skill 
by tests using this format are reported as strongly valid. As stated by 
Sternberg in his research on the component processes of analogical 
reasoning, and the operation of these components in standard analogy 
tests: "The construct validity of performance on tests of analogical 
reasoning is unimpeachable" (1982, p. 237). 
Transfer - As defined by Cormier and Hagman (1987), transfer of 
learning occurs "whenever prior-learned knowledges and skills affect 
the way in which new knowledges and skills are learned and 
performed" (p. 1). Transfer of learning is often divided into two types, 
near transfer and far transfer. Near transfer is usually considered to be 
transfer of learning which takes place within the same subject domain. 
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In this study, near transfer of learning was expected to occur if 
programming instruction, systematically incorporating analogical 
reasoning training, facilitated the reuse of subprocedures within the 
programming activity. Far transfer is usually considered transfer of 
learning which takes place between different subject domains. In this 
study, far transfer of learning was expected to occur If the Logo 
programming instruction, systematically incorporating analogical 
reasoning training, positively influenced scores on the Nonverbal 
Battery of the Cognitive Abilities Test. 
Summary 
This chapter introduced a study that Investigated the potential of 
guided Logo programming instruction targeting the development and 
transfer of analogical reasoning. The chapter included a brief 
discussion on the background of the study, a statement of the study 
problem, goals for the study, research questions, limitations, and study 
definitions. 
The background of the study was discussed with initial reference 
to the educational concerns of our society; a society now entering the 
information age. This societal age will require effective methods for 
instructing critical thinking and problem solving skills, and this study 
targeted analogical reasoning as one such skill. Classroom instruction 
of computer programming has been suggested by researchers as 
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offering potential for the development of analogical reasoning; 
however, researchers also imply that such potential may only be 
realized If the instruction is systematically guided to develop this skill. 
Thus, the problem of this study was to investigate the potential for 
the development of general analogical reasoning offered by the guided 
instruction of computer programming. This potential is implied by: 
1) research on analogical reasoning, and 2) research on the cognitive 
benefits of computer programming. 
This chapter presented the two goals for the study: 1) the 
investigation of the far transfer effects of guided Logo programming on 
general analogical reasoning skill, and 2) the investigation of the near 
transfer effects of such instruction on student reuse of subprocedures 
between programming problems. These goals were related to two 
research questions. The first question asked whether students 
experiencing guided Logo programming instruction would demonstrate 
greater general analogical reasoning than students experiencing more 
traditional Logo instruction. Similarly, the second question asked 
whether these students experiencing guided instruction would also 
demonstrate a greater tendency to reuse subprocedures between 
programming problems than the more traditionally instructed group. 
Finally, this study Investigated the potential of guided Logo 
programming instruction for use in the development of analogical 
reasoning as a single step in helping to find possible methods to 
instruct general cognitive skills. It focused on analogical reasoning as 
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one specific skill, and guided Logo programming as one particular 
method. Research related to the potential development of analogical 
reasoning through guided Logo programming is discussed in Chapter 
Two. 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of this chapter is to review previous research related 
to Logo programming instruction and the potential development and 
transfer of analogical reasoning. Various pedagogical implications for 
Logo instruction when seeking the transfer of cognitive skills to other 
domains beside programming will be discussed, with the potential for 
the development of analogical reasoning as a central focus to this 
investigation. 
This review will be structured by focusing on four areas: 
1) research concerning programming and the development of cognitive 
skills, 2) research on guiding the transfer of cognitive skills from 
programming, 3) research on analogical reasoning and its instruction, 
and 4) research regarding the relationship of analogical reasoning to 
programming. 
Although this discussion will target the Logo programming 
language and the specific cognitive skill of analogical reasoning, more 
general research involving other programming languages, and other 
cognitive skills, will be incorporated when this research provides 
insight into the potential development of analogical reasoning through 
guided Logo programming. 
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Programming and the Development of Cognitive Skills. 
Computer programming has often been a topic of discussion in 
educational computing research. As well as being seen as a potentially 
useful skill in future careers and occupations, it has been regarded by 
many researchers as a rich environment for the practice and 
development of general cognitive skills. A wide variety of such skills 
has been mentioned by researchers as possible cognitive benefits to 
active participation by a student in computer programming. These 
have included skills such as metacognition, general problem solving, 
procedural reasoning, divergent thinking, and general heuristics 
(Papert, 1972, 1980; Feurzig et al., 1981). It is this potential for 
cognitive development that seems to be a major reason for the 
continued popularity of computer programming in the general school 
curriculum, especially for the pre-high school grades where the 
occupational advantages of computer programming are less immediate 
(Pea & Kurland, 1984a). 
Claims for the cognitive benefits of programming 
Many of the claims for the potential cognitive benefits of 
computer programming have centered on the Logo programming 
language. Logo was developed by Seymour Papert and colleagues in the 
late 1960s at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as a computer 
programming language developed specifically for education. Since 
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that time, Logo has clearly become the language of focus in the 
discussion of programming's potential cognitive benefits (Khayrallah & 
Van Den Meiraker, 1987). 
Logo, as seen by its creators, was more than a programming 
language. It was a carefully developed computer culture, where 
students could engage in self-guided Piagetian type learning. In this 
environment it is believed that students practice and develop 
important thinking skills in a natural non-tlireatening setting. 
Students theoretically use the programming language as an explicit 
medium for their own thinking, employing the computer as an "object 
to think with". They direct and teach the computer. This approach is 
significantly different from the more traditional computer-assisted 
instruction environments, where the student is typically the one taught 
or directed (Papert, 1980). 
Specific claims concerning the potential cognitive benefits from 
programming, many referencing Logo, have not been modest. Feurzig, 
Horowitz and Nickerson (1981) have listed a large number of potential 
benefits including: more rigorous thinking, better understanding of 
general programming concepts, greater facility with heuristics, 
improved abilities with problem decomposition, and an enhanced self-
conciousness with solving problems. Watt (1982) targeting the Logo 
language in particular, stated: 
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"[The Logo] programming environment can help children 
to develop problem solving skills, to think more clearly, 
to develop an awareness of themselves as thinkers and 
learners" (p. 48). 
Often, such clairas for the cognitive benefits of programming focus 
on the potential foi problem solving development offered by computer 
programming as an explicit language for the problem solving 
experience. Thus, the programming language itself, which provides 
the means for students to communicate with the computer, can also 
provide students with the means to analyze and refine their own 
thinking about a specific problem. As expressed by Papert, such a 
situation can theoretically provide assistance to a student's cognitive 
operations: 
'The child programs the computer. And in teaching the 
computer how to think, children embark on an 
exploration about how they themselves think. The 
experience can be heady: Thinking about thinking turns 
the child into an epistemologist, an experience not even 
shared by most adults" (1980, p. 19). 
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Initial investigations testing the claims of co^ltive benefits 
There has, however^ along with the claims for the cognitive 
potentials of computer programming, been a lack of classroom studies 
to refline and test these claims. A few early researchers have attempted 
this. A study by Howe, O'Shea, and Plane (1979) found that a small 
group of 11 year-old students Involved in Logo programming for a year 
did demonstrate slightly better understanding of certain algebra 
concepts than did a control group not involved in programming. Also, 
teachers in this study felt the Logo group could articulate mathematical 
issues and difficulties more effîcientiy. Unfortunately, this study was 
plagued by concerns related to a small sample size, and the possible 
bias introduced when teachers rated students while having knowledge 
of their experimental treatment. 
The Brookline Logo project (Papert, Watt, diSessa, & Weir), also 
of 1979, is often cited as a early major project for the investigation of 
learning in the Logo environment. This study, funded by the National 
Science Foundation and conducted in the Brookline Massachusetts 
Public Schools, sought to document the behavior of sixty-six fourth to 
sixth graders while working with Logo and to correlate this work to 
geometric reasoning ability. The project directors found anecdotal 
evidence in the form of teacher testimonials for increased learning by 
the Logo group. However, empirical evidence, in the form of scores on 
the geometric reasoning tasks, was not statistically significant for the 
study. 
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An anecdotal basis for the overall beneficial effects for 
programming in Logo was also reported In an article reporting on the 
Lamplighter Project (Overall, 1981). This study listed a variety of 
cognitive benefits including problem solving skills, logical thinking 
skills, rule learning, and improved self-concept development. This 
article based these conclusions on non-experimental observations of 
the third grade participants of the study. Again, teacher testimonials, 
rather than empirical evidence, were the basis for the findings. 
Empirical investigation of the cognitive benefits 
Although much of the early research finding positive results for 
the cognitive benefits to computer programming relied on anecdotal 
evidence, a few empirical studies are available. Clements and Gullo, in 
a widely focused empirical study (1984), investigated the effects of 
learning Logo programming on various aspects of young children's 
cognition. The aspects examined Included metacognltlve ability, 
cognitive style, and cognitive development. The researchers used 
eighteen first grade students, randomly assigned to a Logo or CAI 
group, for a twelve week treatment. The treatment was rich in 
supervision, with a teacher present for every two or three students. 
Post-test results indicated a difference in favor of the Logo group in 
metacognitlon and divergent thinking. No differences were found for 
the groups on two Piagetlan tasks of cognitive development. 
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In a more recent study (1986), Clements followed up this work 
with a study using six to eight year old children in a 22 week extensive 
study involving a Logo, CAI, and control group. Using a wide variety of 
empirical instruments, significant differences were found in favor of 
the programming group for operational competence, metacognition, 
creativity, and direction giving. No differences were found on 
measures of reading and mathematics achievement. Again, the Logo 
and CAI treatments were somewhat atypically rich in supervision with 
3 pairs of students facilitated by one or two teachers during each 
session. 
In a longitudinal look at the same children from the 1984 study 
(1987), Clements reported empirical results still favoring the Logo 
group on language mechanics and vocabulary, and in analogical 
reasoning. Thus, the Logo group still demonstrated a difference from 
the non-programming CAI group after an eighteen month period. 
In an empirical dissertation study similar to the Clements studies, 
and utilizing careful sequencing of the programming tasks in the Logo 
instruction, Odom (1982) looked at groups of fifth and sixth grade 
volunteers given the Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes before 
and after instruction. Two groups were compared, one group 
experiencing Logo programming instruction and another group 
experiencing non-programming instruction. Significant differences 
favoring the Logo group were found for analysis and evaluation levels of 
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the Ross Test of Higher Cognitive Processes, with no differences found 
for the synthesis level. 
Negative results for the spontaneous transfer of cognitive skills 
Results from studies examining the potential cognitive benefits of 
computer programming have not always been positive however. In a 
discussion of the cognitive aspects programming, Pea and Kurland 
(1984a, 1987) have offered skepticism regarding the spontaneous 
transfer of cognitive skills from the computer programming 
environment. Generally, their skepticism regarding spontaneous 
transfer has developed from the fact that students often do not attain 
the degree of programming proficiency needed to support spontaneous 
transfer, and often draw little cognitive support for transfer in the 
discovery learning approach typical of Logo. In a study illustrating this 
problem. Pea (1983) looked carefully at the programming proficiency 
of fifty-nine to twelve year old children after a year of intensive 
programming. In this study children were assessed for program 
debugging, program writing, and program understanding. The results 
showed that students still had relatively poor skills in all areas even 
after a year of actual programming. 
In a study targeting the potential development of general planning 
skills from Logo programming. Pea and Kurland (1984a) compared a 
Logo group to a non-programming group on a classroom planning task. 
The study used a group of nine to twelve year old children over the 
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period of a single school year. Study results showed no difference in 
the planning skills between the groups. In an immediate replication, 
with a different but similar group of children, Pea and Kurland (1984b) 
modified the planning task so that it was done on the computer to 
more directly simulate the Logo environment of immediate feedback. 
As in the first study, no differences were found between groups. 
Pea and Kurland, although supportive of computer programming 
as an intellectual tool to practice cognitive skills, find fault with the 
discovery learning approach that has been typical of Logo (1984b, 
1987). They clearly see an educational potential in programming, but 
see no guarantee offered for general cognitive development from the 
programming activity alone. It is this discovery learning approach of 
Logo, rather than the activity of programming Itself, which has initiated 
much of the concern and criticism over the potential cognitive benefits 
to programming (Khayrallah & Van Den Meiraker, 1987). 
A need for more empirical and narrowlv focused research 
Generally, research on the cognitive benefits of programming is 
an area filled with mixed and inconclusive results. Such a state is 
facilitated by the disproportionate ratio of a large number of anecdotal 
reports and testimonials to a relatively small number of empirical 
studies. The anecdotal studies generally indicate a potential for 
development of cognitive skills through programming, but make 
specific predictions or instructional implications difficult. It seems 
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apparent that this ratio needs to become more balanced, and indeed 
many researchers are indicating a critical need for empirical studies to 
help define and confirm the cognitive potential of programming (Pea & 
Kurland, 1984b; Khayrallah & Van Den Meiraker, 1987; Walker, 1987; 
Becker, 1987). 
An additional concern in this research area deals with the wide 
focus of completed studies. Empirical studies, as well as anecdotal 
ones, have tended to utilize a more general investigative approach, 
looking at an assortment of cognitive skills and outcome measures, 
rather than at a specific problem solving or cognitive process. Such 
research is important for generating hypotheses regarding the 
cognitive benefits to programming, but provides relatively inconclusive 
results in determining the potential of programming in developing a 
specific cognitive skill. Also, many of the programming studies, both 
anecdotal and empirical, have often incorporated a relatively atypical 
classroom situation, with extremely high student teacher ratios, or 
fairly isolated small group instruction. Such research makes it difficult 
to derive much direction for the classroom teacher. As already 
indicated by a large number of researchers (Mann, 1986; Salomon & 
Perkins, 1987; Swan & Black, 1987), further systematic research 
focusing on specific cognitive skills, but incorporating a variety of 
different populations and pedagogies, is greatly needed. 
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Guiding the Transfer of Cognitive Skills from Programming: 
Perhaps one of the reasons that research on the cognitive benefits 
of computer programming has been so widely focused and anecdotal in 
nature is the inherent complexity of the programming activity. The 
process of computer programming Is indeed complicated, involving 
many difficult skills. These skills involve 1) understanding the task the 
program is to accomplish 2) planning a programming strategy to 
accomplish the task, 3) implementing a plan via a programming 
language, and 4) debugging a plan and the program code (Pea & 
Kurland, 1984a, 1987). Thus, computer programming requires a 
substantial amount of careful planning when developing a program to 
accomplish some task. Such planning behavior draws heavily on 
mental abilities, and it has been shown that expert programmers often 
use a large variety of cognitive skills when they participate In the 
retrieving and assembling of cognitive plans for a new program 
(Nichols, 1981). 
The necessitv of guiding planning skills from programming 
Pea and his associates at Bank Street College found that students 
often avoid planning behavior completely when working on a computer 
program. They seemed to opt for a trial and error programming style 
that negated any need for higher cognitive processes (Pea, Kurland, & 
Hawkins, 1987). Therefore it is unrealistic to expect that students will 
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spontaneously develop generalized cognitive skills, when they seem to 
actively avoid the use of such skills when engaged in a programming 
task. For this reason, Pea has indicated that the problem solving and 
critical thinking skills attainable through computer programming may 
need to be taught directly rather than expected to occur spontaneously 
(Pea & Kurland, 1984a). Programming instruction may have to 
explicitly emphasize the targeted skills so that students are not 
permitted to rely solely on a preferred trial and error approach to 
writing programs. 
Planning skills in particular seem unachievable in the 
programming environment spontaneously (Clements & Merriman, 
1987, Pea & Kurland, 1984b). Children and novice programmers often 
slip into , a "hacking" method of programming, during which they 
blindly try command after command, Incorporating little reflective 
thought (Leron, 1985). Such a strategy may eventually achieve the 
desired output without the student ever incorporating anything but 
superficial planning into the problem solving process. Students may 
require instruction that directly encourages the planning process. As 
stated by Clements and Merriman: "to develop planning skills, it may 
be necessary to structure children's work so that they predict and plan 
before programming" (1987, p. 28). 
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The necessity of guiding other cognitive skills 
Planning skills are not the only cognitive skills that may need 
Instructional support in the programming process to encourage 
generalized transfer to non-programming tasks. Swan and Black 
(1987), extensively reviewed the literature regarding the cognitive 
outcomes to programming in Logo. They found that all studies noting 
positive results of cognitive skill transfer shared specific elements of a 
pedagogy that encouraged such transfer. They pointed to three 
pedagogical transfer elements: 1) a focus on specific aspects of the 
problem solving process, 2) direct instruction of the targeted skill, 
and 3) a mediated approach to student and teacher interaction. 
Swan and Black (1987) attempted to design instruction around 
these pedagogical components in a twelve week study involving six 
successive units dealing with six cognitive skills: 1) subgoal formation, 
2) forward chaining, 3) backward chaining, 4) systematic trial and 
error, 5) alternative representation, and 6) an^ogy. Using introductory 
non-computer activities, and problems specifically designed to 
highlight one of the six cognitive skills. Swan and Black gave their 
instruction to 133 students in the fourth through the eighth grades. 
The study used a pretest-posttest single group design, with students 
pretested for all cognitive skills before the six units and then 
posttested after the six units. Instruction used class discussion, and 
individual and paired work on four programming problems for each 
unit. Investigator constructed outcome measures consisted of word 
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problems, paper and pencil problem solving activities, the Torrence 
Test of Creative Thinking, and a constructed test of simple verbal 
analogies. Swan and Black found significant differences, p<.001, 
between performance on the pretests and posttests for every skill 
except backward chaining. 
The Swan and Black study clearly supports the claims that 
generalized cognitive skills can be transferred from programming, and 
that a guided instructional methodology may be necessaiy to 
successfully facilitate this transfer. Unfortunately, since Swan and 
Black did not use a control group in their study, it is difficult to 
determine how much of the relative pretest-posttest improvement was 
due to the transfer pedagogy they employed. The programming activity 
alone, or the initial non-computer discussions of the targeted skills 
alone, may have been powerful enough to improve the posttest scores. 
The initial skill introduction is specifically of concern since students 
received all six units of instruction before being posttested on any of 
the skills, permitting considerable blending of instruction. Replication 
is needed, using a control group, to help determine the relative 
importance of the transfer pedagogy. 
In other research looking at guiding transfer of cognitive skills 
from programming. De Corte and Verschaffel (in press) found that 
when evidence for the transferable effects of programming was 
missing, one of two situations were present: 1) students were 
deficient in necessary programming skills, or 2) an explicit and 
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systematic orientation for transfer was lacking. These researchers 
went on to conclude that when positive results were found for the Logo 
environment, such as with the Clements and Gullo studies, explicit 
instruction for transfer was typically present in the treatment. 
In related research discussion, Delclos, Littlefleld and Bransford, 
describe a "mediational" style of programming which emphasizes this 
apparent need for explicit orientation for transfer in the instruction. 
When using this mediational style, a teacher makes specific attempts to 
frame what is learned in the Logo lesson in a broader context and to 
bridge specific principles learned to other situations in which the 
same type of strategy would apply (Delclos, Littlefleld & Bransford, 
1984). This style involves helping students to see themselves as 
learners and to become actively involved in analyzing their own 
thinidng strategies. Students are encouraged, often by Socratic 
dialogue between teacher and students, to generate general principles 
in their programming activities and to relate these principles to 
activities in different domains. 
Suggestions for guiding the transfer of cognitive skills 
When investigating how to facilitate the potential transfer of 
cognitive skills from programming, it is important to consider that the 
general "transfer" of cognitive skills between domains has been 
investigated by a variety of researchers in many fields (Gick & Holyoak, 
1983; Cormier & Hagman, 1987; Swan & Black, 1987). One particular 
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theory for looking at the transfer potential of computer programming 
has been advanced by Salomon and Perkins (1987). This theory 
suggests two possible cognitive paths to transfer: 1) low road transfer, 
and 2) high road transfer. 
In low road transfer, near, or same domain transfer, can be 
achieved by extensive practice which attains an automaticity of a skill. 
For example, a person leams to drive a car so well by extended 
practice that other relatively similar cars are driven easily. Thus, a 
student programmer may become better at specific programming skills 
within Logo merely by being exposed to a large number of similiar 
programming problems. Yet none of these skills will be of much use 
outside of the programming domain; transfer will be relatively near, 
with little far transfer into non-programming domains. 
In high road transfer however, more distant, different domain 
transfer may be achieved. To facilitate such transfer, extensive 
practice is unnecessary, but fairly extensive concentration and mental 
abstraction is. In this "high road" to transfer, a person "mindfully 
abstracts" the skill to be learned so as to see it in a wider more general 
context involving a variety of domains. Salomon and Perkins indicate 
that for high road transfer, vigorous and direct instruction emphasizing 
the general nature of the skill is often necessary to provide a relatively 
far degree of transfer. Thus, if instructed correctly, a student driving a 
car may also leam how to drive a truck, by participating in instruction 
that emphasizes the general principles of driving. A student 
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programmer then, may improve their general problem solving 
techniques by being involved in programing instruction that 
encourages the student to mentally "abstract", or generalize the 
cognitive skills they use while programming. 
Salomon and Perkins analyze the previous Logo research by 
utilizing this model and indicate that some high road transfer 
technique was generally used when positive effects for transfer 
between domains were found. Thus in the Clement study, where 
positive results were achieved, an instructional scaffolding for high 
road transfer was employed. In the Pea studies, however, where no 
positive transfer results were reported, this high road instructional 
technique was absent. 
It is interesting to note that the Salomon and Perkin s model 
suggests that extensive programming Is not strictly necessary for 
effective high road transfer of a cognitive skill into a non-programming 
domain; since high road transfer necessitates intensive mental 
abstraction and concentration, but not intensive practice. This aspect 
of their model provides that students may not need to be involved in 
extremely lengthy programming instruction before some transfer 
between domains is expected. However, this would be true only if the 
programming instruction is specifically geared toward mindful 
abstraction of the skill targeted for transfer. Thus, students might be 
able to attain useful levels of certain cognitive skills through 
programming instruction without being required to become 
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programming experts in the process. Salomon and Perkins indicate 
that their model predicts transfer from even introductory 
programming instruction, but only when the high road is "forced" by 
instruction that directly and vigorously helps students to think about 
programming in the abstract, as a general process incorporating and 
practicing general cognitive strategies. 
Pea, in earlier work summarizing the main conditions needed for 
general transfer from the programming domain, seemed to incorporate 
many of the later ideas expressed by both Salomon and Perkins (1987), 
and Swan and Black (1987). He suggested that to facilitate general 
transfer, programming instruction would need to: 1) train self 
management skills, 2) explore the significance of thinking skills, 
3) teach the intended skills using real world examples 4) use multiple 
examples and situations, 5) apply a guided discovery approach in 
teaching the thinking skills, and 6) provide a favorable motivational 
environment (1985, p. 2-3). Thus, programming instruction seeking 
the development of a generalized cognitive skill would probably need to 
incorporate most of these conditions to create the systematic approach 
necessary for the explicit teaching of that skill. When these conditions 
are present, and the instruction "mindfully abstracts" the skill as a 
general process applicable to other domains, some reasonable hope of 
transfer could be warranted. 
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The need for research to test current suggestions for transfer 
It is important to note however, that the suggestions for a guided 
instructional pedagogy to achieve generalized transfer from 
programming, as discussed by researchers such as Swan and Black, and 
Salomon and Perkins, are still relatively new in the literature. As with 
research dealing with the general cognitive benefits to programming, 
empirical studies attempting to test the effectiveness of the 
suggestions put forth by these researchers on specific cognitive skills 
are not yet available. Most of the research suggesting the necessity to 
"guide" transfer in programming and offering suggestions on how to do 
so (such as Leron, 1985; Mayer, Dayman, Dyck, 1987; Salomon and 
Perkins, 1987), is discussion papers rather than empirical studies. 
Such conjecture is very important, but experimental research is 
needed to test the validity of these suggestions, and to evaluate the 
relative importance of the programming component. 
Analogical Reasoning and Its Instruction. 
Analogical reasoning is one particular cognitive skill that seems 
especially worthy of any efforts to develop and transfer it. It has been 
recognized as an important human intellectual skill. In 1956, J.R. 
Oppenheimer wrote "Analogy is inevitable in human thought ' (p. 129). 
More recently (1982), in his book The Universe Within. Morton Hunt 
echoed this respect for analogical reasoning and suggested that it was 
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the most important of all our reasoning processes, encompaslng the 
chief way in which we interpret and deal with the world around us. 
Both researchers were commenting on the centrality of analogical 
thinking in daily life; as people continually transfer knowledge from 
known situations to novel ones. Similar statements, emphasizing the 
fundamental importance of analogical reasoning, are often found in 
research regarding this skill (i.e., Holyoak, 1984; Sternberg, 1977b; 
Moore & Newell, 1973; Newell & Simon, 1972). 
What is analogical reasoning? 
Analogical reasoning can be defined as the ability to utilize a well 
understood problem to provide insight and structure for the 
development of a solution for a less understood problem (Centner, 
1982). Thus, it is this reasoning process which gives us the basic 
ability to solve a current problem by referencing similarities to previous 
problems we have encountered. As suggested by Gick and Holyoak, the 
"essence of analogical thinking is transfer of knowledge from one 
situation to another by a process of mapping; finding a set of one-one 
correspondences between aspects of one body of Information and 
aspects of another" (1983, p. 2). Analogical reasoning would seem to 
be one of the most important skills, if not the most important skill, in 
general problem solving. George Polya, who has written extensively on 
problem solving in the mathematics domain, writes: "Inference by 
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analogy appears to be the most important kind of conclusion, and it is 
possibly the most Important" (1954, p. 43). 
Analogical reasoning has also been linked to schema theory. A 
"schema" can be thought of as an organized body of knowledge 
conceived theoretically as a set of interconnected propositions 
centering around a general concept, and linked peripherally with other 
concepts (Gagne', 1986). This theory, becoming a formally accepted 
theory of cognitive psychology (Wicks, 1986), indicates that schémas 
provide internal structure for the assimilation of information in the 
human mind, and are used as cognitive frameworks for information 
processing. Analogical reasoning has been said to occupy a generative 
role in this theory, as a process which creates new schémas (Gentner, 
1982; Gentner & Stevens, 1983). New cognitive schémas are 
theoretically created by the analogical process of deleting differences 
and identifying similarities between cognitive structures (Gick & 
Holyoak, 1983). 
Component processes in analogical reasoning 
As analogical reasoning operates in an individual to transfer and 
build knowledge, it appears to use specific and identifiable component 
processes. In extensive research on analogical reasoning, Sternberg 
has outlined four required component processes that make up the skill 
(Sternberg, 1977a; Sternberg & Riflcin, 1979). These processes 
are: 1) encoding, where attributes of concepts are identified, 
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2) inference, where rules between concepts are discovered, 
3) mapping, where a higher order rule relates rules to each other, and 
4) application, where a rule is generated from an old concept to a new 
concept by use of an analogy. Two optional later components have also 
been included in his theory to encompass the typical structure of 
multiple choice analogy tests: 5) justification, used to determine the 
best option when various options are generated in the application 
component, and 6) response, where a choice selection is actually made 
to complete the analogy. The component processes are assumed to 
operate serially, immediately following each other, with movement to 
the next component facilitated by problem limits or selective attention 
imposed by the reasoner. Sternberg believes that these components 
are generalizable to a wide variety of inductive reasoning tasks, 
especially tasks where the solutions are uncertain. 
In a model similar to the Sternberg model of component 
processes in analogical reasoning, Mulholland, Pellegrino and Glaser 
(1980), incorporated some of Sternberg's ideas (1977a), with artificial 
intelligence research by Evans (1968), and with their own 
modifications to develop a more generalized model of this reasoning. 
Their model used three general classes of internal processes: 
1) attribute discovery and encoding processes, where important 
attributes of each part of the analogy are represented in memory, 
2) attribute comparison processes, where relationships between 
analogy parts are inferred, and 3) evaluation processes, where the 
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appropriateness of possible completion items is determined. 
Specifically, the MuUioUand, Pellegrino and Classer model expanded 
Sternberg's encoding component and addressed this process in more 
detail. These researchers felt this modification was necessary due to 
the relative Importance of this component to the rest of the 
components following it. Validation of the model was based in part on 
significant relationships found in a 1980 study, using 28 
undergraduates exposed to 460 different analogy test items 
(Mulholland, Pellegrino, & Glaser, 1980). 
Standardized tests of analogical reasoning 
Component models of analogical reasoning, such as Sternberg's 
(1977a), and Mulholland, Pellegrino and Glaser's (1980), have 
extensively used tests with items in an analogy type format such as 
hammer : nail :: bat : ?. These items often use either linguistic or 
geometric relationships, and have been included on many standardized 
psychometric tests. The reliability of such tests is typically high, with 
Intercorrelations between different tests reported as quite high 
(Guilford, 1967, Ekstrom, French, & Harmon, 1976; Thorndike & 
Hagen, 1971, 1987). The A:B::C:? item format seems to closely 
represent the theoretical component processes of analogical reasoning, 
and it has been suggested by various researchers that these tests are 
relatively accurate Indicators of general analogical reasoning skill 
(Mullholland, Pellegrino & Glaser, 1980; Greeno, 1978; Sternberg, 
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1977b). In one particular investigation, incorporating analogies in this 
format and involving students at Stanford University, Sternberg 
(1977a), extensively tested and validated various mathematical models 
for his component processes. Significant relationships were reported 
supporting the generality of the analogical reasoning process. In a later 
discussion of this work, Sternberg explicitly commented on the 
construct validity of tests using the typical analogy format and declared: 
"The construct validity of performance on tests of analogical reasoning 
is unimpeachable" (1982, p. 237). 
Analo0cal reasoning in problem solving 
Holyoak, building on earlier work by Sternberg (1977a), Hesse 
(1966), and his own work (Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983), has offered a 
general framework for analogical problem solving using schema theory 
(1984). He suggested that when a solution for a novel problem (the 
target), is drawn from a previously solved problem (the base), possibly 
existing in different domains, four general steps are used. These steps, 
which are not necessarily implemented in the given order, are: 
1) mental representations of the base and target problems are 
constructed, 2) relevance of the target problem to the base problem is 
noticed, 3) an initial partial mapping, or set of correspondences, is 
found between the elements of the two situations, and 4) the mapping 
is extended by retrieving or constructing new knowledge about the 
problem. 
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As well as being founded on the work of previous researchers, 
Holyoak based these steps partially on empirical research from his own 
studies with Gick (1980, 1983). Four major empirical studies 
supported his analogical problem solving framework. The first study 
was used to establish the fact that people can use analogies to generate 
problem solutions. In this study, 69 students in a high school class 
were given problems in story format to solve with either first being 
given an analogous story and solution, or a non-analogous story and 
solution. Study results found that analogous stories significantly 
facilitated the students ability to solve the target problem, p<.001. 
The second study by Gick and Holyoak (1983), attempted to 
experimentally separate the processes of noticing and applying 
analogies. This study was similar to the first except for the addition, 
for some subjects, of a verbal statement included with the initial 
analogous story that made the underlying principle of the story's 
solution much more apparent. Such a principle should theoretically be 
used by the subject in developing a general schema for the particular 
type of story and solution. Performance between the groups who 
received analogous stories either with the verbal principle or without 
the verbal principle was virtually the same. Gick and Holyoak believed 
that this showed the relative ineffectiveness of incidental verbal 
statements for general schema refinement in analogical problem 
solving. 
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The third study by Gick and Holyoak (1983) investigated factors 
Involved in the degree of transfer from a single base problem to a 
target problem. In this study, the second study was modified to 
include incidental diagrams rather than verbal statements. It was 
thought that incidental pictorial diagrams might be more facilitative to 
general schema development. However, similar results to the second 
study were found with no substantial differences between analogous 
stories and analogous stories with diagrams. 
The fourth and final major Gick and Holyoak study (1983), dealt 
with transfer from multiple analogous stories, emphasizing the possible 
necessity of providing multiple analogs for generalized schema solution. 
In this study, 98 subjects were either initially given: 1) two analogous 
stories, or 2) two non-analogous stories, or 3) one analogous story and 
one non-analogous story, before being asked to find the solution of a 
target story. The group given the two analogous stories was most 
successful in finding the solution to the target problem, p<.003, 
indicating that multiple analogs were the most helpful in the 
construction a general schema for use in further solutions. 
Gick and Holyoak indicated that these four 1983 studies 
established general problem solving by analogy could take place, and 
that multiple analogous problems greatly facilitated this problem 
solving process. In analysis of a learner's ability to recognize that an 
earlier problem could contribute to a current task, it was apparent 
from these studies that learners were more likely to recognize prior 
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experiences as relevant to a new problem when they had developed a 
more abstract and general schema for sets of problem solutions rather 
than drawing on specific individual experiences. 
In a follow-up study to Gick and Holyoak's fourth study (1983), 
Mathison and Allen (1987), found that exposure to a single analogous 
story could yield greater success at determining a solution to a target 
problem than multiple analogous stories, when a pictorial diagram was 
included and students were directly instructed within the story to use 
the diagram. In contrast to the Gick and Holyoak results, Mathison and 
Allen found that diagrams greatly facilitated analogous solutions when 
students were directly prompted to use them. Their results suggested 
that "although multiple similar problem solving experiences may help 
learners solve new problems analogically, the key variable is not the 
number of experiences, but the manner in which they are presented 
and processed" (p. 5). 
It would seem apparent from results offered by Gick and Holyoak 
(1983), and from the follow-up research by Mathison and Allen (1987), 
that if learners are to be assisted in analogical problem solving, the 
presentation method will be critical. Learners may need to be initially 
prompted to notice and use a similar problem, or to notice and use a 
general principle involving multiple problems. 
Rumelhart and Norman (1981) have expressed the importance of 
such analogical processes in the general teaching for all disciplines. 
According to these researchers, teaching problem solving should 
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Involve presenting information in a domain where the student is 
already familiar, and then presenting information in a target domain 
with a problem that varies only slightly in the number of dimensions, 
characteristics, or operations. For instance, a child would be taught 
how to do a fraction problem, by first being presented with diagrams of 
fractional pies. Such problem solving by referencing better understood 
problems or problem domains, is very typical of natural real life 
problem solving (Centner, 1982; Centner & Stevens, 1983; Cick & 
Holyoak, 1983, Rumelhart & Norman, 1983). 
The training of analo0cal reasoning 
Although research in the theoretical aspects of analogical 
reasoning seems fairly well developed, research involving the 
application of these theories to educational techniques seems much 
less so. With the exception of studies by White and Alexander (1984), 
and Alexander et al. (1987), few studies have attempted to actually 
train analogical reasoning within the dynamic environment of the 
typical classroom. Most of what has been done, such as work by 
Sternberg, Ketron, and Powell (1982), has been accomplished in the 
relatively stable environment of the laboratory. Other studies, like Cick 
and Holyoak (1983), have investigated general processes underlying 
analogical reasoning, but have offered only peripheral suggestions for 
classroom application. 
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Many college critical and creative thinking courses, however, still 
incorporate some instruction in analogies (Halpem, 1987). This may 
be due in part to the poor performance of even college aged adults on 
general reasoning tasks where analogical type reasoning is 
incorporated. Research by McKinnon and Renner (1971) found that 
only 25% of first-year college students scored at the Formal Level of 
thought on Piagetian tests (1971). Other researchers, such as 
Nummedal, have stated concern that most adults are functionally 
unable to use formal reasoning processes by indicating that studies in 
the area indicate that "Less than 50% of the students in our 
universities are able to use formal reasoning processes confidently and 
reliably" (1987, p. 87). In light of such research, there would seem to 
be an apparent need to provide some general analogical reasoning 
training within our educational system. 
Unfortunately, due to the lack of classroom research, it is unclear 
whether laboratory implications of analogical reasoning can be applied 
successfully to the typical classroom environment. It would appear that 
to successfully apply laboratory established theories to classroom 
applications, some systematic method to do so may be necessary. 
Training in analogical reasoning, like other cognitive skills, should 
probably be systematic and deliberate if it is expected to transfer 
across domains for general use. 
In research attempting to train analogical reasoning in the 
classroom, and to apply laboratory established principles to the 
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classroom environment, Alexander, White, Haensly, and Crimmins-
Jeanes (1987) tried the direct instruction of analogies with fourth 
graders. They had piloted the study a few years earlier (White & 
Alexander, 1984). Within their recent study, these researchers used 
Sternberg's four mandatory components of analogical reasoning as an 
instructional framework for direct lessons in analogies, and then 
extended the process to reading comprehension tasks. Their training 
involved two phases. Phase one was an initial training phase where 
students received intensive instruction in the component processes of 
analogical reasoning. This phase used an instructional approach which 
permitted varied practice and classroom discussion, incorporating 
student verbalizations of each component as they were used on 
problems. The treatment in this phase consisted of one 50 minute 
session for each of the four components. The second phase of 
instruction consisted of six weeks of intermittent training involving 
general application of the four components. Training during this phase 
also sought to incorporate stories as well as standard word analogies. 
Significant effects of training were found, with implications of near 
transfer given by significant results on verbal analogies of the Woodcock 
Reading Mastery Test, p<.002. However, significant effects were not 
found for reading tasks of the Comprehension Inventory, p>.05, 
implicating that no far transfer had occurred. 
In a second follow-up study to look at the influence of age and 
ability on their results (1987), Alexander, White, Haenlsy, and 
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Crimmlns-Jeanes repeated their first study with 34 eighth graders 
enrolled in an honors language arts class, and 96 tenth graders 
enrolled in a non-honors English class. Positive effects for group, 
p<.001, and for grade, p<.002, were found within the analysis. 
Alexander, White, Haensly, and Crimmins-Jeanes, concluded that 
these two studies demonstrated that "componential analogical 
reasoning training could be provided in the uncertain and dynamic 
context of the classroom" (1987, p. 401). Also, they believed their 
work demonstrated that analogical reasoning training could be 
successfully provided to older students, and to students of gifted and 
average abilities. These researchers were careful to note however, that 
analogical reasoning is a rather complex and global skill, and that 
speculations regarding the impact of their training on overall analogical 
reasoning ability should remain cautious. 
The need to consider possible interactions 
Interpretation of the effects of a particular treatment, such as 
analogical reasoning training, operating with a particular set of 
students often warrants caution. In educational research it is 
important to consider that the typical classroom usually consists of a 
heterogenous group of students displaying a variety of characteristics. 
Each student may bring to the learning environment a unique set of 
attributes, learning styles, relative abilities, and past achievements. 
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The potential for Interactive effects of student characteristics 
with instructional treatment is well established in educational research 
(see Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Snow 1977; and Holtan, 1982). Often, 
student characteristics with a potential for interaction can be 
considered as one of three general types: 1) student ability, 2) student 
aptitude, or 3) general student attributes. However, some overlap of 
this terminology is often present in the literature (Federico, 1978). 
Student ability, as used in treatment interaction research, is often 
associated with a relative level of a particular cognitive skill, such as 
spatial visualization, verbal fluency, etc. However, many researchers 
have settled on the construct of "general ability" in looking at 
differential effects of an instructional treatment across student 
subgroups (Cronbach & Snow, 1977). More recently, "general ability" 
has been subdivided into "ciystalized ability", representing cognitive 
skills applied to a more familiar situation, and "fluid ability", 
representing cognitive skills applied to a newer less known situation 
(see Snow, 1980; Hart, 1986). High ciystalized ability would indicate 
efficiency in the routine application of stored knowledge, where new 
tasks are quite similar to previous ones. High fluid ability, however, 
would indicate efficiency in adapting this stored knowledge, often 
spontaneously, to tasks substantially different than ones encountered in 
the past. The possible interactive effect of such relative student ability, 
with a specific Instructional treatment, is one of the most consistent 
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interactions in educational research (Wittrock, 1974; Anderson, 1982; 
Snow and Lohman, 1984). 
In contrast to student ability, which focuses on a relative level of 
cognitive skill, student aptitudes give more emphasis to the actual form 
and structure of cognition. Student aptitudes usually consist of 
differing cognitive styles or learning preferences (Federico, 1978). 
Student aptitudes also have been shown to have a potential interactive 
effect with Instructional treatment. For example, student "field 
independence" or "field dependence" has been shown to have general 
interactive effects in the learning of mathematics (McLeod and Adams, 
1980; McLeod and Briggs, 1980). Other examples of student aptitudes 
thought to have possible interactive effects are locus of control, brain 
hemispherisity, and cognitive complexity (McLeod, 1979; De Leeuw, 
1983). 
Student attributes, rather than being associated with level or 
structure of cognitive processing, typically refer to the more 
fundamental characteristics of a student, such as gender and age. The 
potential for age related differences in cognitive processing has been 
well established (Goldman, Pellegrino, Parseghian, & Sallis, 1982; 
Goldman & Bisanz 1980; Lawson, 1982, Sternberg & Downing, 1982), 
and research considering gender differences in the learning of 
mathematics has been evolving for some time (Schildkamp-Kundiger, 
1982). In addition, general past achievement has been shown to have 
consistent interactive effects with cognitive instruction (Tobias, 1976) . 
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It seems apparent that research investigating the classroom 
training of analogical reasoning must also carefully consider the 
possible interactive effects of individual student characteristics. When 
being instructed in such a global and complex problem solving skill as 
analogical reasoning, students with varying characteristics may react 
quite differently to an Instructional treatment. 
The need for additional research in classroom instruction 
Although research involving the processes of analogical reasoning 
is fairly well developed, research involving the application of these 
processes to instruction and training in the classroom is in a relative 
Infancy. There is substantial work to be done before analogical 
reasoning instruction can be incorporated systematically and effectively 
into the classroom. As suggested by Alexander, White, Haensly, and 
Crimmins-Jeanes (1987), regarding further research needed in their 
analogical reasoning based instructional work: 
"It is for future research efforts to support the 
conclusions of this study by demonstrating further the 
facultative effects of classroom-based, componential 
training in analogical reasoning. It may prove useful for 
future studies to examine alternative near and far transfer 
tasks, to test the effectiveness of analogy training 
embedded in different content areas such as 
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mathematics or science, or to provide such training to 
students younger or older than those in the present 
study" (p. 402). 
When considering the research reviewed regarding analogical 
reasoning, strong implications for specific additional studies become 
apparent. Research in this area is at a point where investigation 
concerned with the actual classroom implementations of more 
fundamental research is imperative. Research is needed that tests 
applications of componential analogical reasoning training in the 
classroom environments of various disciplines, and with a diversity of 
students. A study incorporating analogical reasoning training within 
the domain of computer programming, examining near transfer within 
the programming domain, and far transfer beyond the programming 
domain, may be Just such a needed study. However, it is first necessary 
to consider how analogical reasoning typically operates in the 
computer programming domain. 
The Relationship of Analogical Reasoning to Programming 
As discussed by Pea and Kurland (1984a), computer programming 
is indeed a complex task involving many essential skills. Analogical 
reasoning has been suggested by researchers as one of the most 
important of these skills; fundamental in the programming activity 
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whenever a programmer seeks to recognize and exploit the similarity 
of different programming tasks (i.e., Kurland, Clement, Mawby, & Pea, 
1987; Mann, 1986; Pennington, 1982, Sneiderman 1976). Many of 
these researchers focus on the contrast between expert and novice 
programmers when discussing how analogical reasoning typically 
operates within the programming domain. 
Analogical reasoning and expert and novice programmers 
Analogical reasoning has been linked to programming by 
investigations of how expert programmers generally approach 
programming problems. When confronted with a new programming 
problem, an "expert" programmer will often tend to perform an 
internal search for programming problems of a similar nature that they 
have encountered in the past (Brooks, 1977). These earlier problems, 
and their respective solutions, provide the expert with an internal 
"storehouse" of general sub-routines and structures potentially useful in 
developing or determining a solution to the new problem. The expert 
looks at similarities between the problems, and eventually attempts to 
transfer a solution framework from one problem to the other. This 
analysis of something new in their programming experience, by 
utilization of something old in their programming experience, is 
essentially the process of analogical reasoning as defined by Gentner 
(1982). 
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In contrast, novice programmers tend to focus on the lower level 
aspects of a programming activity, such as the syntactical structure of 
the program code (Sneiderman, 1976; Sneiderman & Mayer, 1979; 
Onorato & Schvaneveldt, 1986). In a study by Adelson (1981) five 
novice programmers and five expert programmers were given 16 
randomly shuffled lines of programming code and asked to memorize 
as many lines as possible after being shown each line for a 20 second 
interval. In comparing the recalled lines of the novices and experts, it 
was found that the experts not only recalled significantly more lines 
than novices, but also grouped these lines into meaningful "chunks" 
which related to procedural or functional aspects of the program. It 
was believed that experts were using internal representations of 
previously encoded programs to meaningfully group the newly 
memorized lines of code, llie novices, however, used smaller less 
meaningful chunks, and organized these around more superficial 
syntatlc aspects of the code. Novices, unlike the more successful 
experts, seemed unable to draw analogies to the more functional and 
structural aspects of programs, to assist in their mental grouping of the 
lines. 
Such difierences in cognitive behavior have also been observed in 
program debugging attempts by novices and experts. In two studies by 
Gugerty and Olson (1986), novices and experts were asked to debug 
three Logo programs and three Pascal programs having a single bug in 
each. Using transcripts of the online debugging experience, experts 
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were found to correct the bugs much more successfully than the 
novices by use of carefully formulated hypotheses about where the bug 
might be, as determined from symptoms of the output. Novices, 
despite spending as much time as experts in thoughtful analysis of the 
program, were unable to create quality hypotheses regarding the 
possible location of the bug. In addition, they often added new bugs to 
the program when attempting to correct the original bug. Since 
experts and novices distributed their debugging activities in about the 
same overall way during the activity, it was believed by these 
researchers that a qualitative cognitive difference between the experts 
and the novices was being observed. They speculated that the experts 
were more efficient at the Inherent encoding process used in forming 
successful hypotheses of bug location, and could draw on a large library 
of symptom-bug associations in forming specific hypotheses. Such a 
systematic mapping process, as exhibited by the experts, would fit the 
analogical reasoning definition of Gentner (1982). 
Analogical reasoning through programming 
Based partially on the analogical reasoning behavior of 
programming experts, researchers are beginning to target analogical 
reasoning as a specific cognitive skill with the potential for direct 
practice and development In computer programming. In a 
correlational study, Clement, Kurland, Mawby, and Pea (1986) looked 
specifically at analogical reasoning and the reuse of subprocedures in 
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Logo programs of seventeen ninth, tenth, and eleventh grade females. 
Using a programming task developed in an earlier study (Mawby, 
1984), these researchers attempted to correlate various aspects of the 
student programs with success on a Gick and Holyoak analogical 
reasoning task. Outcome variables on the programming task involved 
scores for programs correct, number of commands used, correct use of 
subprocedures, correct use of repeat statements, correct use of 
variables, and reuse of subprocedures across programs. The only 
significant correlation to success on the analogical reasoning task was 
the reuse of subprocedures across programming problems, p<.01. 
Clement, Kurland, Mawby, and Pea felt that since reused 
subprocedures implied a structure mapping between programming 
problems, this variable was probably the most indicative outcome 
variable of student analogical thinking within the programming activity. 
Encouraged by results Isolating the reuse of subprocedures variable as 
the only significant correlation to the analogical reasoning task, and the 
inherent nature of analogical reasoning within the programming 
process, these researchers felt that "analogical reasoning could develop 
through programming because it underlies certain programming 
practices and because programming involves a focus on abstract 
structural relations" (p. 484). They were careful to emphasize the 
correlational nature of their study however, and that the complexity of 
these relationships implied that the transfer of analogical reasoning 
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skill, as well as other cognitive skills from programming, may need to 
be directly supported, rather than expected to occur spontaneously. 
Swan and Black, in their investigation of the cross-contextual 
transfer of problem solving skills (1987), included the investigation of 
analogs as one of the six problem solving skiUs that they targeted for 
improvement by guided Logo programming instruction. These 
researchers believe that the analogical reasoning process is inherent in 
a programmer's analysis and refinement of computer code, as the code 
is systematically modified by the programmer based on the output it 
produces when implemented by the computer. As suggested by Swan 
and Black: "we believe programming environments inherently support 
the development of analogy, in that one is always mapping between 
computer code and program output" (1987, p. 8). They found a 
significant difference for improvement on an investigator constructed 
analogies test, of the form Gun:Bullet::Bat:?, p<.01. This was true 
whether program output was in the form of words and lists, turtle 
graphics, or a combination of the two types of output. However, as 
discussed earlier in this chapter, it is difficult to say how significant a 
role the activity of programming played in the actual development of 
the demonstrated analogy skill; as the guided instruction methodology 
employed substantial off computer tasks, focused on solving analogies, 
before the programming activity began. Swan and Black did not 
attempt to investigate this contingency, which would have necessitated 
the use of a control group. 
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While Swan and Black looked at analogical reasoning as one 
problem solving skill of six targeted, and focused on the design of the 
guided instruction, a study by Mann investigated analogical reasoning 
skill more directly as a potential benefit to programming (1986). 
Matching by sex, and scores on a pretest of the outcome measure, 
Mann used two groups of eighth grade students to participate in the 
ten week study. Hie experimental group received instruction in Logo 
focused on eight modules ranging from the use of primitives to 
recursion. The control group did not use Logo at all, but was involved 
in word processing and computer assisted instruction in the content 
areas of reading, math, english, and science. Analogical reasoning skill 
was evaluated by use of the Cognitive Abilities Test-Nonverbal Battery. 
Mann found a significant positive effect for the Logo treatment, p<.05. 
No differential gains between males and females were observed. 
Mann's results encouraged him to suggest that "Logo may be 
influential in facilitating the development of analogical problem solving 
strategies" (p. 76). Mann investigated programming and analogical 
reasoning using Logo in a fairly traditional Logo programming 
environment with extensive experimentation combined with teacher 
and student generated goals. No specific instructional guidance was 
incorporated to target the skill of analogical reasoning; it was merely 
investigated as a potential outcome to the general programming 
instruction. For this reason, Mann suggested that further 
investigations were needed, perhaps with different age groups and 
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ability levels, but especially research using more "guided" programming 
Instruction, which explicitly Incorporated and targeted the skill of 
analogical reasoning in the programming environment. 
Analogical reasoning components through programming 
As previously discussed, analogical reasoning has been 
investigated as a skill which can be broken into specific component 
processes (Sternberg, 1977a,b; Mulholland, Pellegrino & Glaser, 
1980). Sternberg proposed the processes of encoding, infering, 
mapping, and applying as mandatory components in the general skill of 
analogical reasoning. The Logo programming language uses a structure 
which can potentially support the development of component skills, 
such as the analogical reasoning components described by Sternberg. 
The modular nature of the language makes it especially conducive to 
the explicit practice of the component processes involved in many 
cognitive skills. Clements and Merriman (1987), in their recent 
discussion of componential developments in Logo programming 
environments, describe how children programming in Logo might 
employ component processes: 
"Children who begin a Logo project may start by making a 
drawing, (their problem goal). They might selectively 
encode parts of that drawing to determine basic shapes that 
can be disembedded and constructed as procedures. In 
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addition, they might encode the salient properties of shapes 
and relationships among shapes. They then might 
selectively compare their present problems with past 
procedures to determine If these old procedures and the 
methods used to construct them might assist in solving 
problems at hand. Children also might selectively combine 
procedures to create numerous figures from a limited 
number of components and, more importantly, combining 
parts of a problem solution into a unified whole" (p. 4). 
Analogical reasoning and the programming environment indeed 
seem well intertwined. As old problems are searched to provide 
insight into the solution to new problems, the various component 
processes of the skill (such as Sternberg's encoding, infering, mapping 
and applying), appear to be in genuine operation. As stated by 
Clements and Merriman: "It becomes apparent that the Logo 
environment could serve as a vehicle for the development of 
componential skills" (1987, p. 8). There would seem to be implication 
that analogical reasoning could be fostered by Logo programming 
carefully targeted' at the component processes of the skill. 
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Summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to review previous research 
related to Logo programming Instruction and the potential 
development and transfer of analogical reasoning skill. Two main 
bodies of research were tapped In this literature review: 1) research 
Involving the development of cognitive skills from computer 
programming, and 2) research Involving the training of analogical 
reasoning. Research in each of these two areas has developed relatively 
separately. 
Research involving the development of general cognitive skills 
from computer programming has been an area where anecdotal 
observations and contemplative discourse has dominated. These 
observations have tended to suggest that computer programming offers 
a potential for the development of general cognitive skills, but that 
such development may rest substantially on the instructional 
environment Included in the programming activities. The necessity of 
further research, preferably of an empirical and focused nature, has 
been declared by many researchers (i.e.. Pea, 1983; Khayrallah & Maud 
Van Den Melraker; 1987; Walker, 1987). 
Research involving the classroom training of analogical reasoning 
is in early stages even though, somewhat ironically, theoretical 
research on the skill Itself has existed for some time. Researchers, 
based on laboratory investigation, have broken the skill into various 
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component processes which may offer a useful and practical framework 
for classroom training. The need for further research, actually 
attempting to train analogical reasoning in the classroom, and 
incorporating it into a variety of content areas has been suggested 
(Newby & Stepich, 1987; Alexander, White, Haensly, & Crimmins-
Jeanes, 1987; Mathison & Allen, 1987). 
It seems from a review of the research investigating the 
development of cognitive skills from programming, and the research 
Investigating the classroom training of analogical reasoning, that these 
two reseeirch areas can act as a catalyst to each other. Research 
investigating the development of cognitive skills from programming 
has been weakened by a lack of empirical studies focusing on specific 
cognitive skills. Analogicsil reasoning, with its extensive theoretical 
foundation and fundamental link to the programming process, is one 
cognitive skill worthy of specific targeting in programming studies. 
Similarly, research investigating the training of analogical reasoning is 
in its infancy, requiring further research in a variety of classroom 
settings and content areas. Computer programming, with its explicit 
nature and inherent use of analogical problem solving, is one content 
area that seems unusually appropriate for the investigation of such 
training. 
It would seem that a necessary research step toward the 
understanding of the potential cognitive benefits of computer 
programming, and toward the Identification of potential instructional 
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methods for the classroom training of analogical reasoning, would be a 
study attempting to instruct analogical reasoning by use of classroom 
programming activities. Studies of this type would help overcome 
limitations to research in both areas, and help narrow the gap that 
often exists between educational research and classroom practice. 
Such a study is described in Chapter Three. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
This study Investigated the potential of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of general 
analogical reasoning skill. This investigation, focusing on analogical 
reasoning as one specific skill, and guided Logo programming as one 
particular method, should contribute to the continual search for 
possible methods to instruct general cognitive skills. 
This study incorporated research from two distinct areas: 
1) research on the cognitive benefits to computer programming, and 
2) research on analogical reasoning. It was determined that a specific 
study attempting to develop analogical reasoning through guided 
computer programming would help meet research needs in both of 
these areas. 
In Investigating the potential of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning, two particular effects of the instruction were considered 
worthy of analysis. These effects were: 1) the far transfer effects of the 
instruction, as measured by a standardized test associated with general 
analogical reasoning, and 2) the near transfer effects of the instruction, 
as measured by the reuse of subprocedures on a constructed test of 
programming problems. 
This chapter will discuss the methods and procedures used to 
investigate these effects. The chapter was divided into five main 
sections: 1) the sample of subjects used in the study, 2) the 
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Instructional treatments developed for the study, 3) the research 
instruments used to empirically Investigate the effectiveness of these 
treatments, 4) the research design and procedures used in conducting 
the study, and 5) the directional hypotheses and analysis of data 
procedures. These sections summarize the methodology that was 
incorporated to investigate the potential of guided Logo programming 
for use in the development and transfer of analogical reasoning. 
Subjects 
The subjects used in this study were students enrolled in the Fall 
1988 class of Secondary Education 101, at Iowa State University. This 
class was titled "Educational Applications of Computers", and was an 
educational computing class designed to offer students in the teacher 
education program an opportunity to experience and to gain 
confidence in the use of computer technology as it can be applied to 
education. The course outline included six major topics: 
wordprocessing, Logo programming, databases, spreadsheets, desktop 
publishing, and mainframe computer use. The Logo programming unit, 
of three week duration, was used for the study. 
The class had 171 students initially enrolled, with 144 of those 
students included in the study. A total of 27 students were removed 
from the sample for either failing to attend the class, or for failing to 
consistently attend the portion of the class used for the treatment. As 
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a criteria for removal, students were allowed to be absent from only 
one instructional period within the three week Logo unit. The 27 
subjects removed from the study missed two or more periods within 
that unit. 
Students in the sample were given a brief questionnaire to 
investigate the homogeneity of their backgrounds. The questionnaire 
has been given at the beginning of the course to help prepare yearly 
revisions to course content. It included items asking for college major, 
computer programming experience, computer access, mathematics 
course experience, computer anxiety, current grade point average, age, 
year in school, and gender (see Appendix A). 
College major of subjects 
The majority of the students enrolled in the course are usually 
elementary education majors. The entry questionnaire confirmed this, 
as 66% of the students listed elementary education as their major. 
The remainder of the sample included 6% of the students who listed 
secondary education, 9% who listed physical education, 8% who listed 
agricultural studies, and 11% who listed non-teacher education or 
agricultural majors such as business. The substantial number of non-
teacher education majors was common for the course, as it drew a 
significant number of students from other colleges who were 
interested in taking the course for the experience it provided in 
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microcomputer based wordprocessing, database, and spreadsheet 
applications. 
Age, year, and gender of subjects 
The mean age of the students was 21.3 years, with a range of ages 
from 17 to 42. The majority of the students were of typical college 
age, hcAvever, with 74% of the students between the ages of 18 and 21, 
inclusively. A relatively equal split between each college class was 
represented in the sample. The questionnaire data indicated that 31% 
of the students listed themselves as freshman, 22% listed themselves 
as sophomores, 26% listed themselves as Juniors, and 22% listed 
themselves as seniors. The gender breakdown of the sample was 25% 
male and 75% female. The elementary education majors had the 
lowest male to female ratio, with only 12 males to 84 females. 
Programming experience of subjects 
The programming experience of the sample was quite limited. 
The initial survey indicated that 78% of the students had not 
completed a single programming class in college, and 18% had 
completed only one class. The students who listed one class, as well as 
the 4% of the sample who listed more than one class, commonly listed 
classes which were probably not strictly programming classes, such as 
a computers in business course. High school programming experience 
was also fairly limited. Questionnaire data indicated that 44% of the 
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students listed no high school programming course, and 47% listed 
only one course. Generally, students reported a single course in BASIC 
programming as their only high school programming experience, if 
they had a programming course in high school. Students who listed 
more than one course, accounting for 9% of the sample, also 
commonly listed high school courses which were probably not strictly 
programming courses, such as a business machines course. 
Math backfflound of subjects 
The math background of the students in the sample was very 
limited. Many of the students, 41%, had not yet had a college math 
course. For the 31% of the sample who listed a single math course, 
the course listed was usually the low level math course required for 
elementary education majors. The students who listed two math 
courses, accounting for 22% of the sample, often listed college algebra 
along with this elementary education math course. Only 6% of the 
sample reported having taken three or more college math courses, 
with only four students listing any math course above college algebra. 
Computer access and nervousness of subjects 
From the survey it was apparent that for many of the students, 
using a computer was still a new experience for them. A majority of 
the students in the sample, 69%, indicated that they did not have 
access to a computer outside of the university facilities, and only 11% 
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indicated that they had worked with a computer at all outside of their 
high-school and college course work. In response to the question 
about how nervous they felt about their upcoming computer 
experiences in the course, 13% of the students responded they were 
very nervous, 26% responded that they were somewhat nervous, 41% 
felt neither nervous or confident, 16% felt somewhat confident, and 
4% felt very confident. 
Summarv of sample characteristics 
In summary, the majority of the students in the sample were 
female elementary education majors. However, a small but significant 
number of students were male agricultural education majors, with a 
variety of other majors represented in the sample. Most of the 
students in the sample had relatively little experience in computer 
programming, and had taken very little mathematics at the college 
level. Students in the sample also reported very little experience with 
computers outside of their academic work, and a little less than half of 
the students in the sample expressed some degree of nervousness 
about their upcoming computer experiences. 
Treatment Groups 
In order to investigate the potential of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
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reasoning, the sample was broken into two distinct treatment groups. 
The experimental group was Involved in programming instruction that 
systematically guided students through a structured process of 
analogical reasoning, and encouraged students to use this process in 
the planning of their programs. The control group used a more 
traditional approach to Logo programming instruction, and gave 
students a large degree of freedom in the planning of their programs. 
To help ensure that both treatment groups received the same 
instructional content, and that only the instructional methodology 
itself was varied, both groups worked through the same set of in-class 
problems and examples. Programming problems were presented to 
students In both groups on prepared notesheets roughly structured 
along Polya's four steps to problem solving. This approach was used to 
remind students and teachers of the sequence of instruction for their 
respective groups. Such worksheets were also thought to be helpful in 
preventing "overloading" the students with the combined cognitive 
demands of both the instructional content and instructional strategy, 
especially in the experimental group. The use of such structured 
notesheets is suggested by Perkins, Simmons, and Tishman, as a 
possible way to help students manage the additional cognitive load of 
instructional strategies (1989, pp. 13-16). 
Content ranged successively from simple procedures and turtle 
graphics, to more difficult problems utilizing multiple variables and 
recursion. As a resource for course content, the textbook, LogoWorks: 
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Lessons in Logo, by the Terrapin Logo Company was used to provide 
examples and problems. Content sheets for the experimental and 
control groups are given in Appendices B, C, D, and E. 
The experimental group: guided Logo programming instruction 
The guided Logo programming group acted as the experimental 
group for the study. For this group, initial program planning was 
structured to explicitly emphasize the skill of analogical reasoning. 
This involved stepping students through a careful problem solving 
strategy that analyzed a previously completed programming problem to 
help find insight into the solution of a new programming problem. 
The experimental group was required to use this particular strategy 
whenever they planned a program to accomplish some output. 
This Instructional treatment, which involved programming 
activity focused on the general development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning, sought to incorporate the three pedagogical elements 
suggested by Swan and Black as common to studies reporting positive 
results of cognitive skill transfer from Logo programming (1987, pp. 6-
7). The three transfer elements suggested by Swan and Black were 
that the instruction: 1) focus on specific problem solving aspects or 
skills, 2) directly instruct the targeted skills, and 3) utilize a mediated 
learning approach to student and teacher interaction. Each of these 
components was explicitly addressed in the instruction of the 
experimental treatment group. This approach helped ensure that the 
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Instruction targeted the development of a generalized analogical 
reasoning skill, rather than a skill specific only to the computer 
programming domain. 
First transfer element In meeting Swan and Black's first 
pedagogical transfer element, a focus on specific aspects of the 
problem solving process, the experimental group emphasized the 
analogical reasoning process inherent in programming, rather than the 
programming activity itself. To help provide this reasoning emphasis, 
students initially spent about 15 to 20 minutes working through the 
analogical reasoning planning activity before ever turning on the 
computer. The instructor would lead students through this planning 
process by active class discussion, or by walking around and ensuring 
that everyone was actively engaged in the step-by-step process as it 
was outlined on the instructional worksheets. Students were 
reminded that they were using the computer programming activities 
as a way to practice the general analogical reasoning process, with the 
learning of this general reasoning strategy as an important goal in their 
programming instruction. Thus, students were practicing and focusing 
on a specific problem solving process or reasoning skill, but were 
applying it where it would be currently most useful to them, during the 
initial planning of an assigned program. 
Second transfer element To meet Swan and Black's second 
pedagogical element and directly instruct the skill of analogical 
reasoning, Sternberg's four main component processes of analogical 
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reasoning (1977a) were used as a framework for planning the student 
programs (see Appendix F). The components of encoding. Inferring, 
mapping, and applying, were directly incorporated into structured the 
discussions which were used v/ith students to help initially plan their 
programs (see Appendices B and D). This approach resembled the 
process used in the work by Alexander, White, Haensly, and Crimmlns-
Jeanes, with linguistic analogies (1987). In their study, instruction 
was designed so that students systematically worked through each 
component as they planned programs to give some desired output. 
The turtle graphic capability of Logo made it especially conducive to 
providing the opportunity for well-structured and focused 
programming examples of these component processes. Using the 
A:B::C:D analogy format, the programming activities were structured by 
the pairing of program output with corresponding program text. 
Students were prompted, by use of the four components, to actively 
use the graphical output and program text of a previously solved 
problem to find insight into developing the text of a new programming 
problem. The use of the Sternberg Component processes carefully 
structured the cognitive tasks of writing the new program, and met 
the definition of direct instruction as expressed by Doyle (1983). 
Third transfer element To provide a mediatlonal approach to 
interactions by teacher and students, and to meet Swan and Black's 
third pedagogical element to encourage transfer, a class discussion 
style was patterned after the suggestions of Delclos, Littlefield, and 
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Ejransford (1984). In their work, they suggested that in a mediational 
style of teaching Logo the teacher should make "concious attempts to 
frame what is learned in the Logo lesson in a broad context and to 
bridge specific principles learned to other situations where the same 
type of strategy would apply" (p. 9). Within the experimental 
treatment, students were periodically given other examples illustrating 
the use of the Sternberg analogical reasoning components, and 
discussed how the reasoning process was similar to what they were 
using in the programming domain. The teachers continually tried to 
emphasize to students that they were using the skill of analogical 
reasoning to help solve problems in computer programming, but that 
the skill could also help them solve problems in other areas. 
Additionally, when students asked specific questions about errors in 
their programs, teachers tried to respond in a Socratic type format, 
referencing the analogical reasoning process whenever possible. 
The control group: traditional Logo programming Instruction 
A group involved in programming instruction incorporating a 
more exploratory and traditional type Logo environment was used as 
the control group in the study. In contrast to the experimental group, 
the control group instruction did not focus directly on the cognitive 
skill of analogical reasoning. Instead, the instruction provided as much 
student freedom as possible in planning of the solution to each 
assigned programming problem. As with the experimental group. 
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students In the control group were given programming problems 
which were specified on notesheets. Polya's four steps to problem 
solving were used as a structure for the notesheets, to help teachers 
and students sequence instruction (see Appendices C and E). The 
control group r however, did not use the Sternberg component 
processes in the planning stage of a program. At this point in the 
Instruction, control group students were told to write a program to 
accomplish a specific output, and that previous work might or might 
not be helpful. 
Teachers working with the control group, as with the 
experimental group, were careful to try to maintain, as much as 
possible, a traditional Logo programming environment while students 
worked at the computer. Teachers avoided stepping in to help 
students unless they specifically asked for assistance, and then tried to 
assist students only by asking them small Socratic questions rather 
than by giving them specific answers. 
The control group instructional sequence provided that students 
in this group were on the computer approximately twice as long as 
those in the experimental group. During the time that students in the 
experimental group were planning their solutions by use of the 
analogical reasoning components, students in the control group were 
actually trying to program and experiment with their solution on the 
computer. This additional exploration time was thought to be 
conducive to the more traditional Logo approach. 
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Summary of study treatments 
In order to Investigate the potential of guided Logo programming 
Instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning, it was necessary to use two distinct treatment groups. The 
experimental treatment group used a methodology that sought to focus 
on the skill of analogical reasoning and encourage its general transfer. 
This instruction relied heavily upon the suggestions of Swan and Black 
(1987), for the effective transfer of specific cognitive skills. To meet 
the requirements of these suggestions, the experimental treatment 
used the Sternberg component processes of encoding, inferring, 
mapping, and applying, to assist in directly instructing analogical 
reasoning while students were plarmlng their programs. In contrast, 
the înstruction for the control treatment group did not actively 
emphasize the skill of analogical reasoning, and sought to allow 
students as much freedom as possible in planning and testing their 
own solutions to the programming problems. Finally, the instructional 
content was carefully controlled for both groups, so that the only 
difference between the groups was the instructional methodology 
employed in delivering that content. 
Research Instruments 
Three instruments were used to provide measures of dependent 
variables within the study. To evaluate the differences between the 
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groups in general analogical reasoning, the Cognitive Ability Test -
Nonverbal Battery, published by the RiverSide Publishing Company, was 
used as an operational measure. To evaluate differences between 
treatment groups in the reuse of program subprocedures, a 
programming test developed and used by researchers Kurland, 
Clement, Mawby, and Pea (1987; also Clement, Kurland, Mawby, & Pea, 
1986) was slightly modified and used in the study. Additionally, to 
determine if overall comprehension of the Logo Writer language had 
been kept similar between treatment groups, and to provide insight 
into results on the reuse of subprocedures instrument, a LogoWriter 
basic comprehension test, in a multiple choice format, was also 
created and locally standardized. 
The Cognitive Abilltv Test 
This test was used to provide an operational measure of the 
general analogical reasoning ability of the subjects. It was developed by 
Thomdike and Hagen and published by the RiverSide Publishing 
Company. In this study, the Non-Verbal Battery of Form 4 - Level H, 
was used to compare treatment groups. 
The Nonverbal battery is composed of three separate subtests that 
involve geometric type problems, presented in three different formats, 
developed to reflect the problem solving behaviors in general 
analogical reasoning. The three subtests are Figure Classification, 
Figure Analogies, and Figure Analysis. The first subtest, the Figure 
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Classification test, required students to determine what features three 
geometric figures have in common and to select an additional figure 
with the same common features from five different response options. 
The second subtest, the Figure Analogies test, required students to 
complete a geometric analogy of the A:B::C:? form by determining the 
relationship between two geometric figures, and then selecting one of 
five options that duplicated the relationship between a third figure and 
the selected figure. The third subtest, the Figure Analysis test, 
required students to mentally fold a piece of paper and then punch it 
with a given number of holes in a specified location. Students were 
then required to select the response option that indicated how the 
paper would look when it was unfolded. The score on each subtest was 
determined by finding the number of correct responses for each 
subtest. An overall composite score for the battery was computed by a 
simple summation of these scores. 
The Cognitive Ability Test has been extensively standardized, and 
has a KR-20 reliability index of .91 for the Nonverbal Battery, as 
indicated by the Preliminary Examiners' Manual (Thorndike & Hagen, 
1987a). It is a commonly used test in research dealing with cognitive 
development, and has been used effectively in studies investigating 
analogical reasoning. Specifically, it was incorporated by Mulholland, 
Pellegrino, and Glaser (1980) in their problem solving research of 
geometric analogies and used to validate their model of analogical 
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reasoning. It was also utilized by Mann (1986) as an instrument to 
examine the problem solving effects of Logo programming. 
The Nonverbal Battery was considered appropriate for use in this 
study due to the geometric nature of student output when using the 
turtle graphic features of Logo. Since students would be involved In 
programming problems that Incorporated graphical output, an 
operational measure of analogical reasoning that used graphical rather 
than linguistic problems seemed the most conducive to observing 
differences in treatment effects. It was assumed that scores on such a 
test would give an Indication of analogical reasoning skill that had 
developed through the programming activities, but was not limited to 
the programming domain. 
The reuse of suborocedures programming test 
This test was a slightly modified version of a programming 
proficiency test developed at Bank Street College by Kurland, Clement, 
Mawby, and Pea (1987). It was originally developed to examine three 
aspects of programming proficiency: reusability of code, flow of 
control, and program decomposition. In designing the test, these 
researchers were less interested in testing the knowledge of individual 
commands, and more interested with assessing the comprehension of 
the overall structure of the language and the pragmatics of 
programming. The test originally consisted of five programming 
problems, with two dlstractor problems, and was given as a thirty 
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minute paper and pencil test where students wrote programs for five 
of the seven test problems. 
In this study, the test was modified slightly, so as to more directly 
compare student reuse of subprocedures between programming 
problems. In adjusting the test, the two distractor items were 
removed and the order of the problems fixed. The two distractor 
items were removed because these output figures could not be broken 
down into effective subprocedures. This modification also provided 
that a more manageable number of problems, five rather than seven, 
remained in the test (see Appendix K). The order of these remaining 
problems were fixed by requiring students to attempt the five 
problems in a specific order. This modification helped provide that 
students would be compared on essentially the same task, with the 
same problems in the same order. Additionally, to increase the overall 
number of possible subprocedures, two of the output figures were 
shaded, and three of the output figures were slightly enlarged, so that 
two additional general subprocedures might be written by the students: 
one that would shade figures, and one that would initially place figures 
to avoid screen wrap around. 
The test was administered in an on-line rather than paper and 
pencil format to provide a more realistic and dynamic programming 
environment. This online format also aided in securing data, as 
programmed solutions could be saved on disk, checked by computer 
execution, and analyzed from computer printouts; a far easier task then 
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trying to decipher a large number of student handwritten solutions. 
The time limit was also extended to 60 minutes to provide students 
with sufficient time to test and refine their solutions. Thus, except for 
the extended online format, and the slight modifications necessary to 
provide a more focused look at the student reuse of subprocedures, the 
programming test was basically the same as that designed by the Bank 
Street College researchers and used in their studies (Kurland, 
Clement, Mawby, & Pea, 1987; Clement, Kurland, Mawby, and Pea, 
1986). 
To score the reuse of subprocedures on the test, similar scoring 
procedures were used to those suggested by Kurland, Clement, Mawby, 
and Pea (1987). First, subprocedures that were used in more than one 
of the five problems were identified and listed. Then for each of these 
reused subprocedures, a count was made of the number of problems in 
which it was used. This process gave a number from two to five for 
each of the listed subprocedures. The problem counts for each reused 
subprocedure were then added up to create a total score. This total 
score was assumed to represent the reuse of subprocedures for a 
particular student. 
The test targeted five types of potential subprocedures that might 
be used by the students. They were: 1) a general rectangle procedure 
that could be used in problems A, D, and E, 2) a general square 
procedure that could be used in problems B, and D, 3) a general 
shading procedure that could be used in problems C and E, 4) a 
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general horizontal and vertical move procedure, useable in problems A, 
B, C, and E, and 5) a general initial placement procedure that would 
need to be used in problems B, C, and E, to prevent screen wrap­
around. This plan provided that a student's reuse of subprocedure 
score might range from zero to fourteen. Additionally, it was foreseen 
that a student might write a general subprocedure for a rectangle and 
also use this procedure to produce a square. In that situation, the 
rectan^e procedure would be tallied as being used in the observed two 
to five problems, and the square procedure in none. 
LogoWriter basic comprehension test 
To determine if general comprehension of the LogoWriter 
language had been consistent between instructional treatments, a 
LogoWriter basic comprehension test was developed for the study. 
This instrument tested students on the fundamental commands and 
concepts in the LogoWriter language that acted as the basic 
programming content for the instructional treatments. It was decided 
that such an instrument was especially needed to accurately interpret 
eventual results on the reuse of subprocedures programming 
instrument; results that might be heavily influenced by lower level 
differences in basic understanding of the LogoWriter language. Since 
both instructional treatments were to vary only in the delivery of the 
content, and not in the content itself, this instrument also helped to 
verify that both groups learned at least a minimum level of LogoWriter 
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commands and concepts. Thus, to help determine that any observed 
reuse of subprocedure differences were indeed due to treatment 
effects, and not to lower level comprehension differences, a 30 
question multiple choice basic comprehension test was developed and 
locally standardized (see Appendix L). It was determined from an 
extensive literature search, and by correspondence with numerous 
researchers, that no other suitable, previously developed instrument 
currently existed. 
A set of objectives was developed for the test to examine the basic 
knowledge and understanding of the fundamental commands and 
concepts within the LogoWriter language. The Logo assessment work 
of Horton and Ryba (1986) was used to help focus test objectives on six 
basic levels of Logo programming: i) basic turtle commands, 2) repeat 
commands, 3) defining procedures, 4) subprocedures and 
superprocedures, 5) inputs and variables, and 6) recursion. Specific 
test objectives for each of these levels were created with reference to 
the guided instructional text: LogoWorks: Lessons in Logo, by Coiy and 
Walker (1985). 
To help verify the content validity of the LogoWriter basic 
comprehension test, four field experts were asked to evaluate the 
instrument. These experts included one professor in computer 
science, one doctoral candidate in computer science, one professor in 
educational computing, and one professor in instructional psychology. 
The instructional psychology professor was from the University of 
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Belgium; all other experts were from Iowa State University. All four 
experts were very familiar with the Logo language and all but the 
doctoral candidate had published research in the area. Experts were 
asked to provide extensive written critiques both for the test 
objectives and for the test questions. Based on these written critiques, 
and through verbal discussions, both the objectives and questions were 
modified to better represent and evaluate basic comprehension of the 
LogoWriter language. To secure a reliability estimate, the instrument 
was given to a summer class of Secondary Education 101 students at 
the conclusion of the LogoWriter unit. The KR-20 reliability estimate 
was .82 for this sample of 18 students. Upon review of the item 
analysis from this administration, and through further discussion with 
some of the experts, additional slight modifications to the response 
choices of three of the questions were made. 
Summarv of the research instruments 
In summary, three instruments were used in the study to assess 
far and near transfer effects from the instructional treatment. The 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery was used as an operational 
measure of general analogical reasoning and assumed to evaluate far 
transfer effects. It was a standardized instrument and has been 
commonly used by researchers investigating analogical reasoning and 
its training. The reuse of subprocedures programming test was an 
instrument which had been modified from the work of Kurland, 
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Clement, Mawby, and Pea (1987), to focus more directly on student 
reuse of subprocedures, and was assumed to evaluate near transfer 
effects of the treatment. This test was an on-line programming activity 
which incorporated five distinct programming problems that 
permitted a reuse of subprocedures between them. The LogoWriter 
basic comprehension test was a locally created and locally standardized 
multiple choice instrument used to provide an assessment of the basic 
knowledge and comprehension of the LogoWriter language. It was 
developed and included in the study to secure evidence that any 
observed differences in the student reuse of subprocedures were not 
merely due to differences in lower level comprehension of the 
LogoWriter language. 
Pilot of programming instruments and instructional materials 
The programming measurement instruments, and treatment 
instructional materials, were piloted to ensure their appropriateness 
for use in the study. A regularly scheduled Secondary Education 101 
class, during the summer of 1988, was used for this purpose. 
The reuse of subprocedures programming test, used as an on-line 
instrument, was given as part of the midterm exam in the course. The 
mean number of subprocedures reused by the students for this pilot of 
the instrument was 3.38, with a standard deviation of 2.93. This 
suggested an average use of three to four subprocedures, with about 
two thirds of the group varying between zero subprocedures reused 
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and six subprocedures reused, and roughly one third of the group using 
more than six subprocedures. Such statistics suggested there would be 
enough variance on the instrument to differientate effectively between 
students. In addition, the hour time limit and on-line format of the 
test seemed to be appropriate and to facilitate student efforts. 
The LogoWriter basic comprehension test was also administered 
during the LogoWriter unit as part of the students midterm exam. 
Student scores on the 30 question multiple choice test ranged from 12 
to 29 correct, with a mean of 21.94, and a standard deviation of 4.36 
questions. The KR-20 reliability estimate for the test was .82 for the 
18 students, with a standard error of measurement of 1.87. The 
average student percent score on the test was 76%. The KR-20 
reliability estimate and standard error of measurement indicated that 
the test was fairly reliable for a 30 question multiple choice test, as 
suggested by Borg and Gall (1983, pp. 281-288), and Stanley and 
Hopkins (1972, pp. 118-126). Thus, the instrument was considered 
to be reliable enough for eventual use in the actual study. 
The analogical reasoning based Logo instructional materials were 
also piloted during the regular LogoWriter unit of the course. During 
the unit, instructional materials were critiqued and revised for both 
content and sequence by the dissertation author and his major 
professor. Careful researcher notes, student feedback, and daily video 
taped classroom observations were used to suggest these revisions. 
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In summary, to ensure appropriateness for the eventual study, the 
analogical reasoning based instructional materials and study 
programming instruments were piloted on a summer session of the 
same class in which the actual study would take place. Instructional 
materials were carefully critiqued and revised for sequence and 
content. Programming instruments, including both the online reuse of 
subprocedures test and the LogoWriter basic comprehension test, were 
also piloted by incorporating them as part of the midterm exams for 
the summer class. The formal statistics gathered, in addition to 
informal but careful observations, suggested that each of the 
instruments would be appropriate for use in the actual study. 
Administration of study instruments 
Each of the three study instruments was used in a post-test only 
format, and was incorporated as part of the regular course schedule in 
which the student subjects were enrolled. The reuse of subprocedures 
programming instrument was used as part of a lab midterm for the 
students, and the LogoWriter basic comprehension test was used as 
part of the lecture midterm. The Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal 
Battery was not used for course evaluation, but it was required that 
students take the test. Students were promised feedback on their 
relative scores and class rankings. 
The Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery was used as an 
outcome measure representing far transfer effects of the instructional 
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treatment. KR-20 Reliabilities were computed for each subtest of this 
battery along with a reliability score for the battery, and are given along 
with standard error of measurement statistics in Table 1. However, 
only the battery composite score, with a KR-20 reliability of .87, was 
used in statistical tests. This was because individual subtests have as 
little as 15 questions, and the current technical manual for form four of 
this test does not report individual reliabilities for battery subtests, 
only each of the three batteries (Thomdike & Hagen, 1987b). 
Table 1 
Cognitive Abilitv Test Nonverbal Battery KR-20 Reliability Estimates 
Computed for the Current Study 
Number Reliability Standard Error 
Subtest/Battery of Items Index of Measurement 
Figure Classification 25 .70 2.17 
Figure Analogies 25 .74 1.95 
Figure Analysis 15 .79 1.67 
Nonverbal Battery 65 ^87 3.42 
The reuse of subprocedures programming test was used as an 
outcome measure representing near transfer effects of the 
instructional treatment. Descriptive statistics for this test indicated 
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that the overall mean for reuse of subprocedures on the test was 2.97, 
with an overall standard deviation of 3.09. 
The LogoWriter basic comprehension test was administered to 
determine relative comprehension of the LogoWriter language, and to 
help provide insight into results from the reuse of subprocedures 
programming instrument. It consisted of 30 multiple choice 
questions. Students were given one hour in which to complete the 
exam, although no student used the complete time allotted. The KR-
20 reliability computed for the test was .71, with a standard error of 
measurement of 2.08 for the raw scores. The average test score was 
75%. 
Administration of each of the study instruments, as well as use of 
student subjects in the study, was pre-approved by the Iowa State 
University Human Subjects committee. Written approval for the study 
was received on September 9, 1989. 
Research Design and Procedures 
This study investigated the potential of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning. In this pursuit, two potential effects were considered: 
1) the far transfer effects of instruction, as measured by a standardized 
test associated with general analogical reasoning, and 2) the near 
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transfer effects of instruction, as measured by a constructed 
programming test focused on the reuse of program subprocedures. 
Research design 
The study used a randomized post-test only control group design 
in looking at both the far and near transfer effects. To Investigate 
these transfer effects, two dependent variables were used. Student 
composite score on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery was 
assumed to represent the far transfer effects of the instructional 
treatment, and the student reuse of subprocedure score, on a 
constructed programming test, was assumed to represent the near 
transfer effects. Pretests were not given due to the potential 
Interaction of the Instruments. 
Instructional treatment acted as the independent variable in the 
study, with subjects randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups: 
1) the experimental group, experiencing Logo programming 
instruction systematically incorporating analogical reasoning training, 
or 2) the control group, experiencing Logo programming instruction 
taught in a more traditional approach, not explicitly incorporating 
analogical reasoning based training. Instructional content was carefully 
controlled, with an indication of relative comprehension provided by a 
constructed LogoWriter basic comprehension test. Students were 
randomly assigned, by individual student, to the respective treatment 





Week 1 Week 4-6 Week 7 
Q R X Oi O2 O3 
Q R Y Oi O2 O3 
Q - Initial questionnaire administered 
R - Randomized by student 
X - Instructional treatment of guided Logo programming, 
systematically incorporating analogical reasoning 
Y - Instructional treatment of traditional Logo programming 
01 - Reuse of subprocedures programming test 
02 - Cognitive Abilities Test - Nonverbal Battery 
03 - LogoWriter basic comprehension test 
FIGURE 1. Sequence of study events 
The initial questionnaire to determine sample characteristics was 
given during week one of the course with the instructional treatments 
beginning in the fourth week. The instructional treatments continued 
through week six, with outcome measures administered in the week 
directly following this period (see Figure 1). During the second and 
third week of the course, preceding instructional treatments, students 
received two weeks of instruction on AppleWorks wordprocessing as a 
regular part of the course schedule. However, students were not 
randomly divided into the separate treatment groups until the 
beginning of the Logo programming unit used in the study. 
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Procedures for additional research controls 
Some additional research controls were needed due to the 
necessity of operating within the parameters of a regularly scheduled 
university class of large enrollment. The study was conducted as a 
three week programming unit in the regular course activities of 
Secondary Education 101. The course was an educational computing 
class for preservice teachers that had a typical enrollment of about 170 
students. This class was structured in two parts: 1) a twice a week one 
hour lecture format, in which students sat in a large auditorium and 
participated in large group lecture and demonstration, and 2) a once a 
week two hour laboratory format, where students worked in groups of 
approximately 18-20 in an educational computing lab, with each 
student on a single computer. 
The class has traditionally been structured so that students are 
first introduced to instructional materials in the lecture setting and 
then required to apply and practice this material within the laboratory 
settings. During the semester of the study, two lecture sections were 
held; one late morning lecture section that included students from five 
laboratory sections, and one early afternoon lecture section, that 
included students from four laboratory sections. Since treatment was 
randomly assigned by student, it was necessary to split each lecture 
section and each laboratory section into two distinct groups, which 
then went through their respective instructional treatments 
simultaneously. This necessity required the use of two separate 
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instructors and two separate rooms for each class meeting during the 
study. 
Instructor controls To control for instructor influence in the 
lecture sessions, instruction was alternated in each group between the 
two lecture instructors - the major professor, and the dissertation 
author. To control for instructor influence in the laboratory sections, 
instruction was alternated between the regular laboratory instructor 
and an additional instructor who was either the dissertation author or a 
senior laboratory instructor. From an instructor's perspective, all 
instructors taught both Instructional treatments, and each was 
scheduled in either treatment 50% of his or her teaching time. 
Pedagogical controls To help ensure that instructors utilized a 
pure instructional treatment and did not mix Instructional techniques, 
careful content and pedagogical outlines were issued for each class 
meeting (Appendices G, H, I, and J). These Instructional outlines, 
along with the student instructional sheets issued for each class 
activity, provided a careful sequence and content of instruction for use 
by the instructors in both treatment groups. These detailed 
instructional outlines were used in all lecture and laboratory meetings 
for the entire unit. 
In addition to daily instructional outlines, individualized training 
for each class session was also administered to help prevent mixing of 
instructional treatments. For laboratory sessions, this training 
involved first carefully going over and discussing the methodology for 
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the class session, and then having the laboratory instructor "micro-
teach" the instruction in front of the dissertation author to ensure 
purity of methodology. Preparations for the lecture sessions were 
more informal. This preparation consisted of the two lecture 
instructors meeting prior to the instruction to discuss methodology 
and content. This approach was deemed appropriate since both 
lecture instructors had participated in the pilot of the instructional 
materials. Finally, to help ensure that the training and materials were 
being correctly implemented by the laboratory instructors, the major 
professor periodically monitored laboratory Instruction in person, and 
the dissertation author periodically monitored laboratory instruction by 
use of video tape. 
Analogical reasoning introduction control In addition to 
Instructor and pedagogical controls already discussed, a further 
content control was Incorporated to ensure that any differences 
between the experimental and control groups were not due to just the 
initial brief introduction of analogical reasoning and the four Sternberg 
component processes. In order to prevent treatment effects from 
being too heavily influenced by this single aspect of the instructional 
treatment, both groups were given the same 30 minute introduction to 
analogical reasoning and to the component processes of analogical 
reasoning before the programming unit began. This brief introduction 
included a basic definition of analogical reasoning, three short 
examples of analogical reasoning, a brief definition of the theoretical 
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components of the skill, and a single example of the components used 
together (see Appendix M for transparencies). Following this brief 
introduction, students began their respective instructional treatments 
with the experimental group continuing to incorporate and emphasize 
the analogical reasoning components in the planning of their 
programs, and the control group using their own strategies for 
program planning. 
Room controls In addition to instructor and content controls, 
it was also necessary to provide some control for potential room 
differences. Since classes were split into two groups meeting 
simultaneously, two separate rooms were necessary for each class. To 
provide that the classroom did not enter into treatment effects, 
schedules were adjusted so that each of the rooms was used equally 
between experimental and control treatments. Thus, half of the 
experimental sections, and half of the control sections, were 
scheduled in each of the available classrooms. Individual experimental 
and control sections always met in the same location, however, and 
careful attendance records were kept to prevent students from 
showing up in the wrong room. In addition, instructional aids, such as 
overheads, liquid crystal projection devices, etc. were kept consistent 
throughout all classrooms. 
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Procedures for administration of study Instruments: 
Each of the three outcome measures for the study was 
administered in the week directly following the programming unit. 
The Cognitive Abilities Test - Nonverbal Battery was administered as a 
required, but ungraded course activity. Students were told that they 
would be given feedback on the results of the test; and the importance 
of a good effort on the test was emphasized. The reuse of 
subprocedures programming test was used as part of the graded 
hands-on laboratory midterm for the course. Similarly, the LogoWriter 
basic comprehension test was used as part of the graded lecture 
midterm for the course. All Instruments were administered by the 
dissertation author, with both treatment groups taking the test 
simultaneously in the same testing room to provide consistency and 
similarity in testing envirormient. 
Directional Hypotheses and Analysis of Data 
Since the guided Logo instruction was designed to facilitate the 
development and transfer of analogical reasoning, two directional 
hypotheses were used in the study. These hypotheses predicted an 
improved performance for the experimental group on both of the study 
instruments representing transfer: 1) the Cognitive Ability Test 
Nonverbal Battery, representing far transfer of learning, and 2) the 
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reuse of subprocedures programming test, representing near transfer 
of learning. 
Directional hypotheses 
Thus, in looking at the potential transfer effects of Logo 
programming instruction systematically guided toward analogical 
reasoning, the following two directional hypotheses were empirically 
tested: 
Hypothesis 1: 
Students experiencing programming instruction, explicitly guided 
toward analogical reasoning development, will have a significantly 
higher mean composite score on the Cognitive Abilities Test -
Nonverbal Battery, than will a control group experiencing 
programming instruction without explicit guidance. 
Hypothesis 2: 
Students experiencing programming instruction, explicitly guided 
toward analogical reasoning development, will demonstrate a 
significantly higher mean reuse of subprocedures, on a constructed 
test of programming problems, than will a control group experiencing 
programming instruction without explicit guidance. 
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Analysis of data procedures 
Statistical procedures focused on testing of the two main 
hypotheses for the study. These procedures compared mean scores 
between treatment groups for the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal 
Battery, and for the reuse of subprocedures constructed programming 
test. A third outcome measure, the LogoWrlter basic comprehension 
test, was also administered to provide an indication of relative 
comprehension of the LogoWrlter language, and to help Interpret any 
observed differences on the reuse of subprocedures programming 
instrument. Additional auxiliary procedures were also Included to 
support the Investigative nature of the study. 
The Cognitive Abilitv Test The Cognitive Ability Test -
Nonverbal Battery was the outcome measure for the first hypothesis, 
and assumed to represent far transfer effects of the Instructional 
treatment. This test produced four separate scores for the Nonverbal 
Battery: 1) a Figure Classification subtest score, 2) a Figure Analogies 
subtest score, 3) a Figure Analysis subtest score, and 4) a composite 
score of the three subtests. The composite score was used to test the 
first hypothesis and operated as the dependent variable. Basic 
treatment differences on this variable were initially analyzed by use of 
the t-test statistical technique. 
The reuse of subprocedures programming test The reuse of 
subprocedures constructed programming test was the outcome 
measure for the second hypothesis, and assumed to represent near 
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transfer effects of the instructional treatment. This test produced a 
single score that Indicated the student reuse of subprocedures 
between the five programming problems. Raw data were transformed 
by use of a logarithmic transformation to achieve uniform variance. 
Similar to the first hypothesis, basic treatment differences on this 
variable were initially analyzed by use of the t-test statistical technique. 
The LogoWriter basic comprehension test The LogoWriter basic 
comprehension test was administered to verify that the programming 
instructional content, taught with the two different treatment 
methodologies, was relatively equally comprehended by both treatment 
groups. This test was considered particularly important for providing 
empirical evidence that differences observed in the reuse of 
subprocedures were not merely the result of lower level differences or 
inconsistencies in overall comprehension of the LogoWriter language. 
The statistical technique used with this test was a standard t-test 
looking at the significance of differences between treatment means. 
Auxiliarv analvses concerning possible interactions It was 
considered that additional sources of variation might still be masking, 
or interacting with, instructional treatment, even after initial 
randomization procedures. Such a situation is not uncommon in 
educational studies, and often suggests a factorial design (Borg and 
Gall, 1983, pp. 685-691). Thus, auxillaiy post-hoc analyses were 
performed using various independent factors and covariates in factorial 
designs attempting to hold particular sources of variation constant to 
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determine treatment effects. This was done to help support the 
Investigative nature of the study. Data for these additional independent 
variables were secured from the questionnaire given at the beginning 
of the study to look at sample characteristics. Two categorical 
variables, gender and college year, were used as Independent factors in 
these tests. Two continuous variables, age and a self-reported 
computer nervousness score, were used as covarlates within the 
factorial designs. 
Age was considered an appropriate covariate since it has been 
consistently shown to be a possible source of veiriatlon in cognitive 
processing, especially processing Involving Inductive strategies related 
to analogical reasoning (Alderton, 1985; Blsanz, 1984; Sternberg, 
1982; Goldman, 1982). Computer anxiety, represented in the study by 
the self-reported computer nervousness score, was also considered to 
be a possible source of variation, and was used as a covariate in post-
hoc analyses. This procedure was considered appropriate since many 
studies have shown that computer anxiety can be a powerful emotional 
state with effects on both behavior and learning (see Cambre, 1985, for 
a review). 
Gender, operating as a categorical variable, also was considered as 
a possible source of variation and used as an independent factor in the 
factorial designs. Significant gender differences have often been 
reported in the learning of mathematics and computer science 
concepts, although this trend seems to be changing (Schildkamp-
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Kimdlger, 1982). College year was also used as a factor in the post-hoc 
statistical designs. College year, although probably representing a 
mixture of student characteristics, may give some indication of general 
crystallized ability in a variety of content areas. Crystallized ability, 
with its relationship to prior achievement, has been suggested as a 
source of cognitive treatment interaction (Snow, 1980; Hart, 1986, 
also see Tobias 1976). 
Several available variables were not used as covariates or factors 
for particular reasons relating to responses of the sample on the initial 
questionnaire. Grade point average was not used as a factor, or 
covarlate, because college freshmen within the sample did not yet have 
a college GPA and left this question blank on the questionnaire. 
Computer experience and math experience were also not used as 
covariates or factors due to the extreme homogeneity of the sample on 
these variables. Thus, only the four specific variables of gender, college 
year, age, and self-reported computer nervousness, were used in 
auxiliary analyses attempting to further control for the possible 
interaction of additional independent variables. 
Auxiliarv analvsis of the constructed programming test Since 
the study was investigative in nature, auxiliàry descriptive data relating 
to student performance on the constructed programming test was also 
gathered and compared between treatment groups. These data were 
secured from the further analysis and scoring of student programs, and 
were used to help suggest further research, and to help Interpret 
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results from the reuse of subprocedures programming instrument. ^ 
well as the targeted reuse of subprocedures score, used in testing of 
the second hypothesis, scores were also computed for four other 
aspects of student programming performance. These were: 1) the 
number of programming problems completed successfully by the 
student, 2) the number of commands used per successful problem by 
the student, 3) whether the student used variables within the test, and 
4) whether the student used recursion within the test. 
Auxillarv correlations with the cognitive ability test To provide 
additional Insight into study results, each of the programming variables 
was correlated with the composite score on the Cognitive Ability Test -
Nonverbal Battery. This procedure was done to examine the strength 
of the relationship between student reuse of subprocedures and 
general analogical reasoning, as measured by study instruments. The 
theoretical relationship between reuse of subprocedures and analogical 
reasoning acted as a premise for the second hypothesis of the study. 
The non-parametric Spearman rank order correlation technique was 
used to provide correlations and relative significance levels between 
variables. 
Summary of analvsis of data procedures In summary, statistical 
procedures used in the study focused on the testing of the two main 
hypotheses for the study. Hypothesis one predicted that the 
experimental group would achieve a significantly higher mean score on 
the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery. This hypothesis was 
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initially tested by use of a t-test on the composite score means. 
Similarly, hypothesis two predicted a greater reuse of subprocedures 
on the constructed programming test by the experimental group. This 
hypothesis was also tested by use of an initial t-test. However, the 
experimental group's raw scores had a significantly higher variance, 
and a logarithmic transformation of the data was needed to stabilize 
variances between groups. 
In addition to statistical tests for the two study hypotheses, 
treatment groups were compared on relative comprehension of the 
LogoWriter language. To compare treatment groups, means were 
statistically analyzed for the LogoWriter basic comprehension test by 
use of a statistical t-test. 
To support the investigative nature of the study, auxiliary study 
analyses were also performed and reported. These included several 
analysis of variance tests to further investigate study hypotheses by 
controlling for the influence of additional independent variables. 
Auxiliary results also included descriptive statistics reported on the 
reuse of subprocedures programming instrument, to provide insight 
into results from the second hypothesis. Various correlations were 
also performed between composite scores on the Cognitive Ability Test 
- Nonverbal Battery and various scores from the reuse of subprocedures 
programming instrument. The purpose was to verify the relative 
strength of the relationship between general analogical reasoning and 
reuse of subprocedures in the current study. 
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Summary 
In this chapter the metliodology of the study was described in five 
sections: 1) subjects, 2) instructional treatments 3) research 
instruments, 4) research design and procedures, and 5) directional 
hypotheses and analysis of data procedures. These sections discussed 
a methodology supporting the overall purpose of the study - to 
investigate the potential of guided Logo programming instruction for 
use in the development and transfer of analogical reasoning. Each of 
these sections will be briefly summarized. 
In the beginning section of this chapter, a description of the 
subjects was given. By an initial survey, it was found that the majority 
of the subjects were female elementary education majors. However, a 
small but significant number of the subjects were male agricultural 
majors, with a variety of other majors of mixed gender also 
represented. Also, the sample of subjects generally had few 
programming and mathematics courses in their backgrounds, with a 
significant number of the subjects expressing some nervousness 
regarding their upcoming computer experiences. 
In the second section, descriptions of the instructional 
treatments were given. The experimental treatment consisted of Logo 
programming instruction incorporating an overall structure to 
emphasize and train general analogical reasoning. This treatment 
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relied heavily on the Logo research of Swan and Black (1987), and on 
the component analogical reasoning research of Sternberg (1977a, b), 
In the design of Its pedagogical approach. The control group 
treatment consisted of Logo programming instruction taught in a more 
traditional way, emphasizing student freedom in the planning of 
solutions to assigned problems. To help ensure that instructional 
methodology was the only difference between the treatments, 
programming content was kept the same between the two groups. 
In the third section, the three research Instruments were 
described. The Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery was used to 
represent far transfer effects of general analogical reasoning. It was a 
standardized Instrument composed of three subtests. The reuse of 
subprocedures programming test was used to represent near transfer 
effects Involving student reuse of subprocedures between programming 
problems. It was an on-line programming instrument modified from 
the research of Kurland, Clement, Mawby, and Pea (1987). 
Additionally, a third Instrument, the multiple choice LogoWrlter basic 
comprehension test, was created to help secure evidence that any 
observed differences on the reuse of subprocedures programming test 
were not merely due to lower level differences in general 
comprehension of the LogoWilter language. 
The third section also described the initial pilot of the 
instructional materials and programming Instruments. These 
materials and Instruments were piloted on a much smaller but similar 
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group of subjects to ensure their appropriateness for use in the actual 
study. A careful critique of these materials, as weU as minor revisions, 
were completed at that time. Finally, the descriptive statistics 
associated with the administration of these instruments to the actual 
study sample were reported and discussed. 
In the fourth section, the general research procedures and 
research design of the study were presented. The study used a 
randomized post-test only control group design in looking at both near 
and far transfer effects of the instructional treatment. Instructional 
treatment acted as the independent variable. Composite score on the 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery, and reuse of subprocedures 
score on a constructed programming test, acted as the dependent 
variables for the study. Instructional content was carefully controlled, 
with an Indication of the relative comprehension of that content 
provided by a constructed LogoWrlter basic comprehension test. 
Various other research controls were also incorporated to help remove 
the potential effects of instructor and room influences. The 
measurement instruments for the study, as weU as both instructional 
treatments, were incorporated into the student's general course 
schedule, with the programming instruments operating as graded 
activities in the course. 
In the last section, section five, the directional hypotheses and 
statistical procedures were stated for the study. These hypotheses 
predicted significantly higher mean scores on both dependent 
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measures, representing far and near transfer effects, for the 
experimental instruction emphasizing analogical reasoning. To test 
these hypotheses, a t-test was completed on the sample means of the 
treatment groups for each of the two dependent measures. Auxiliaiy 
analyses were also done to investigate the possible interaction of other 
independent variables with the instructional treatment. In addition, a 
t-test was completed on the mean scores for the LogoWrlter basic 
comprehension test; the test provided insight into relative 
comprehension of the LogoWrlter language and assisted in the 
interpretation of results from the second hypothesis. Finally, various 
descriptive and correlational statistics were also reported, helping 
both to support the investigative nature of the study and to verify study 
assumptions. The results of each of these statistical tests are reported 
in Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the potential of 
guided Logo programming instruction for use in the development and 
transfer of analogical reasoning. To achieve this purpose, the study 
focused on two possible transfer effects of the guided instruction: 
1) the far transfer of learning, as measured by a standardized test 
associated with general analogical reasoning ability, and 2) the near 
transfer of learning, as measured by a constructed programming test 
that looked at the reuse of subprocedures between programming 
problems. 
As discussed in Chapter Three, the study used a post-test only, 
control group design to look at both near and far transfer effects. 
Instructional treatment acted as the independent variable in the study. 
The experimental treatment consisted of programming instruction 
carefully structured to emphasize general analogical reasoning in the 
development of student solutions to programming problems. The 
control treatment, in contrast, consisted of programming instruction 
taught using a more traditional Logo approach, with students given 
greater freedom to develop and test their own solution strategies. 
Dependent measures used to investigate differences in the 
effectiveness of these two treatments were the Cognitive Ability Test -
Nonverbal Battery, and a constructed programming test looking at the 
reuse of subprocedures between programming problems. Additionally, 
a basic LogoWriter comprehension test was constructed and 
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administered to indicate any treatment differences in relative 
comprehension of the LogoWriter language, and to help Interpret 
results on the reuse of subprocedures programming instrument. 
This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, 
statistical results for the first study hypothesis are reported. These 
results examined far transfer effects of the instructional treatment. In 
the second section, statistical results are reported for the second 
hypothesis, that examined near transfer effects. In the third section, 
results are reported for the LogoWriter basic comprehension test, used 
to examine relative comprehension of the instructional content, and to 
provide insight into results from the second hypothesis. In the fourth 
section auxillaiy results for the study are reported. These results 
include: 1) statistical procedures controlling for the interaction of 
independent variables, 2) descriptive statistics examining the reuse of 
subprocedures test, and 3) correlational data exploring the 
relationship between reuse of subprocedures and analogical reasoning. 
Hypothesis One Results 
In examining the potential of guided Logo programming 
Instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning, the first hypothesis tested was: 
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Hypothesis 1 
Students experiencing programming instruction, explicitly 
guided toward analogical reasoning development, will have a 
significantly higher mean composite score on the Cognitive Abilities 
Test - Nonverbal Battery, than will a control group experiencing 
progranmiing instruction without explicit guidance. 
This hypothesis used the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal 
Battery as an outcome measure representing the far transfer effects of 
instruction. The battery composite score was used as the dependent 
variable in all statistical tests of this hypothesis, and consisted of a sum 
of the three battery subtests: 1) Figure Classification, 2) Figure 
Analogies, and 3) Figure Analysis. 
Initial hvpothesls test 
To test the difference between the means for the composite scores of 
the experimental and control groups, a standard t-test was performed 
with the results reported in Table 2. The t-test value of -0.28 
indicated that there was no significant difference between treatment 
means, p<.361. An associated F-statistic of 1.10 indicated that the 
equal variances assumption of the t-test had been met. Thus, initial 
results for the first hypothesis implied that both the guided Logo 
instruction, acting as the experimental treatment, and the traditional 
Logo instruction, acting as the control treatment, had similar effects 
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on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery, as indicated by the 
composite means for this battery. 
Table 2: Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Abilitv Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Scores for Experimental and Control Treatment Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. t-Value 1-Tailed 
Probability 
Experimental^ 72 34.97 9.38 
-0.28 .361 
Control^ 72 35.42 9.84 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
Hypothesis Two Results 
In looking at the potential of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning, the second hypothesis tested was: 
Hypothesis 2 
Students experiencing programming instruction, explicitly 
guided toward analogical reasoning, will demonstrate a significantly 
higher mean reuse of subprocedures, on a constructed test of 
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programming problems, than will a control group experiencing 
programming instruction without explicit guidance. 
This hypothesis test used a reuse of subprocedures score, 
computed by the steps discussed in Chapter Three, as an outcome 
measure representing the near transfer effects of instructional 
treatment. Descriptive statistics for this test are given in Table 3. 
Table 3: Hypothesis 2 
Reuse of Subprocedures Programming Test Descriptive Statistics for 
the Reuse of Subprocedures Raw Score for Both Treatment Groups 
Treatment Group N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Variance 
Experimental^ 72 3.28 3.43 11.78 
Control^ 72 2.69 2.69 7.26 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
These statistics indicated that the guided Logo group, acting as the 
experimental instruction, had a larger variance in raw scores than did 
the traditionally instructed Logo group, with variances of 11.78 and 
7.26 respectively. A Hartley's test for homogeneity of variances found 
an F statistic of 1.62, and confirmed that this difference in variances 
was significant at p<.043. Since the mean of each group was 
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approximately equal to its corresponding standard deviation, a basic 
logarithmic transformation of the data was performed, as suggested by 
Ott (1984, p. 341-342), to stabilize variances. Statistical tests were 
then completed on this transformed data. 
Initial Hypothesis Test 
To test the means of the transformed reuse of subprocedure 
scores, a standard t-test was performed with the results reported in 
Table 4. 
Table 4: Hypothesis 2 
Reuse of Subprocedures Programming Test Comparison of Means for 
the Transformed Reuse of Subprocedures Scores for 
Both Treatment Groups 
Group N Mean^ S.D. t-Value 1-Tailed 
Probability 
Experimental^ 72 .436 .358 
-0.45 .327 
Control^ 72 .465 .404 
^Raw data transformed logarithmically to achieve uniform variance. 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
The t-te,st value of -0.45 indicated that there was no significant 
difference between the treatment means of the transformed scores at 
p<.327. An associated F statistic of 1.27 suggested that the equal 
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variance assumption was now met. Thus, Initial results for hypothesis 
two showed no significant difference in the means for the transformed 
reuse of subprocedure scores, implying that both instructional 
treatments had similar effects on the mean score for student reuse of 
subprocedures. 
Results for the Logo Writer Basic Comprehension Test 
The LogoWrlter basic comprehension test was developed to 
examine the relative comprehension of basic commands and concepts 
in the LogoWrlter programming language, operating as the 
instructional content for the study. Such a test verifying relative 
comprehension of the instructional content was important, since this 
study sought to contrast the effects of two different instructional 
methodologies when teaching the same instructional content. This 
test also provided possible insight into the results of the second 
hypothesis, since any observed differences in basic comprehension of 
the LogoWrlter language would directly impact results dealing with the 
higher level programming construct of reuse of subprocedures. 
To test the difference between the experimental and control group 
means for scores on the LogoWrlter basic comprehension test, a 
standard t-test was performed with the results reported in Table 5. 
The t-test value of -0.83 Indicated that there was no significant 
difference between treatment means, with p<.408. An associated F-
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statistic of 1.29 indicated that the equal variances assumption of the t-
test had been met. Thus, results for the LogoWriter basic 
comprehension test indicated that both treatment groups had achieved 
a statistically equal understanding of the basic commands and concepts 
in the LogoWriter language, as suggested by mean scores on the test. 
Table 5: Instructional Content Comprehension 
LogoWriter Basic Comprehension Test Comparison of Means Scores 
for Both Experimental and Control Treatment Groups 
Group N Mean S.D. t-Value 2-Tailed 
Probability 
Experimental^ 71 23.18 3.95 
-0.83 .408 
Control^ 72 22.67 3.48 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
Auxiliaiy Results 
Since this study was investigative in nature, various auxiliary 
analyses were incorporated to help provide further insight into study 
results. Auxiliary analyses included several analysis of variance 
statistical tests, associated with hypothesis one and two, that further 
controlled for additional independent variables. Auxiliary procedures 
also included various descriptive statistics looking more closely at the 
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reuse of subprocedures programming test. Finally, several correlations 
were also performed, to Investigate the relationship between reuse of 
subprocedures and analogical reasoning, as measured by study 
Instruments. 
Auxiliary analyses for hypothesis one 
It was considered that additional sources of variation, from other 
independent variables associated with individual student 
characteristics, might be interacting with instructional treatment to 
mask transfer effects. Such a situation is common in educational 
studies, and often suggests a factorial design (Borg and Gall, 1983, pp. 
685 - 691). As discussed in Chapter Three, two categorical variables, 
gender and college year, were used as additional independent factors 
in further analysis of variance tests using a factorial design. Although 
randomization should have equated groups with respect to age and 
computer nervousness, these continuous variables were also entered as 
covarlates in the factorial designs to be sure this source of variation was 
statistically removed. 
Treatment with covarlates For the first auxiliary analysis, the 
variables of age and self-reported computer nervousness were added as 
covarlates in an analysis of variance statistical test of the treatment 
composite means (Table 6, p. 132). Both age and self-reported 
computer nervousness were found to be significant covarlates, with 
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p<.002 and p<.001 respectively; however, the main effects of 
Instructional treatment were still not significant, with p<.702. Thus, 
after controlling for age and initial computer nervousness, there still 
was no significant difference between the means of the composite 
scores, for the guided Logo and traditional Logo instructional groups, 
on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery. 
Treatment bv gender with covariates The second auxiliary 
analysis included the independent factor of gender along with the 
factor of instructional treatment, for a 2 by 2 factorial design still 
incorporating the covariates of age and computer nervousness (Table 7, 
p. 133). No significant differences were found for either gender, 
p<.487, or gender/treatment interaction, p<.661, on the means of the 
composite scores for the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery. 
Age and computer nervousness were still significant as covariates with 
p<.002, and p<.001 respectively. 
Treatment bv college vear with covariates The third and last 
auxiliary analysis for hypothesis one used college year as an 
independent factor using a 2 by 4 factorial design (Table 8, p. 134). 
Computer nervousness was included as covariate and found to be 
significant at p<.002. Age was not included as a covariate due to the 
strong correlation between age and college year in this study. 
Although no significant difference was found for college year alone, 
p<.209, a significant difference was found for coUege year and 
instructional treatment interaction, p<.034. Descriptive statistics 
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indicated a pattern for the interaction: freshmen achieved a higher 
mean score with the guided Logo instruction; sophomores performed 
relatively equally between instructional treatments; and juniors and 
seniors achieved a higher mean score within the traditional Logo 
instruction. Individual analysis of variance tests were then run for each 
of the year subgroups, with age and computer nervousness still 
operating as covariates (Tables 9 - 12, pp. 135 - 138). These tests 
indicated that the mean for experimental freshmen was significantly 
higher than the mean for control freshmen, p<.047, and the mean for 
experimental juniors was significantly lower than for control juniors, 
p<.029. No individual significance was found for the sophomore and 
senior subgroups. Thus, guided Logo instruction produced a 
statistically higher mean composite score for freshmen, and traditional 
Logo instruction produced a statistically higher mean composite score 
for juniors, implying that these two subgroups were responsible for 
much of the interaction effect between treatment and college year 
found in the full sample analysis of variance test. 
Summary of auxiliarv analvsis for hvpothesis one An initial t-test 
of treatment means for the composite scores on the Cognitive Ability 
Test - Nonverbal Battery had found no significant difference between 
instructional groups. Various auxiliary analysis of variance tests were 
then performed. These tests used a factorial design incorporating 
college year and gender as independent factors, and age and self-
reported computer nervousness as covariates. Both age and self-
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reported computer nervousness were found to be significant covariates. 
The factor of gender, and its associated interaction with instructional 
treatment, were not found to be significant sources of variation. 
However, although a subject's year in college alone was not found to be 
a significant source of variation, the interaction of instructional 
treatment and year in college was found to be significant, with p<.034. 
Descriptive statistics indicated a pattern for this interaction with 
freshmen achieving a higher mean score in the experimental group, 
sophomores achieving approximately equal scores in both groups, and 
Juniors and seniors achieving higher mean scores in the control group. 
Individual analysis of variance tests for each college year indicated that 
the differences between freshmen subgroups, and the differences 
between junior subgroups, were responsible for much of the 
interaction effect between college year and treatment. 
Auxiliarv analvses for hvpothesis two 
As in hypothesis one, it was considered that additional sources of 
variation might be interacting with instructional treatment to mask 
treatment effects. Again, data from the initial sample questionnaire 
was used to provide additional independent variables for auxiliary 
analysis of variance tests. The categorical variables of gender and 
college year were used as independent factors in the factorial designs, 
with the continuous variables of age and self-reported computer 
nervousness controlled as covariates. 
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Treatment with covariates For the first auxlUaiy analysis of 
hypothesis two, age and self-reported computer nervousness were 
added as covariates In an analysis of variance test of means for the 
transformed reuse of subprocedures scores (Table 13, p. 139). In 
contrast to the findings of hypothesis one, age and computer 
nervousness were not found to be significant covariates for hypothesis 
two, with p<.793, and p<.267 respectively. No significant dlfierence 
was found for tlie means of the transformed reuse of subprocedures 
score, with p<.759. Implying no difference in treatment effects on the 
mean reuse of subprocedures. 
Treatment bv gender with covariates The second auxiliary 
analysis for hypothesis two included the independent factor of gender 
along with Instructional treatment to provide a 2 by 2 factorial design 
(Table 14, p. 140). Age and computer nervousness were again entered 
as covariates and found to be non-significant, with p<.792, and p<.263, 
respectively. Although gender/treatment Interaction was found to be 
non-significant at p<.364, gender as a main effect approached but did 
not achieve significance at p<.074. Descriptive statistics Indicated that 
females, with a mean for the transformed scores of .48, had performed 
slightly better than males with a mean for the transformed scores of 
.36. A slightly greater contrast was found within the males as a group. 
Although females performed equally well in each instructional 
treatment, with similar means of .48, males reused more 
subprocedures in the experimental group, with a mean of .43 
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compared to .30. However, when a separate analysis of variance was 
performed for the males subgroup, an F value of .73 indicated that the 
mean for experimental males was not significantly larger than the 
mean for control males, p<.199 (Table 15, p. 141). Thus, as with the 
first auxiliary test for hypothesis two, differences in treatment effects 
on the mean reuse of subprocedures, this time incorporating gender as 
an additional factor, were not significant. 
Treatment bv college vear with covariates The third and last 
auxiliary analysis for hypothesis two used college year as an 
independent factor with instructional treatment for a 2 by 4 factorial 
design (Table 16, p. 142). Computer nervousness was included as 
covariate, but continued to be non-significant at p<.313. Age was not 
entered as a covariate due to its high correlation with college year. No 
significant difference was found either for college year alone, p<.995, 
or for interaction between college year and treatment, at p<.986. 
Thus, as with the other statistical tests of hypothesis two, differences 
in treatment effects on the mean reuse of subprocedures could not be 
considered significant. 
Summarv of auxiliarv analysis for hvoothesis two 
An initial t-test performed on means for the transformed reuse of 
subprocedures score indicated no significant difference between 
treatment means. Several analysis of variance statistical tests were 
then performed to statistically control for additional independent 
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variables. Both age and computer nervousness were found to be non­
significant covariates within these statistical tests. Although an effect 
for the gender factor approached significance in these auxiliary tests, 
overall results still indicated that there was no significant difference in 
the treatment means of the transformed scores. No significant 
interaction was also found for student year in college. Thus, further 
auxiliary analyses, as well as the initial t-test, implied that there was no 
significant difference in the mean reuse of subprocedures between 
treatment groups. 
Further analysis of the pro^amming test 
Additional descriptive statistics related to performance on the 
constructed reuse of subprocedures programming test were also 
included in the study results. These statistics were used to clarify 
results associated with hypothesis two, and to help suggest further 
research. These descriptive statistics were gathered from the reuse of 
subprocedures programming test, and described group performance 
related to several programming aspects: 1) the number of 
programming problems completed successfully, 2) the number of 
commands used per successful problem, 3) the use of variables, and 
4) the use of recursion. 
These additional descriptive statistics from the reuse of 
subprocedures programming instrument were included in the study 
for two basic reasons: 1) to aid in discussion of the reuse of 
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subprocedure results by describing related aspects of student 
programming performance on that instrument, 2) to help provide 
suggestions for further research. 
Success on particular problems The percent of both treatment 
groups successfully programming a solution to each of the five 
programming problems on the reuse of subprocedures programming 
test is given in Table 17 (p. 143). For each of the problems, the 
experimental group had a slightly higher percentage of subjects 
successfully program a solution. Problems were checked by execution 
of the coded program, with student output considered correct only if it 
perfectly matched desired output. 
The greatest difference between the groups occurred with 
problem number four, with 13.1% more of the experimental group 
successfully programming a solution to this problem of similar 
rectangles. The next highest difference between the groups rested 
with problem number one, a problem using horizontally positioned 
rectangles. Problem number three, with shaded rectangles positioned 
diagonally upward to the right, had a difference between groups of 
8.1%. Differences for the other two problems, botli incorporating 
squares, were less, but still in favor of the experimental group, with 
problem number two and three having a difference of 3.0% and 6.3% 
respectively. Thus, in summary, the experimental group had a greater 
percentage of members successfully program a solution to each of the 
five problems, with the greatest differences in group percent found on 
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the three problems that incorporated rectangles. The two problems 
that used squares for the output had relatively less of a difference in 
group percentages. 
Number of commands used on particular problems The number 
of commands used for each successfully programmed problem was 
computed, with group means for each problem given in Table 18 (p. 
144). To count the number of commands used, a counting process 
discussed by Kurland, Clement, Mawby, and Pea (1987), was used. In 
this procedure, three specific counting rules are followed: 1) each 
Logo primitive is one command, 2) each repeat statement is one 
command, with repeated commands in the statement counted once, 
and 3) each procedure caU is one command, with commands in the 
procedure counted only on the initial call. 
Treatment groups were relatively close in the mean number of 
commands that they used for each of the first three problems. 
Though the experimental group had a slightly lower mean number of 
commands in each of these problems, this difference was less than a 
single command. In problems four and five, however, the difference 
between the experimental and control groups was more substantial. In 
problem four, the similar rectangle problem, students in the 
experimental group used an average of 2.2 commands less than the 
control group in creating their successful programs. This difference 
was even larger in problem five, incorporating the shaded and 
diagonally positioned rectangles, with students in the experimental 
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group using an average of 4.4 commands less than the control group in 
building their programs. Thus, descriptive statistics suggested little 
difference in the number of commands used by each group until the 
later two problems, in which the experimental group used a mean 
number of commands that was 2.2 and 4.4 commands less than the 
mean number of commands for the control group. 
Percent of group using variables and recursion The reuse of 
subprocedures tests were further analyzed to determine the 
percentage of each treatment group using variables and recursion 
within at least one of the five problems. These percentages are given 
in Table 19 (p. 145). The group percentages are slightly larger for the 
experimental treatment in both the use of variables, and the use of 
recursion. However, these differences are relatively small, with a 
group difference of 4.2% with variables, and only 2.8% with recursion. 
Thus, descriptive statistics indicated that the experimental group had 
a slightly larger percentage of students choosing to use variables and 
recursion in their programs than the control group. 
Summarv of programming descriptive statistics The further 
analysis of the reuse of subprocedures instrument produced additional 
descriptive statistics dealing with four particular aspects of group 
performance on this test. The first set of statistics indicated the 
percent of the sample in each treatment group who had produced 
successful programs for each of the five test problems. These statistics 
indicated that the experimental group had a higher percentage of 
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students who had programmed successfully for each of the five 
problems, with the largest difference found in the three problems 
using rectangles. The second set of statistics dealt with the mean 
number of commands used in successful programs for each group on a 
specific problem. These statistics indicated that the mean number of 
commands were virtually the same for each group on the first three 
problems, but relatively different on the last two problems, with the 
experimental group using two to four commands less, ntie third and 
fourth sets of statistics indicated the percentage of each group 
choosing to use variables and recursion in at least one problem on the 
test. These statistics indicated a slightly greater group percentage for 
the experimental treatment in both the use of variables, and the use of 
recursion in test problems. 
Correlations with the Cognitive Ability Test 
Auxiliary results for the study also included various statistical 
correlations concerned with verification of the statistical relationship 
between reuse of subprocedures and analogical reasoning, that acted as 
a research premise for the study. Reuse of subprocedures was targeted 
' as an outcome variable because of the Inherent use of analogical 
reasoning in the purposeful reuse of subprocedures between different 
programming problems, and because of correlational results 
supporting this relationship in the work of Clement, Kurland, Mawby, 
and Pea (1986). Since this Inherent relationship acted as a research 
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premise for the second hypothesis of this study, some further analysis 
was deemed appropriate to verify the strength of this relationship in 
the current study. Thus, the reuse of subprocedures score from the 
constructed programming test was correlated with the composite 
score on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery. The purpose 
was to determine the strength of the relationship between these 
variables in the current study, as measured by study instruments. 
Correlations for three other programming variables were performed as 
well, to provide a relative comparison to other available aspects of 
programming performance. 
The non-parametric Spearman rank order technique was used to 
perform correlations between composite scores on the Cognitive 
Abilliy Test - Nonverbal Battery, and the four programming variables 
associated with student performance on the complete programming 
test. The four programming variables considered consisted of scores 
representing: 1) the reuse of subprocedures between programming 
problems, 2) the number of programming problems solved 
successfully, 3) whether the student used variables within the test, and 
4) whether the student used recursion within the test. Two other 
programming variables were not correlated: mean number of 
commands used per test problem, and percent of the group getting a 
test problem correct. These two variables were not used as 
correlational variables because they were associated with group 
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performance on each Individual test problem, rather than with student 
performance on the complete test. 
Results showed that all four of the programming variables 
considered were correlated to composite score on the Cognitive Ability 
Test - Nonverbal Battery (Table 20, p. 146). Specifically, number of 
correct programs correlated at .414, p<.001, with reuse of 
subprocedures at .263, p<.001, use of recursion at .225, p<.003, and 
finally, use of variables at .200, p<.008. Thus, in this study a significant 
correlation was found between student reuse of subprocedures and 
general analogical reasoning ability, as represented by study 
instruments. 
Summary of Study Results 
In this chapter, results were presented from an investigation of 
the potential of guided Logo programming instruction for use in 
development and transfer of analogical reasoning. Four sections were 
used to report these results: 1) the results for hypothesis one of the 
study, 2) the results for hypothesis two of the study, 3) results of the 
LogoWrlter basic comprehension test, looking at relative 
comprehension of instructional content, and 4) auxiliary investigative 
results. Auxiliary investigative results included further analysis of 
variance statistical procedures, descriptive statistics from the reuse of 
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subprocedures test, and correlations Investigating the relationship 
between reuse of subprocedures and analogical reasoning. 
In section one, results were reported for hypothesis one of the 
study. This hypothesis predicted a higher mean score on the Cognitive 
Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery for the guided Logo instruction, acting 
as the experimental group, than for traditional Logo instruction, acting 
as the control group. Initial testing of hypothesis one by use of a 
standard t-test found no significant difierence in group means. 
In section two, results for the second hypothesis of the study 
were reported. This hypothesis predicted a higher mean reuse of 
subprocedures on the constructed programming test for the 
experimental group than for the control group. Group variances were 
found to be significantly different, with the experimental group having 
a statistically greater variance than the control group. Raw data were 
transformed by use of a logarithmic function to achieve uniform 
variance. Initial testing of the means for the transformed scores, by 
use of a standard t-test, found no significant difference in group means. 
In section three, results were given for the LogoWriter basic 
comprehension test. This test was used to examine general 
comprehension of the various commands and concepts in the 
LogoWriter language that acted as Instructional content for the study. 
A standard t-test indicated that the means for both groups on this 
Instrument were not statistically different. This result suggested that 
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both treatment groups had achieved a statistically equal understanding 
of the LogoWriter language, as indicated by the test means. 
Finally, in section four, further auxiliary Investigative results were 
reported for the study. These results included analysis of variance 
procedures, associated with hypothesis one and two, that attempted to 
control for additional independent variables. In further support of the 
investigative nature of the study, this section also contained descriptive 
statistics from the reuse of subprocedures test, and various 
correlations looking at ths relationship between analogical reasoning 
and reuse of subprocedures. 
The auxUiaiy analysis of hypothesis one, using the analysis of 
variance statistical technique, found a significant interaction for college 
year and Instructional treatment. Descriptive statistics showed a 
pattern for this interaction, with freshman performing better in the 
experimental group, sophomores performing about tlie same in both 
groups, and Juniors and seniors performing better in the control group. 
Individual analysis of variance tests, looking at each year sepaiately, 
indicated that only the subgroups of freshmen and Juniors were 
statistically significant. 
Auxiliary analyses for hypothesis two, attempting to control for 
additional independent variables, found no significant differences. An 
effect for gender did approach significance, however, with females 
having a slightly higher mean reuse of subprocedures than males. Also 
within the male subgroup Itself, the experimental treatment achieved a 
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slightly higher mean than the control treatment. However, this 
difference was also not statistically significant. 
Section four auxillaiy results also Included additional descriptive 
statistics from the reuse of subprocedures programming Instrument. 
Hiese statistics were used to provide Insight Into results from the 
second hypothesis, and to help suggest further research. The 
descriptive statistics suggested a slightly better group performance by 
the experimental group on each of the investigated programming 
aspects, with the greatest differences between groups occurring on the 
most difficult problems. 
Finally, section four also included correlations of programming 
scores from the reuse of subprocedures programming Instrument with 
composite scores on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery. 
These correlations were Included to help verify the relationship 
between reuse of subprocedures and analogical reasoning, as 
represented by study Instruments. Significant correlations were found 
between composite score on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal 
Battery, and associated programming scores. Including the targeted 
reuse of subprocedures score. 
This chapter presented results of a study seeking to Investigate 
the potential of guided Logo programming Instruction for use in the 
development and transfer of analogical reasoning. These results, and 
the particular insights into this potential that they suggest, are 
discussed in Chapter Five. 
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TABLES FOR AUXILIARY RESULTS 
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Table 6; Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Both Treatment Groups with Age and Computer 
Nervousness Controlled as Covariates 
A. Means and Counts 
Treatment Experimental^ Control^ 
35.42 {72f 34.97 (72) 









Covariates 1699.83 2 849.91 10.43 0.001 
Age 845.20 1 845.20 10.37 .002** 
Comp. Nerv. 983.17 1 983.17 12.01 .001*** 
Main Effects 
Treatment 12.00 1 12.00 0.15 .702 
Explained 1711.82 3 570.61 7.00 .001 
Residual 11406.73 140 81.48 
Total 13118.56 143 91.74 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
*^e numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The*** two-tailed significance at the .001 level. The ** 
indicates two-tailed significance at the .01 level. 
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Table 7: Auxillaiy Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Both Treatment Groups by Gender, with Age and 
Computer Nervousness Controlled as Covariates 































Covariates 1699.83 2 849.91 10.33 .001 
Age 845.20 1 845.20 10.28 .002** 
Comp. Nerv. 983.17 1 983.17 11.95 .001*** 
Main Effects 51.96 2 25.98 0.32 .730 
Treatment 11.89 1 11.89 0.14 .705 
Gender 39.97 1 39.97 0.49 .487 
Interaction 
Treat by Gender 15.92 1 15.92 0.19 .661 
Explained 1767.71 5 353.54 4.30 .001 
Residual 11350.85 138 82.25 
Total 13118.56 143 91.74 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo instruction taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
^^The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The *** denotes two-tailed significance at the .001 level. The ** 
denotes two-tailed significance at the .01 level. 
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Table 8: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Both Treatment Groups by Year In College, with 











Treatment Exp. Fresh. 













Exp. Junior Exp. Senior 
27.67 (12) 35.17 (18) 
Cont. Junior Cont. Senior 
34.88 (25) 37.08 (13) 
B. Analysis of Variance 
Source of 
Variation 




Covariates 832.51 1 832.51 10.04 .002 
Comp. Nerv. 832.51 1 832.51 10.04 .002** 
Main Effects 381.77 4 95.44 1.51 .336 
Treatment 24.30 1 24.30 .29 .589 
Year in College 380.91 3 126.97 1.53 .209 
Interaction 
Treat by Year 738.84 3 246.28 2.97 .034* 
Explained 1953.12 8 244.14 2.94 .005 
Residual 11113.31 134 82.94 
Total 13066.43 142 92.02 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
^^The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The * denotes two-tailed significance at the .05 level. The ** 
denotes two-tailed significance at the .01 level. 
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Table 9: Auxillaiy Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Fieshmen in Both Treatment Groups with Age 
and Computer Nervousness Controlled as Covariates 
A. Means and Counts 
Treatment Experimental^ Control^ 
38.95 i22f 33.32 (22) 









Covariates 187.19 2 93.60 1.06 .357 
Age 142.91 1 142.91 1.61 .211 
Comp. Nerv. 16.22 1 16.22 0.18 .671 
Main Effects 
Treatment 261.30 1 261.30 2.95 .047* 
Explained 448.49 3 149.50 1.69 .185 
Residual 3540.69 40 88.52 
Total 3989.18 43 92.77 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
*^e numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The * indicates one-tailed significcince at the .05 level. 
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Table 10: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Sophomores in Both Treatment Groups with Age 
and Computer Nervousness Controlled as Covarlates 
A. Means and Counts 
Treatment Experimental^ Control b 
36.40 (20)*^ 36.64 (11) 




























Treatment 49.26 1 49.26 0.80 .378 
Explained 1109.34 3 369.78 6.03 .003 
Residual 1656.40 27 61.35 
Total 2765.74 30 92.19 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
*^e numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The * indicates two-tailed significance at the .05 level. The ** 
indicates two-tailed significance at the .01 level. 
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Table 11: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Juniors in Both Treatment Groups with Age and 
Computer Nervousness Controlled as Covariates 
A. Means and Counts 
Treatment Experimental^ Control^ 
27.67 (12)® 34.88 (25) 









Covariates 213.89 2 106.94 1.13 .336 
Age 213.88 1 213.88 2.26 .143 
Comp. Nerv. 1.31 1 1.31 0.01 .907 
Main Effects 
Treatment 366.82 1 366.82 3.87 .029* 
Explained 580.71 3 193.57 2.04 .127 
Residual 3128.48 33 94.80 
Total 3709.19 36 103.03 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
®The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The * indicates one-tailed significance at the .05 level. 
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Table 12: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 1 
Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery Comparison of Mean 
Composite Score for Seniors in Both Treatment Groups with Age and 
Computer Nervousness Controlled as Covàriates 
A. Means and Counts 
Treatment Experimental^ Control*-* 
35.17 (18)® 37.08 (13) 









Covariates 668.72 2 334.36 6.16 .006 
Age 288.00 1 288.00 5.31 .029* 
Comp. Nerv. 492.53 1 492.53 9.08 .006** 
Main Effects 
Treatment 99.50 1 99.50 1.83 .187 
Explained 768.22 3 256.07 4.72 .009 
Residual 1464.75 27 54.25 
Total 2232.97 30 74.43 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
®The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
^The * indicates two-tailed significance at the .05 level. The ** 
indicates one-tailed significance at the .01 level. 
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Table 13: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 2 
Reuse of Subprocedures Programming Test Comparison of Means for 
the Transformed Reuse of Subprocedures Scores for Both Treatment 
Groups, with Age and Computer Nervousness Entered as Covariates 
A. Means and Counts^ 
Treatment Experimental^ Control^ 
.46 (72)^ .44 (72) 




























Treatment .014 1 .014 .095 .759 
Explained .201 3 .067 .456 .713 
Residual 20.555 140 .147 
Total 20.756 143 .145 
^Raw data transformed logarithmically to achieve uniform variance. 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
^The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
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Table 14: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 2 
Reuse of Subprocedures Programming Test Comparison of Means for 
the Transformed Reuse of Subprocedures Scores for Both Treatment 
Groups by Gender, with Age and Computer Nervousness Entered as 
Covariates 













Exp. Male Cont. Fem. 
0.43 (18) 0.48 (54) 
Cont. Male 
0.30 (18) 














































Treat by Gender .120 1 .120 .830 .364 
Explained .789 5 .158 1.090 .368 
Residual 19.967 138 .145 
Total 20.756 143 .145 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach, 
^^e numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
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Table 15: Auxiliary Results Hypothesis 2 
Reuse of Suborocedures Programming Test Comparison of Means for 
the Transformed Reuse of Subprocedures Scores for Males in Both 
Treatment Groups, with Age and Computer Nervousness 
Entered as Covariates 
A. Means and Counts^ 
Treatment Experimental^ Control^ 
.43 (18)^ .30 (18) 
B. Analysis of Variance 
Source of Sum of Mean Signif. 




















Treatment .121 1 .121 .732 .199 
Explained .256 3 .085 .517 .674 
Residual 5.286 32 .165 
Total 5.542 35 .158 
^Raw data transformed logarithmically to achieve uniform variance. 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
^The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
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Table 16: Auxillaiy Results Hypothesis 2 
Reuse of Suborocedures Programming Test Comparison of Means for 
the Transformed Reuse of Subprocedures Scores for Both Treatment 
Groups by CoUege Year, with Computer Nervousness Entered 
as a Covariate 
Treatment 
A. Means and Counts^ 
Experimental^ Control^ 





















Exp. Junior Exp. Senior 
.45 (12) .50 (18) 
Cont. Junior Cont. Senior 
.45 (25) .45 (13) 









Covariates .156 1 .156 1.024 .313 
Comp. Nerv. .156 1 .156 1.024 .313 
Main Effects .020 4 .005 .033 .998 
Treatment .009 1 .009 .062 .803 
Year in College .011 3 .004 .024 .995 
Interaction 
Treat by Year .022 3 .007 .048 .986 
Explained .198 8 .025 .163 .995 
Residual 20.354 134 .152 
Total 20.552 142 .145 
^Raw data transformed logarithmically to achieve uniform variance. 
^Logo instruction systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo instruction taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
^The numbers in parentheses denote sample size. 
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Table 17: AuxUlaiy Results 
Programming Instrument Descriptive Statistics Percent of Treatment 
Group Getting Specific Problems Correct on the Reuse of 
Subprocedures Programming Instrument 
Test Problems; Prob. 1 Prob. 2 Prob. 3 Prob. 4 Prob.5 
Experimental^ 84.7% 76.4% 48.6% 61.1% 22.2% 
Control^ 74.7% 73.4% 42.3% 47.9% 14.1% 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
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Table 18: Auxiliary Results 
Programming Instrument Descriptive Statistics Mean Number of 
Commands Used Per Successful Program on the Reuse of 
Test Problems: Prob. 1 Prob. 2 Prob. 3 Prob. 4 Prob. 5 
Experimental^ 17.7 19.8 27.8 12.3 39.0 
Control^ 18.0 20.0 28.1 14.5 43.4 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
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Table 19: Auxiliary Results 
Programming Instrument Descriptive Statistics Percent of Treatment 
Group Using Variables and Recursion Within the Reuse of 
Subprocedures Programming Instrument 
Variables Recursion 
Experimental^ 87.5% 52.8% 
Control^ 83.3% 50.0% 
^Logo systematically guided toward analogical reasoning. 
^Logo taught in a traditional, exploratory approach. 
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Table 20: Auxiliary Results 
Correlations Between Outcome Variables Correlations of the Cognitive 
Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery With Selected Programming Variables 
on the Reuse of Subprocedures Programming Instrument 
Correlations With Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery 
Reuse of Number of Use of Use of 
Subproc. Prob. Correct Variables Recursion 
Total Sample .263 .414 .200 .225 
(N=144) (p<.001)**» (p<.001)*** (p<.008)** (p<.003)** 
*** Signifies significance at the .001 level. 
** Signifies significance at the .01 level. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In this chapter the results of a study designed to investigate the 
potential of guided Logo programming instruction for use in the 
development and transfer of analogical reasoning are interpreted. 
Discussion will be divided into six sections: 1) a brief summary of the 
study, 2) an examination of results relating to hypothesized far 
transfer effects, 3) an examination of results relating to hypothesized 
near transfer effects, 4) an examination of results concerning basic 
LogoWriter comprehension, 5) the implications suggested by auxiliary 
descriptive statistics, and 6) a summary of conclusions, and 
recommendations for further research. 
Sumjnary of the Study 
The goals for the study were to investigate two potential effects of 
incorporating systematic analogical reasoning training within guided 
Logo programming instruction. The first goal was to investigate the far 
transfer effects of such instruction on general analogical reasoning 
development, as measured by a test associated with general analogical 
reasoning. The second goal was to investigate the near transfer effects 
of such instruction on a related and important computer programming 
skill - the ability of the student to reuse subprocedures between 
programming problems. 
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Two bodies of research were tapped in pursuing these goals: 
1) research involving the training of analogical reasoning, and 
2) research involving the development of cognitive skills from 
programming. The study was structured to contribute to both of these 
areas by providing a methodology for empirically investigating 
analogical reasoning training in guided Logo programming. Thus, 
contribution to the search for potential methods to instruct general 
analogical reasoning was targeted by focusing on guided Logo 
programming as one possible method; and contribution to research on 
the development of general cognitive skills from programming was 
targeted by examining analogical reasoning as one particular skill. 
To provide general analogical reasoning training within a guided 
programming environment, this study incorporated Swan and Black's 
three pedagogical components for the effective transfer of cognitive 
skills from programming. These components involved a focus on the 
specific skill, direct instruction of the skill, and a mediational 
approach to teacher/student interaction. Each of these transfer 
components was emphasized in the guided programming instruction. 
To incorporate the first component, the instruction focused on 
analogical reasoning rather than on the programming activity itself. To 
incorporate the second component, Sternberg's component processes 
of analogical reasoning were used as a framework for direct instruction. 
Finally, to incorporate the third component, detailed activity sheets 
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were utilized to facilitate teacher/student interaction in each class 
meeting. 
Using a post-test only control group design, students were 
randomly placed in one of the two treatment groups. The experimental 
group experienced guided Logo programming instruction, whereas the 
control group experienced more traditional exploratory Logo 
programming instruction. Both groups received the same instructional 
content, with only the instructional treatment delivering that content 
varied between the guided and traditional Logo programming. 
Measures of transfer were operationally defined to be student scores 
on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery, representing far 
transfer of learning, and a student reuse of subprocedures score on a 
constructed programming test, representing near transfer of learning. 
A multiple choice basic comprehension test was also administered to 
indicate relative comprehension of the LogoWriter language between 
treatment groups. 
Two directional hypotheses were generated for the study. 
Hypothesis one predicted a higher group mean on the Cognitive Ability 
Test - Nonverbal Battery for the experimental group than for the 
control group. Similarly, hypothesis two predicted a higher mean 
reuse of subprocedures for the experimental group. These hypotheses, 
along with group means for the comprehension test, were tested by 
use of standard t-tests. To determine if additional independent 
variables were interacting with the treatment, further auxiliary analyses 
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were also performed, using the analysis of variance statistical 
procedure. Auxiliary data also included additional descriptive statistics 
and correlations, to further enhance the investigative nature of the 
study and to verify study assumptions. 
Results for the study were reported in the previous chapter. 
These results Included data from statistical tests of each of the two 
study hypotheses, and additional descriptive statistics and correlations. 
These results, and their particular implications concerning the 
potential of guided Logo programming instruction for use in the 
development and transfer of analogical reasoning, will now be 
considered. 
A Discussion of Far Transfer Results 
It was hypothesized that the experimental group, involved in Logo 
programming systematically guided toward analogical reasoning, would 
have a higher mean score on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal 
Batteiy than the control group, that was involved in more traditional 
Logo instruction. This prediction relied on research suggesting the 
potential success of analogical reasoning training in the classroom 
(Holyoak, 1984; Sternberg, 1977a, b), and on research suggesting that 
guided programming instruction could facilitate the development of 
specific cognitive skills (Swan & Black, 1987; Delclos, V., Littlefield, 
J., & Bransford, J., 1984). Also, such a prediction was encouraged by 
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the Inherent use of analogical reasoning when examining past 
programs for insight into new ones (Kurland et al., 1987; Pennington, 
1982). 
The initial results 
Using two treatment groups, one involved in Logo programming 
systematically guided toward analogical reasoning, and one involved in 
more traditional exploratory Logo programming instruction, the first 
study hypothesis of far transfer was statistically tested and the results 
reported in chapter four. As reported in that chapter, the initial t-test 
between treatment groups implied that no differential far transfer of 
learning had occurred, since mean composite scores on the Cognitive 
Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery were not found to be statistically 
different between the groups. Auxiliary analyses were then completed 
to further control for possible interactions of additional independent 
variables. 
Searching for interactions 
Four independent variables were systematically entered into 
factorial designs to further control for ijieir possible interactive effects 
with instructional treatment: age, self-reported computer 
nervousness, gender, and college year. The continuous scores of age 
and self-reported computer nervousness were entered as covariates 
and found to be statistically significant. However, treatment effects 
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were still non-significant after controlling for these sources of 
variation. The effect of gender was also investigated, by using it as an 
Independent factor in an analysis of variance factorial design. As 
reported, no main effect, or interactive effect, was found for the 
independent variable of gender. Finally, student year in college was 
entered as an independent factor in the factorial designs, while still 
controlling for computer nervousness. As reported, a statistically 
significant interactive effect was found between instructional treatment 
and a student's year in college, p<.05. 
The interaction with vear In college 
It is Interesting to note the pattern in this study between a 
student's year in college and Instructional treatment. Descriptive 
statistics indicated that freshmen had performed best In the guided 
Logo programming instruction, and Juniors and seniors had performed 
best in the traditional exploratory Logo instruction, with sophomores 
performing relatively equally between instructional treatments. This 
disordlnal Interaction is expressed by Figure 2. When Individual 
analysis of variance tests were run for each specific college year, only 
the freshmen and junior groups were statistically significant within 
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FIGURE 2. Interaction of college year with instructional treatment 
There is no doubt a mix of general characteristics that might 
distinguish a college freshmen from a college junior. Whether college 
Juniors actually differ from college freshmen in specific characteristics 
of ability, achievement, motivation, etc., is difficult, and possibly 
impossible, to say. However, college Juniors do have the advantage of at 
least two years in formal college instruction, and hold the Inherent 
benefits of experiencing those two years. Freshmen, on the other 
hand, are relatively academically inexperienced, and are only beginning 
to experience learning at the college level. It is important to note that 
most of the freshmen used in this study were probably within the first 
few weeks of their college experiences, as this study began in the first 
few weeks of the fall semester. Since no differences in treatment 
effects were found for college sophomores, quite different results may 
have been achieved had this study been implemented in the spring 
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semester, when most freshmen would have had a semester of college 
before beginning the instructional treatments. 
Relation to ability interactions 
The observed pattern of interaction between a student's year in 
college and instructional treatment contains similarities to that found 
in many studies examining the interaction of a student's general 
reasoning ability with instructional treatment (see Snow, 1980, 
Wittrocks, 1974). As suggested by Wittrnck: 
"Students with high general reasoning scores profit 
more from a treatment in which the organization and 
structuring essential to generative processing is left to 
the individual. Students with low general reasoning 
scores profit more from a fully elaborated treatment, 
one that explicitly provides the organizational structure 
that relates new information to previous experience" 
(p. 190). 
It is interesting to consider whether general reasoning ability 
played a significant part in the differential performance for college 
freshmen and juniors when exposed to the different instructional 
treatments. If general reasoning ability did play a role, it seems likely 
that such general ability would be of a special type that was "evolving" 
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through college learning experiences, providing an inherent 
difference between the general reasoning ability of freshmen and 
juniors. This seems especially likely when considering that students 
were randomly assigned to the experimental treatments, statistically 
equating treatment groups in the more stable aspects of student 
general ability. 
Some possible insight into this situation is found in studies 
investigating differences in "crystallized ability" and "fluid ability" 
(Snow, 1980, Hart, 1986). Crystallized ability is associated with 
reasoning tasks drawing on verbal knowledge, reading comprehension, 
and prior achievement. It tends to evolve and develop with age and 
experience. Fluid ability, in contrast, relates to reasoning tasks which 
draw little on prior achievement, but encompass the ability to deal 
with new and relatively different processing tasks. Fluid ability usually 
encompasses the more stable aspects of general ability, and is 
somewhat resistant to change. 
Since improvement in crystallized ability is often associated with 
experience (Hart, 1986, Baltes & Schaie, 1982, Snow 1980), it would 
seem that college Juniors may have increased their crystallized ability 
through their initial two years of college, differentiating them from the 
introductory freshmen. Fluid ability differences between the freshman 
and juniors may have played lesser a part in the observed treatment 
interaction, due to the higher stability of this construct and the 
incorporation of randomization within the study design. 
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The natural evolved difference between college juniors and 
freshmen in crystallized reasoning ability, therefore, may have been 
partially responsible for the observed difference in reactions to the 
experimental treatment. Thus, college juniors may have found the 
analogical reasoning instruction to be in conflict with the use of their 
personal reasoning strategies, developed through general college 
experience; creating a reduced performance on the Cognitive Ability 
Test. In contrast, when juniors were allowed to practice their own 
reasoning strategies developed through experience, as within the 
control treatment, their performance on the Cognitive Ability Test was 
facilitated. The reverse may have been true for college freshmen. 
Since their crystallized reasoning ability was less established, the 
formal analogical reasoning strategy offered by the experimental 
treatment may have helped to facilitate performance on the general 
analogical reasoning instrument. Furthermore, since personal 
reasoning strategies of the freshmen were less developed, the freedom 
to use these less efficient strategies, as offered by the control group, 
may have operated to hinder group performance on the instrument. 
It is important to note that seniors also did slightly better in the 
control treatment, although this difference was not statistically 
significant, as it was with the Junior subgroup. It would appear that 
seniors were not as heavily influenced by the instructional treatment as 
were the juniors, although the direction of influence was consistent 
between the groups. It is difficult to say why seniors did not react at 
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least as significantly as Juniors to the instructional treatment. It may 
be that seniors, close to the end of their college experiences, put less 
emphasis on the class in general, and thus minimized the effects of 
differing instructional treatments. Or possibly, seniors who enroll in a 
such a low level course, so late in their college experiences, may be 
substantially different from the typical senior enrolled in higher level 
courses. Often, it is not uncommon for such seniors to take a 
freshmen level class as pass/fail, and that may have been the situation 
for some of the seniors in the present study. In any case, it is apparent 
from the observed interaction in this study that a year difference in 
college level may be associated with substantial differences in 
treatment effects. 
A tentative conclusion of far transfer 
Any conclusions should be considered tentative in investigative 
research of this type, but it would seem apparent that some far 
transfer of learning, within an interactional context, did take place in 
this study. The guided Logo programming instruction did facilitate 
analogical reasoning performance on the Cognitive Ability Test -
Nonverbal Battery for freshmen in the experimental sample. However, 
such instruction hindered performance for juniors, slightly but did not 
significantly hinder performance for college seniors, and had no effect 
on college sophomores. Thus, the first hypothesis for the study was 
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supported for the college freshmen subgroup, but not supported for 
college sophomores. Juniors, or seniors. 
The observed interaction in this study would seem similar to 
studies reporting interactions for general ability. Although it is 
difficult to say what specific cognitive aspects differentiate a college 
junior from a college freshman, it would seem that differences In 
crystallized reasoning ability offer at least one avenue for an 
explanation of the interaction experienced in this study. 
A Discussion of Near Transfer Results 
This study also hypothesized that the experimental group, 
involved in Logo programming systematically guided toward analogical 
reasoning, would have a higher mean reuse of subprocedures on a 
constructed programming test than the control group, Involved in 
more traditional Logo instruction. This prediction relied on research 
suggesting analogical reasoning is Inherent in the programming 
process (Kurland et al., 1987; Mann, 1986; Pennington, 1982), and 
that a student's reuse of subprocedures is related to their success on 
an analogical reasoning task (Clement et al., 1986). This hypothesis 
was also supported by evidence that guided programming instruction 
is often more effective in developing specific programming and 
cognitive skills (Leron, 1985, Swan & Black, 1987), than less directed 
programming instruction. 
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The initial results 
Using two treatment groups, one involved in Logo programming 
systematically guided toward analogical reasoning, and one involved in 
more traditional exploratory Logo programming instruction, the 
second study hypothesis of near transfer was tested statistically and 
the results reported in chapter four. As discussed in that chapter, 
initial variance in the reuse of subprocedures scores differed 
statistically between treatment groups, with the larger variance of 
scores existing within the guided programming treatment. This 
difference necessitated that raw scores be transformed logarithmically 
to meet the equal variance assumptions of further statistical tests. 
As reported in Chapter Four, the initial t-test of transformed 
scores indicated that the group means for reuse of subprocedures were 
not statistically different. This result implied that no differential 
effects in near transfer of learning had occurred between treatment 
groups. Auxlliaiy analyses were then completed to further control for 
possible interactions. 
Searching for interactions 
Similar to the auxlliaiy procedures for hypothesis one, four 
independent variables were systematically entered into factorial 
designs to statistically control for their possible interactive effects with 
Instructional treatment: age, self-reported computer nervousness. 
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gender, and college year. The continuous scores of age and a self-
reported computer nervousness were entered as covarlates and found 
to be non-significant sources of variation. The effect of gender was also 
investigated, by using it as an independent factor in an analysis of 
variance factorial design. Although no interaction with gender was 
found, a main effect for gender approached significance, with females 
reusing slightly more subprocedures than males. Also, within the 
males subgroup itself, males in the experimental group had reused 
slightly more subprocedures than males in the control group; however, 
this difference also did not achieve statistical significance. Finally, 
student year in college was also entered as an independent factor in 
the factorial designs, with no evidence of interaction or main effects. 
Thus, auxiliary analyses for the second hypothesis, controlling for the 
effects of four additional independent variables, also did not find any 
statistical evidence of near transfer effects. 
A possible explanation 
The results of the study indicating that there had been essentially 
no near transfer of learning for the guided programming group was at 
first surprising. The use of the Sternberg component processes to 
directly reference prior problems in the construction of new 
programs, would seem to generally encourage the direct reuse of 
subprocedures from the past problem. By systematically focusing on a 
specific earlier problem, direct use of subprocedures in that problem 
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would seem to be made more apparent and cognltlvely available to the 
student programmer. The non-significant results for the near transfer 
hypothesis also seemed inconsistent with significant interaction 
results for the first hypothesis of the study, since no further 
interaction was found for a student's year in college. However, upon 
review of Salomon and Perkins discussion of the "high road" and "low 
road" transfer mechanisms (1987), a tentative explanation becomes 
apparent. 
In discussion by Salomon and Perkins (pp. 151-153), "high road" 
orientation for transfer seeks to achieve transfer of learning by use of 
mindful abstraction of a skill, so as to view it in a more general sense 
and as useful to other domains. This "high road" orientation is often 
associated with the far transfer of learning into domains different from 
those in which the skill is initially practiced. In contrast, "low road" 
transfer orientation seeks to achieve transfer by extensive repetition 
and automation of a skill, and is often associated with very near or 
same domain transfer. Salomon and Perkins make the point that 
extensive practice in programming would be unnecessary for far 
transfer to other domains, as long as a vigorous high road transfer 
orientation was present. In near domain transfer, however, more 
extensive practice of a skill, using a low road transfer orientation, may 
be necessary, encouraging the skill to become fairly automaticized 
within the content domain. 
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It seems that such transfer mechanisms were possibly in 
operation in this study. The short duration of the study may have made 
near domain transfer difficult; as repetition of the specific process of 
reusing subprocedures was not emphasized by the study, and 
instructional time may not have been extensive enough for this skill to 
become naturally automated. However, since far transfer of learning 
was directly emphasized by use of a high road transfer orientation, 
adequate time and practice may have been available for it to be 
achieved. This rationale would help to explain why significant results, 
associated with college year Interaction, were found for the first 
hypothesis, representing far transfer, but not for the second 
hypothesis, representing near transfer. 
It Is important to note that the experimental treatment 
systematically emphasized far transfer of learning by incorporation of 
the pedagogical treinsfer components discussed by Swan and Black 
(1987). Thus, the active attention of students within the experimental 
group was continually focused on the general problem solving nature of 
analogical reasoning, and not on the programming process itself. This 
emphasis, although encouraging far transfer to geometric analogy 
problems present on the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery, 
possibly did little to encourage near transfer to reuse of subprocedures 
between programming problems. It would seem that near transfer of 
learning was not facilitated in this study by a high road instructional 
treatment that systematically focused on far transfer of learning. 
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It is interesting to note, however, that the experimental 
treatment group did have a significantly higher variance than the 
control group. This finding would imply that the experimental 
treatment may have had some differential effects for some students. A 
post-hoc search for interaction did not identify any pattern for this 
difference in the experimental scores. It may well be that additional 
independent variables were operating interactively to spread out the 
reuse of subprocedure scores for some students. 
A tentative conclusion for near transfer 
Conclusions for hypothesis two, as with conclusions associated 
with hypothesis one, must be considered tentative due to the general 
and investigative nature of the study. The guided Logo programming 
instruction, although providing an increased variance in scores, did not 
statistically improve analogical reasoning performance related to the 
increased reuse of subprocedures between programming problems. 
Thus, the second hypothesis for the study was not supported. 
This result seems consistent with discussions of "high road" and 
"low road" paths to transfer of learning as expressed by Salomon and 
Perkins (1987). The repetition needed for adequate near transfer of 
learning may not have been available due to the relatively short 
duration of the study. The "high road" transfer emphasis of this study, 
although achieving some far transfer, may have done very little to 
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encourage and differentiate near transfer of learning, as represented by 
reuse of subprocedures within the programming domain. 
A Discussion of Basic LogoWriter Comprehension 
A LogoWriter basic comprehension test was developed and 
administered in the study to determine relative comprehension of 
basic commands and concepts in the LogoWriter language operating as 
instructional content. This test was necessary to confidently interpret 
any differences found in the measurement Instruments representing 
transfer of learning. Such a test was especially needed to provide 
confidence in any results found for the reuse of subprocedures 
Instrument; a test that attempted to measure a higher level 
programming concept that might be easily influenced by lower level 
differences in basic comprehension of the LogoWriter language. Thus, 
a multiple choice comprehension test was developed, locally 
standardized, and administered in the study. 
Discussion of results for the test 
As reported in Chapter Four, the mean scores for the basic 
LogoWriter comprehension test were not statistically different between 
treatment groups. Since the content of the test was tied directly to 
instructional objectives taught in both treatment groups, this result 
implied that both treatment groups received a relatively equal 
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understanding of basic commands and concepts in the LogoWriter 
language, operating as the instructional content. 
The statistically equal achievement of both treatment groups on 
the LogoWriter basic comprehension test was seen as an encouraging 
result. This study investigated the relative far and near transfer effects 
of two different instructional techniques teaching the same 
instructional content. If basic comprehension of that content had 
differed significantly, then conclusions about transfer, especially near 
transfer in the programming domain, would need to consider that 
lower level comprehension differences might be responsible for higher 
level transfer results. Such a situation would have also suggested the 
possibility that attempts to teach the same instructional content to 
both treatment groups had not been successful. Fortunately, however, 
treatment means were not found to differ significantly for this test, and 
it seems reasonable to conclude that the study had been relatively 
successful in focusing on hypothesized transfer differences, rather than 
on lower level comprehension difierences, between the instructional 
treatments. 
It is also interesting to note that the relative comprehension of 
the instructional content between groups was statistically equivalent 
even though the guided Logo group generally spent less time on the 
computer than the control group, using more traditional exploratory 
Logo instruction. Although this was not a focus of the study, such a 
result suggests the possibility that programming instruction guided 
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toward analogical reasoning may be able to use less on-line time than 
more traditional exploratory Logo programming, and still achieve at 
least an equivalent understanding of basic programming concepts. 
However, research that more directly compares on-line times between 
groups, and includes tests of the retention of instructional content, as 
well as its immediate comprehension, would be needed before such a 
conjecture could be confidently made. 
Implications of Auxiliary Descriptive Statistics 
To support the investigative nature of the study, additional 
descriptive statistics were gathered and reported in the study. The 
descriptive statistics summarized group programming performance on 
the constructed programming test related to other aspects of 
programming other than the reuse of subprocedures between 
programming problems. Implications of these statistics will now be 
discussed. 
Discussion of programming descriptive statistics 
The constructed programming test, used in the investigation of 
hypothesized group differences for the reuse of subprocedures 
between programming problems, was also scored to reflect group 
performance in four other programming aspects. These were: 1) the 
number of problems successfully programmed, 2) the number of 
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commands used per successful problem, 3) the use of variables, and 4) 
the use of recursion. These statistics were reported to help provide 
insight into results related to the reuse of subprocedures between 
programming problems, and to help recommend further research. 
As reported in Chapter Four, although the experimental group 
had done slightly better in all four sets of additional descriptive 
measures, most of these scores were relatively close between 
treatment groups. Two notable differences did become apparent, 
though. First, in the three problems using rectangles, the 
experimental group had an average of 10% better success than the 
control group. Secondly, in the last two test problems, experimental 
students who had successfully programmed these problems, used an 
average of two to four commands less in their programs than did 
students in the control group. 
Possible implications It is interesting to note that both 
differences occurred in the three problems of greatest probable 
difficulty for the students, the problems using rectangles. This 
observation suggests that the difficulty level of the test problems may 
have hindered effective discrimination between the programming 
capabilities of the two groups. Although the programming test itself 
seemed to be viewed as quite difficult by the students, the test 
problems themselves may not have been difficult enough to demand 
that the students draw on careful problem solving strategies. When 
problems did begin to get more difficult, as with the three rectangle 
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problems, the difference between the experimental and control groups 
seemed to become more apparent. 
The failure to find a difference between treatment groups in the 
reuse of subprocedures, representing near transfer effects, may then 
also be a function of Inadequate test problem difficulty, as well as 
inadequate instructional time or repetition, as discussed earlier. The 
individual test problems may have lacked sufficient difficulty to 
encourage the guided Logo group to attempt to apply their instructed 
analogical reasoning strategy. Some students may have purposefully 
chosen an approach of creating completely new programs for each 
particular problem, because it seemed easier than trying to reuse 
previous subprocedures. Test problems may not have necessitated that 
students carefully encode the various characteristics of the problem, 
which is so important in the general analogical reasoning process. The 
loss of such a reasoning step would have greatly hindered a student's 
tendency to reuse subprocedures between the test problems. It seems 
apparent, then, from the additional descriptive statistics on the 
constructed programming test, that programming problems of greater 
difficulty than those used in this study may be necessary to effectively 
elicit the instructed analogical reasoning strategy. 
A more promising evaluative approach may be to use fewer, but 
more difficult and carefully structured problems. Perhaps a pair of 
problems, or sets of pairs, carefully designed to share structural 
aspects, could focus more directly on the analogical reasoning 
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processes involved in a student drawing insight from one problem to 
the other. Such pairings could emphasize specific aspects of the 
problems that related to particular components of the analogical 
reasoning process. Thus, one pair might emphasize aspects related to 
encoding, another pair mi^t emphasize aspects related to inferring, 
etc. Such a systematic focus on each of the individual component 
processes of analogical reasoning would greatly contribute to 
knowledge about how these components operate within the 
programming domain, and how they might be facilitated and improved 
in student programmers. 
Summary of Conclusions and Research Recommendations 
This study investigated the potential of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning. Investigation of this potential focused on two possible 
treatment effects: 1) the far transfer of instruction, as measured by a 
test associated with general analogical reasoning, and 2) the near 
transfer of instruction, as measured by a constructed programming test 
targeting the reuse of program subprocedures. 
Conclusions: 
Although of an exploratory nature, necessitating that conclusions 
be considered tentative, results from this study indicate the following: 
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1. Guided Logo programming instruction significantly facilitated 
general analogical reasoning performance for college freshmen, as 
measured by the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery, and as 
compared to traditionally instructed Logo programming. 
2. Guided Logo programming instruction significantly hindered 
general analogical reasoning performance for college Juniors, as 
measured by the Cognitive Ability Test - Nonverbal Battery, and as 
compared to traditionally instructed Logo programming. 
3. Significant Interaction was found for the guided Logo programming 
instruction and a student's year in college. 
4. Guided Logo programming instruction did not significantly increase 
students' reuse of subprocedures between programming problems, as 
measured by a constructed programming test, and as compared to 
traditionally instructed Logo programming. However, a higher 
statistical variance in reuse of program subprocedures was observed for 
the guided instructiorial group. 
5. The constructed reuse of subprocedures programming test, as 
modified from previous research, may not have contained problems of 
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sufficient difficulty to effectively and fully elicit the instructed 
analogical reasoning strategy in student completion of the test. 
Recommendations for further research 
Based on this study, the following recommendations for further 
research are suggested: 
1. Study results seem to indicate that guided Logo programming, as 
structured in this study, may be differentially effective across various 
student characteristics for the development and far transfer of general 
analogical reasoning. Further research focusing on specific 
interactions with student characteristics, such as crystallized and fluid 
ability, would appear warranted. 
2. Study results seem to indicate that reuse of subprocedures may not 
be an adequate "stand alone" representation of the analogical reasoning 
near transfer effects of guided Logo programming. A more 
comprehensive approach, focusing on a variety of programming 
aspects, may be more conducive to the investigation of near transfer 
effects. 
3. Study results seem to suggest that the reuse of subprocedures 
programming test, as structured in this study, may not be appropriate 
for looking at near transfer effects of the guided programming 
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Instruction. A more promising evaluative approach may be to use pairs 
of more difficult, and carefully structured programming problems, that 
can effectively elicit analogical reasoning, and can be linked with 
specific component processes of the skill. 
4. Study results suggest the possibility that programming instruction 
guided toward analogical reasoning may be able to utilize less on-line 
time than more exploratory programming instruction in the learning of 
basic programming concepts. Further research that more directly 
compares group on-line times, comprehension of instructional 
content, and actual retention of that content, would seem appropriate. 
5. Further investigations of guided Logo programming, as structured in 
this study, should include a variety of age groups and grade levels. It 
appears that guided programming instruction, targeted at analogical 
reasoning, may have substantially different effects for students of 
varying ages and levels of formal education. Students younger than 
those used in the present study would seem to be especially 
appropriate for further research. 
Concluding Remarks 
In this study, the potential of guided Logo programming for use in 
the development and transfer of analogical reasoning was investigated. 
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It was an exploratory study seeking to contribute to the ongoing search 
for possible classroom methods to instruct general cognitive skills, by 
focusing on analogical reasoning as one specific skill, and by using 
guided Logo programming as one particular method. 
Although further research needs to be completed, guided Logo 
programming does seems to offer a powerful instructional tool for 
teaching general analogical reasoning strategies to some students. 
Computer programming languages themselves, especially Logo, appear 
to offer a flexible and explicit problem solving medium by which 
analogical reasoning strategies can be effectively discussed and 
illustrated. 
It would appear that the "potential" of guided Logo programming 
instruction for use in the development and transfer of analogical 
reasoning is an exciting one, and worthy of continued research. Such 
research may be all the more important as we enter an expanding age 
of information, and attempt to meet the educational challenges of that 
age. The active search for effective ways to instruct general analogical 
reasoning would seem especially imperative for the well-being of 
today's students who are citizens of the information age. Analogical 
reasoning is a problem solving skill that can assist those students in 
looking confidently ahead, by carefully looking back at what they 
already know; an important skill in a time where there is indeed so 
much to know. 
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Secondary Education 101 - Beginning of Semester 
Questionnaire 
Please Note: This Is a questionnaire given by your Secondary Education 101 Instructors to help us 
learn a little about what interests, concerns , and backgrounds the students,enrolled in this course 
typically have. It will be used to help us plan and Improve the general instruction for future 
semesters, and also to help us analyze the appropriateness of the current Instruction. This information 
will be kept strictly confidential, and will have absolutely no bearing In determining your course 
grade. Thanks for taking time to fill this out, and welcome to Secondary Education 101 III 
Name Social Security No. 
Major: Sex: Age: 
Year In College: 
1. Please list any high school or college computer science courses below: 
High School Computer Courses: College Computer Courses: 
1 )  1 )  
2) 2)  
3 ) 3) 
4 ) 4) 
5 ) 5) 
2. Please Check the programming languages you have written programs In: 
BASIC Pascal PL/1 Logo Cobol 
Others (specify Please: 
3. Please briefly list any computer work experience, you have had: 
1 )  
2) 
4. Please list all the college mathematics courses you have had: 
1 ) 3) 4) 
2 ) 4) 5) 
5. Do you have access to a computer outside of the university? Yes or No 
6. Please place a check beside your current college GPA: 
4.0 to 3.5 2.49 to 2.0 
3.49 to 3.0 1.99 to 1.5 
2.99 to 2.5 Below 1.5 
7. How would you describe the way you currently feel about computers? 
Very Nervous 
Somewhat Nervous 
Not really nervous, but not really confident either 
Somewhat Confident 
Very Confident 
8. Place a check by the computer software packages you have used before: 
Appieworks Logo Lotus 123 
Bank Street Writer LogoWriter MacWrite 
Bank Street Filer SuperPiiot IVIacPaInt 
9. Please place a check by the computers you have used before: 
Apple IBIVI Zenith Commodore Macintosh 
Mainframes Other: (PleaseSpecIfy:) 
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Graphic (previous graplUc outpuO 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet 
(prevtoitsiy aesigixed coda) 
To Square 
Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End 
Graphic Code 
(graphic ontpul dcsb-ed) (modified coda needed) 
D> 
Directions: 
1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (defining the prvblemj 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (choosing a planj 
3) Now employ our stops for analogical reasoning, (carrying oui (he plan) 
Encode: Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure in the previous code. 
Infer; Step carefully through the previous code, (top right hand comer) to 
see how It produces tlie previous graphic (left hand corner). 
Map; Draw vertical lines, or describe, tlic similarities and differences 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
Apply; Now, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce tlie desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
I'll Jwt Try AgB'nl 
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Graphic 
'previous giapluc output) 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet 












To Squai e 
Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End 
Graphic (graphic output desired) 
Code 
(modified code needed) 
A 
Directions; 
1) Sketch tlie graphical output desired. (daJltiUig the problem) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (choosUtg a platr} 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out the plati) 
Encode; Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer; Step carefully tJirough the previous code, (top right hand corner) to 
see how It produces tlie previous graphic (left hand corner). 
Map; Draw vertical lines, or describe. Uie similarities and dlfTerences 
between the previous graplilc output and tlie desired graphic output. 
Apply: Now, using what you can from tlie previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) I low did the program work? Describe brielly below: (looking back) 




'previous giapnic oiitpul) 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet 








Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End 
To Move To Triangle 
Fd 50 Repeat 3 [Fd 50 Rt 1201 
Rt 30 End 
End 
Uo run type; House) 
Graphic (graphic oitlpiU desired) 
Code 
(modified code needed) 
â 
(any size desired) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (dejlnlng the problem) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (chœsltig a plan) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out the plan) 
Encode! Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
tlie desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer! Step carefully tlirough the previous code, (top right hand corner) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (left hand corner). 
Map! Draw vertical lines, or describe, Uie similarities and differences 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
Apply: Now. using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (lookltxg back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify; 
Yes No NotOulle -ncscllbe m Woitîâ fejcÎTOcTnmJra^ No.wnmt, 
I'll Just TfV 
Agglnl 
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Graphic , . 
reulous giaplilc output) 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet 
(prevlous^'^signed code) 
(filled with orange, any size) 
Immediate Mode 
Some commands used to 
nil In the Immediate mode; 
To Rectangle :x :y 








Graphic (graphic output desired) 
Code 
(modified code needed) 
(any color, and any size) 
Programming Mode 
(two variable Input) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (dejlnhtg the problew) 
2) Lot's look at a previous problem to help us. (dxœsùtg a plaii} 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (carrylitg out the plan) 
Encode! Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure in Uie previous code. 
Infer: Step carefully through the previous code, (top right hand comer) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (left hand corner). 
Mao: Draw vertical lines, or describe, tlie similarities and difTcrcnces 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
APPIV! NOW, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (lœking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify: 
Yes No Not Quite tIcscriBe Ui woidè. ^cscnoc in worus 
I'll Just Try 
âealnl 
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Graphic {preulous grapliic output) 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet 
(using recursion) 
(prcvlous^^^lgtied code} C^^iect 
To Stack :X 
If :X < 0 (Stop) 
Square :X 
Move :X 
Stack :X - 10 
End 
To Move :X 
Fd :X 
End 
To Square :x 
Repeat 4 (Fd :x Rt 90) 
End 
Graphic 
t(c output d (grapht esired) 
Code 
(modyied code needed) 
A 
(a recursive program Uiat draws 
progressively smaller houses) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch tlie graphical output desired, (dejhxlng the probteitr) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (choosing a plan) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, fcarrying out the plan) 
Encode! Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure In tlie previous code. 
Infer! Step carefully through the previous code, (top right hand corner) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (left hand comer). 
Map; Draw vertical lines, or describe, tlie similarities and differences 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
Aoplv! Now, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce tlie desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? EazttoModl^ 
Yes NO Not Qulle uescr.ue.« wo.as 5cscnue ui worcTs ' 
âcaînl 
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APPENDIX C: CONTROL LARGE GROUP ACTIVITY SHEETS 
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class Activity Sheet 
Code C5heet 
(coda to draw graphtc oulpul) 
Directions; 
1) SItctch or look at the graphical output desired, (dapntug the problenr) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have tlie turtle draw tlie graphic 
shown above. You may And It helprul to look at some past problems 
from your notes, {choosing a ptanj 
3) Now tiy and build a program to liave the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (canylng out the plan) 
Graphic 
(flraplUc oiUpiit desired) 
4) 1 low did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looMng back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify; No swcnti 
Yc.i No Not Quite (Icscrlbc In words describe In words LÎLsIUStlïîL 
Acnlnl 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did wc come up with? 
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class Activity Sheet 
Graphic 
(graphic output desired) (code lo draw graphic oulpuO 
A 
Directions; 
1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired, (dejlntng the problem} 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosùig a plarO 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (carrying out the plan} 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seema Wron^? Part to Modify; gycBtt 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words I'll JugtTfY AgaM 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
t  I C o d e  (TsheetttZr (graphic output desired) (code to draw graphic oulpuO ^  — 
â 
(any size desired) 
Directions: 
1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired, (dejlnttig the problem) 
2) Tliink about what you will need to do to have Uie turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helplul to look at some past problems 
from your notes. lchœsU\g a plan) 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on tlie computer, (carrying out the plan) 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify; Ijv g^gfltl 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words I'll JwstTry. Agnlnl 
Let's talk about tills as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
, , Code ([sheet fgrapmc output desireaj (code to draw graphic output), — 
(niiy color, and any size) 
Programming Mode 
(two variable Input) 
Directions: 
1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired. (dej\nb\g the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes. (choos(ng a plati) 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to eltlier write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer. (carryUig out the plan} 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify; Fff ffwgntt 
Yes No Not Qullc describe In words describe In words I'U JwtTrr 
âfifilnl 
Let's talk about tills as a class. Wliat programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
Pfmphlp , Code CsheetTLB^ 
fgraplitc output desired) (code to draw graptitc output) ^  - -— 
A 
•0 • 
(a recursive program Uinl draws 
progressively smaller houses) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch or look at tlie graphical output desired, (dejlntng the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, {choosing a plan) 
3) Now tiy and build a program to have the turtle draw tlie desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on tlie computer, (carrying out the plan) 
4) Mow did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking bade) • 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify! ffq g^cntl 
Yes No Not Quile describe In words describe In words iU JMtTiT Again! 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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APPENDIX D; EXPERIMENTAL LAB ACTIVITY SHEETS 
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Analogical Reasoning Sheet 
Cprcotoiwoutput) (previous^ Mslgnedcode) Çsheet 
To Triangle 
Repeat 3 |Fd 50 Rt 1201 
End 
Graphic (graphic output desired) 
Code 
(modffled code needed) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (dejhxlng the problem) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (choosing a plan) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out the plan) 
Encode! Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
tlie desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer! Step carefully Uirough the previous code, (top right hand comer) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (left hand comer). 
Map! Draw vertical lines, or describe, the similarities and dlfTerences 
between tlie previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
Apply! Now, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below; (looking back) 
I'll JuBt Try AgtMnI 
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Analogical Reasoning Sheet 












Graphic (c oulput destrcd} (graphi t
Code 
(modyied code needed) 
Directions: 
1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (dejlnltig the problen}) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (choosbxg a plan) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (canybxg out the plan) 
Encode! Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown Uie previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer; Step carefully through the previous code, (top right hand corner) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (left hand comer). 
Map! Draw vertical lines, or describe, tlie similarities and differences 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
APPIY! Now, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 




'vrevtous graplUc output) 
Analoigtcal Reasoning Sheet 
(prevtouJy^siffned code) ^^heet 







To Square :X 
Repeat 4 (Fd :X Rt 90) 
End 
Graphic (graphic output desired) 
Code 




1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (dejlnlng the problein) 
2) I-et's look at a previous problem to help us. (diooslng a plan) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out the plan) 
Encode: Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output. 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer; Step carefully through the previous code, (top right hand comer) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (left hand comer). 
Mao: Draw vertical lines, or describe, tlie similarities and differences 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
Apply; Now, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
• produce the desired graphical output. 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? 
Yes No Not Quite Ibi ÏH 
eems 
W9 gwgatl 




'orevtoiis grapliic output) 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet 
I code) ^Sheet 
To Rectangle :W :L 
Repeat 2 (Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90| 
End 
(rectangle with any size of 
length and widtli upon Input) 
Code 
(modified code needed) 
(a square of any sb.e tilled 
nt any angle) 
(graph^ou^utdeslred) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch tlie graphical output desired, (defining the probletn) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (choosing a plan) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out the plan) 
Encode! Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer! Step carefully tiirough the previous code, (top right hand comer) to 
see how It produces the previous graphic (lelt hand comer). 
Map! Draw vertical lines, or describe, tlie similarities and differences 
between the previous graphic output and the desired graphic output. 
APPIV! NOW, using what you can from tlie previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) Mow did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify! 
Yes No Not Quite aescnoe u. woras flescnDe m worcfs ' Momwemt, 
I'll Jwt Try AgaM 
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Analogical Reasoning Sheet 
reviotS'grapJxic oulpuO (previously tûsigned code) Çsheet Graphlq IU5 grannie 














Cgraphf? ou^ut desired) 
Code 
(mod{flcd code needed) 
/mm 
Directions; 
1) Sketch the graphical output desired, (dejlnltig t\xe problem) 
2) Let's look at a previous problem to help us. (chœstng a plair) 
3) Now employ our steps for analogical reasoning. (canyUxg out the plan) 
Encode; Writing a few notes, analyze and breakdown the previous graphic output, 
the desired graphic output, and each procedure In the previous code. 
Infer; Step carefully through the previous code, (top right hand comer) to 
sec how it produces the previous graphic (left hand comer). 
Map; Draw vertical lines, or describe, the similarities and diiTerences 
between the previous graphic output and tlie desired graphic output. 
Apply; Now, using what you can from the previous problem, write a program to 
produce the desired graphical output. 
4) How did tlie program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 





Analogical Reasoning Homework #1 Project Planning Sheet 

















Repent 2|Fd 20 Rt 90 Fd 50 Rt 901 
End 
To Wheel 
Repent lOIFd 3 Rt 361 
End 
To Cab 






















Remember to plan your project by using the steps belowl 
1) Sketch the graplilcal output desired, (dejbxing Uic problem) 
2) Let's look at previous problems to help us.fcfiooshig a plat) 
My project will al^ use other sheets; Sheet W LAI Part: the snunre (as well as this sheet) Sheet « Part: i_ 
Sheet » Part: 
Sheet # Part: 
3) Now employ the steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out the pIcuO 
Encode: Look carefully at tlic sketch of your project, and the graphic and program for the truck. (try to break these Into smaller pans) 
Infer; Now step through the program for the truck and see how It draws the truck 
Mao; Now look at how parts of your graphic arc similar to. and different from, parts of the truck. 
Apply; Now tiy and pencil out a program for your project. You will probably need to 
repeat the encode. Infer, and map steps occasslonally. You will also want to 
look carefully at parts of other problems you use. In the same way. 
4) How did your program work? You may want to keep a record as you try things, (looking back) 
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LogoWrlter Lab Assignmeitt #1 
"he flrét LogoWrlter assignment Is to create a program which draws a simple graphic 
picture, similar to the truck example distributed in class. The program should use at 
least 7 seperate procedures, and be executed by typing tlie name of a single calling 
procedure. It should be stored on your LogoWrlter disk within a page called Lastnamel, 
(for instance Smith!). 
CRITERIA 
At least 6 seperate procedures used In the program 4 
Project runs without errors 3. 
Completed Homework Prqject Plannttjg Sheet turned In 2 
Frojcct has a theme 2 
Project executes by the typing of a single procedure name 2 
Project Is saved correctly, (see below) 1 
Total 14 
Project saved under a page named;. 
0 run the project type: 
(Lastnamel) 
( name of the caUIng procedure) 
Some"rBmlnd0rs"àb"ut"sa"lngyôur project" 
Naming a LoooWrlter nrnqe: 
Remember, the LogoWrlter "page", where your 
program Is to be stored must first be named 
with IheNP command before your program can 
be saved, This nam Ing of a page does not save 
your work, but only sets up LogoWrlter so that 
your work will be automatically saved when you 
press the escape key. 
To name a page for LogoWrlter project ^ I type: 
NP "lastnamel (and press return) 
Thus tn snvBvnur nrolect while you are workinn: 
I ) Check the top of the screen to verify that the 
page you are working on already has a name. 
If It doesn't, name It with the NP command. 
2) Press escape, this will bring you back to the 
contents page, where the page name should 
now be listed. 
To turn In vour nrolect tovour lab Instructor: 
I ) At the beginning of the lab period, first 
boot up LogoWr Iter, and run your project so 
that It shows on the screen. Make sure that 
the page Is already named with Lastnamel 
(for Instance: Smith 1) 
2) Remove your LogoWrlter disk from the drive. 
3) Place the Lab Instructor's disk In the drive. 
4) Press escape, your project Is now saved on the 
Instructors disk within a page Identified with 
your last name. 
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Group] Analogical Reasoning Homework #2 Project Planning Sheet 











Graphic (graphic output desired) 
Code (previously aeslgited code) 
Suh-Procedures 














End To Head :X LI 90 
Repeat 36 |Fd :X/20 Rt 10| 
End 











(modified code needed) 
Remember to plan your prolect by using the steps below! 
1) Sketch Uie grapliJcal output desired, (dejlnlng Uie problem) 
2) Let's look at previous problems to help xjkJiooslng a plait) 
My prefect will also use oUier sheets; Sheet » LAI Part: the snuare (rfs well as this sheet) sheet H Part: 
Sheet # Part: 
Sheet # Part: 
3) Now employ the stops for analogical reasoning, fcarrybig out the plaix) 
Encode; Look carefully at the sketch of your project, and the graplilc and program Tor the seascene. (Oy to break t/iese bxlo smaller parts) 
Infer! Now step through tlie program lor the boats and see how It draws the seascene. 
Map; Now look at how parts of your graphic are similar to, and dllTerent from, parts of the seascene. 
\oolv: Now try and pencil out a program for your project. You will probably need to 
repeat the encode. Infer, and map steps occasslonally. You will also want to 
look carefully at parts of other problems you use. In the same way. 
4) How did your program work? You may want to keep a record as you tiy things, (looking back) 
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LogoWrlter Lab Assignment #2 
The second LogoWrlter assignment Is to create a program using variables which draws a 
simple graphic picture, similar to the stlckmen example distributed In class. The 
program should use at least 7 seperate procedures, and be executed by typing the name 
of a single calling procedure. Tlie project should also use variables somewhere in the 
program. It should be stored on your LogoWrlter disk within a page called lastnameZ, 
(for Instance Smltli2). 
CRITERIA 
At least 6 seperate procedures used In the program 2 
Project runs without errors 2 
Project uses variables 4 
Completed Homework Pivject Planning Sheet turned in 2 
Project has a tlieme 2 
Project executes by tlie typing of a single procedure name 1, 
Project Is saved correctly, (see below) 1 
Total 14 
Project saved under a page named:. 
To run Uie project type: (Lastnamel) (name of the calling procedure) 
Some reminders about saving your project: 
Naming a LogoWriter nni>e! 
Remember, the LogoWrlter "page", where your 
program Is to be stored must first be named 
wlIJi the NP command before your program can 
be saved. Tills naming of a page does not save 
your work, but only sets up LogoWrlter so that 
your work will be automatically saved wlien you 
press the escape key. 
To name a page for LogoWrlter projcct H1 type: 
NP "lastnamel (and press return) 
Thus to save vour protect while vou are working; 
1) Check the top of the screen to verify that Uie 
page you are working on already has a name. 
If It doesn't, name It with the NP command. 
2) Press escape, this will bring you back to the 
contents page, where the page name should 
now be listed. 
To turn In vour Dro|ect to vour Inb Instructor: 
1) At the beginning of the lab period, first 
boot up LogoWrlter, and run your project so 
that It shows on the screen. Make sure that 
the page Is already named with Lastnamel 
(for Instance: Smilhl) 
2) Remove your LogoWrlter disk from the drive. 
31 Place the Lab Instructor's disk In the drive. 
4) Press escape, your projcct Is now saved on the 
Instructors disk within a page Identified with 
your last name. 
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[É  ^ Analogical Reasoning Homework #3 Project Planning Sheet 












(graphic output deslrecO 
Code (previously Oestgiied code) 
lowov»» TOD5;T""" • 
If !x < 0 IstopI Repent 2 |Fd :y/2 Rt 90 Fd :y Rt 901 nt 




To Mast :y 
Fd :y/2 
Repeat 180 |Fd .1 Rt 1| 
Lt 180 
End 







Repeat 3 |Fd ;y/2 Rl 120] 
End 
Code 












Remember to plan your protect by using the steps beiowt 
) Skclch Uie graphical output desired, (dejlnltxg Vie probleni) 
!) Let's look at previous problems to help ufc/ioosfrig a plcui) 
My project will also use other sheets; Sheet # LAI Part: the sntinre 
fas well as tills sheet) sheet # Part: 
Sheet è Part: 
Sheet # Part: 
I) Now employ Uie steps for analogical reasoning, (carrying out Ihe plcui) 
Encode! Look carefully nt the sketch of your project, and the graphic and program for the seascene. (tiif to break these Into smaller parts) 
Infer! Now step through tlie program for the boats and see how It draws the seascene. 
Mao! Now look at how parts of your graphic are similar to, and dliferent from, parts of the scascene, 
»plv! Now try and pencil out a program for your project. You will probably need to 
repeat Uie encode. Infer, and map steps occasslonally. You will also want to 
look carefully at parts of other problems you use. In the same way. 
4) How did your program work? You may want to keep a record as you tiy things, (looking back) 
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LogoWrlter Lab Assignment #3 
Tie third LogoWrlter assignment Is to create a program using recursion which draws a 
dimple graphic picture, similar to the SeaScene example distributed in class. The 
program should use at least 7 seperate procedures, and be executed by typing the name 
of a single calling procedure. The project should also use recursion somewhere In Uie 
program. It should be stored on your LogoWrlter disk wltliln a page called Lastname3, 
(for Instance Smlth3). 
CRITERIA 
At least 6 seperate procedures used In the program 2 
Project runs without errors 2 
Project uses recursion 4 
Completed Homework Project PlannUig Sheet turned In 2 
Project has a theme 2. 
Project executes by the typing of a single procedure name 1. 
Project Is saved correctly, (see below) 1. 
Total 14 
roject saved under a page named:. 
To run Uie project type: (LastnameU (name or the calling procedure) 
Some reminders about saving your project: 
Naming a LocoWriter nnge! 
Remember, the LogoWrlter "page", where your 
program Is to be stored must first be named 
with the NP command before your program can 
be saved. TliIs naming of a page does not save 
your work, but only sets up LogoWrlter so that 
your work will be automatically saved when you 
press the escape key. 
To name a page for LogoWrlter project HI type: 
NP "lastnamel (and press return) 
Thus to save vour pro|ect while vou nre working! 
1) Check the top of the screen to verily that the 
page you are working on already has a name, 
if It doesn't, name it with the NP command. 
2) Press escape, this will bring you back to the 
contents page, where the page name should 
now be listed. 
To turn In yotir nroiect to vour Itib instrMcton 
1) At the beginning of the lab period, first 
boot up LogoWrlter, and run your project so 
that It shows on the screen. Make sure that 
Uie page Is already named with Lastnamel 
(for Instance: Smith 1) 
2) Remove your LogoWrlter disk from the drive. 
3) Place the Lab Instructor's disk In the drive. 
4) Press escape, your project Is now saved on the 
Instructors disk within a page Identified with 
your Inst name. 
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APPENDIX E: CONTROL LAB ACTIVITY SHEETS 
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class Activity Sheet 
Graphic 
(graphic output desired) Code (sheet # (code to draw graphic oulpuO — 
Directions; 
1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired, (dejhxtng the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helprul to look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosing a plarv 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (carrying out the plan) 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (loofctug back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify: Wo swenti 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words lULsIuatllE. 
âfifllnl 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
,  , ,  , ,  Code CTsheetffSB^ fgraphtc output desired) fccdc to draw graphic 
Directions; 
1) Sketch or look at tlie graphical output desired, (defining the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosing a plan) 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pcncll first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (carrying out the plan) 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seemg Wrong? Part to Modify; No gwfmtl 
Yes No Not QuKe describe In words describe In words I'll JMStTlT âfifiM 
Let's talk about tills as a class. Wliat programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
graphic godfi CsheetNS^ 




1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired, (dejlnlng the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosing a plan) 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw tlie desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code in pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (carrying out the plan) 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify; Nq gycnti 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words I'll .JWtTlT. Agdnl 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
Graphic 
(graphic output desired) Code (code to draw graphic output) 
C^heet 
(a square of any size tilled 
at any angle) 
Directions; 
1) Sketch or look at tlie graphical output desired, (dejlniixg the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, [diœsing a plan) 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (carrying out the plan) 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below; (loaJdng back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify! ff'ygntl 
Yes No Nol Quite describe In words describe In words I'll JWStTry Again I 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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Class Activity Sheet 
Sra^ gQgg CTsheetffsg) 
(graphtc output desired) (code to draw graphic oulpuO 
/wyw\ 
Directions; 
1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired, (dejlning Ihe problem) 
2) Tlilnk about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graphic 
shown above. You may Hnd It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosing a plan) 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw tlie desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (carrying out lixe plan) 
4) How did the program work? Describe briefly below: (looking back) 
Desired Output? What Seems Wrong? Part to Modify; Wo gwgfltt 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words yU JwStTiy. Again! 




Class Activity Homework #1 Project Planning Sheet 
fiSSElîifi (graphic output desired) (program to draw graplUc output desired) 
Remember to plan your project by using the steps belowl 
1) Sketch or look at tlie graphical output desired. (dq/ltUiig the problem) 
2) Think about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graplilc 
you have sketched above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, [choosing a plaii) 
3) Now try and build a program lo have the turtle draw the your desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pcncll first, or start 
programming directly on the computer. (canyUig out the plcuV 
Eventually you will need to turn this sheet In witli your program written out. 
4) How did the program work? You may want to keep a record, (looking back) 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did we come up with? 
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Homework Example #1 











Repent 2|Fd 20 Rt 90 Fd 50 Rt 901 
End 
To Wheel 
Repeat 10|Fd 3 Rt 361 
End 
To Cnb 





















LogoWrlter Lab Assignment #1 
The first LogoWrlter assignment Is to create a program which draws a simple graphic 
picture, similar to the truck example distributed in class. The program should use at 
least 7 seperate procedures, and be executed by typing Uie name of a single calling 
procedure. It should be stored on your LogoWrlter disk within a page called Lastnamel, 
(For Instance Smithl). 
CRITERIA 
At least 6 seperate procedures used In the program 4 
Project runs wltliout errors 3. 
Completed Homework Project Planning Sheet turned in 2 
Project has a theme 2 
Project executes by the typing of a single procedure name 2, 
Project is saved correctly, (see below) 1 
Total 14 
Project saved under a page named:. 
To run the project type; 
(Lastnamel) 
( name of the calling procedure) 
Some*rëmlndërs'âbôut"sa7lng you" project" 
Nomina a I nooWrltBr nntje: 
Remember, the LogoWrlter "page", where your 
program Is to be stored must first be named 
with (he NP command before your program can 
be saved. This naming of a page does not save 
your work, but only sets up LogoWrlter so that 
your work will be automatically saved when you 
press the escape key. 
To name a page for LogoWrlter project * 1 type: 
NP "lastnamel (and press return) 
Thus to save vour orolect while you are working; 
I ) Check the top of the screen to verify that the 
page you are working on already has a name, 
if It doesn't, name It with the NP command. 
2) Press escape, this will bring you back to the 
contents page, where the page name should 
now be listed. 
To turn In vour protect to vour lab Instructor: 
I ) At the beginning of the lab period, first 
boot up LogoWrlter, and run your project so 
that It shows on the screen. Make sure that 
the page Is already named with Lastnamel 
(for Instance; Smithl) 
2) Remove your LogoWrlter disk from the drive. 
3) Place the Lab Instructor's disk In the drive. 
4) Press escape, your project Is now saved on the 
Instructors disk within a page Identified with 




Class Activity Homework #2 Project Planning Sheet 
Graphic (graphic output desired) (program to draw graplilc output desired) 
Remember to plan your project by using the steps below! 
1) Sketch or look at the graplilcal output desired. (deJhUng (he problem) 
2) Tlilnk about what you will need to do to have the turtle draw the graplilc 
you have skclchcd above. You may And It helpful lo look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosing a plaiV 
3) Now try and build a program to have the turtle draw the your desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (copying out the plan) 
Eventually you will need to turn Uils sheet In wlUi your program written out. 
4) Mow did the program work? You may want to keep a record, (looking back) 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words 
Let's talk about this as a class. What programs did wc come up with? 
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Code (prevtoushj Oeslgned code) 
Sub-Procedures 














End To Head :X LI 90 
Repeat 36 |Fd :X/20 Rt 10| 
End 
To Body :X 
Fd:X 
End 








LogoWrlter Lab Assignment #2 
Tlie second LogoWrlter assignment Is to create a program using variables which draws a 
simple graphic picture, similar to the stickmen example distributed in class. The 
program should use at least 7 seperate procedures, and be executed by typing the name 
of a single calling procedure. The project should also use variables somewhere In the 
program. It should be stored on your LogoWrlter disk within a page called Lastname2. 
(for instance Smlth2). 
CRITERIA 
At least 6 seperate procedures used In the program 2 
Project runs without errors 2 
Project uses variables 4 
Completed Homework Project Planning Sheet turned in 2 
Project has a theme 2 
Project executes by tlie typing of a single procedure name 1, 
Project is saved correctly, (see below) 1 
Total 14 
(Lnslnamel) 
(name of the calling procedure) 
I 
Project saved under a pngc named:. 
To run the project type: 
Some reminders about saving your project: 
Nnmlng a LogoWriter nat>e! 
Remember, Uie LogoWrlter "page", where your 
program Is to be stored must first be named 
with the NP command before your program can 
be saved. This naming of a page does not save 
your work, but only sets up LogoWrlter so that 
your work will be automatically saved when you 
press the escape key. 
To name a page Tor LogoWrlter project ft 1 type: 
NP "lastnamel (and press return) 
Tluis to save vour prolect while vou are working: 
1) Check the top of the screen to verify that the 
pngc you are working on already has a name. 
If It doesn't, name It with the NP command. 
2) Press escapc, this will bring you back to the 
contents page, where the page name should 
now be listed. 
To turn In vour prolect to vour lab Instructor: 
1) At the beginning of the Inb period, first 
boot up LogoWrlter. and run your project so 
that It shows on the screen. Make sure that 
the page Is already named with Lastnamel 
(for Instance: Snilthl) 
2) Remove your LogoWrlter disk from the drive. 
3) Place the Lab Instructor's disk In the drive. 
'I) Press escapc. your projcct Is now saved on the 
Instructors disk within a page Identmed with 




Class Activity Homework #3 Project Planning Sheet 
Gmem Igrophlc output desired) (program to draw graphic output desired) 
Remember to plan your project by using the steps below! 
1) Sketch or look at the graphical output desired, (dejhxbtg lite probleirO 
2) Tlitnk about what you will need to do to have the turlle draw the graphic 
you have sketched above. You may find It helpful to look at some past problems 
from your notes, (choosing a plan) 
3) Now try and build a program to have tlic turtle draw the your desired graphic 
output. You may want to either write out your code In pencil first, or start 
programming directly on the computer, (ccurt/litg oui lite plan) 
Eventually you will need to turn this sheet in wlUi your program written out. 
4) Mow did the program work? You may want to keep a record, (looking back) 
Yes No Not Quite describe In words describe In words 
Let's talk about tlUs as a class. Wliat programs did we come up with? 
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Graphic 










Code (previously designed coda) 
Sub-Pracedurcs 
b Waves :x To Body :y < 
If !x < 0 IstopI Repeat 2 |Fd iy/2 Rt 90 Fd :y Rt 901 
Onewave End 











Repeat 180IFd.l Ri 1| 
Lt 180 
End 





LogoWrlter Lab Assignment #3 
"he third LogoWrlter assignment Is to create a program using recursion which draws a 
dimple graphic picture, similar to the SeaScene example distributed in class. The 
program should use at least 7 separate procedures, and be executed by typing the name 
of a single calling procedure. The project should, also use recursion someWhere In the 
program. It should be stored on your LogoWrlter disk within a page called LastnameS, 
(For instance SmlUiS). 
CRITERIA 
At least 6 sepcrate procedures used In the program 2 
Project runs witliout errors 2 
Project uses recursion 4 
Completed Homework Project Planning Sheet turned In 2 
Projcct has a theme 2 . 
Project executes by Uie typing of a single procedure name 1. 
Project Is saved correctly, (see below) 1. 
Total 14 
rojcct saved under a page named:. 
To run Ihe projccl type: (LnsUiamel) (name of llie calling procedure) 
Some reminders about saving your project: 
Naming a LogoWriter nafte: 
Remember. Uie LogoWriler "page", where your 
program Is to be stored must llrst be named 
with the NP command before your program can 
be saved. This naming of a page does not save 
your work, but only sets up LogoWrlter so that 
your work will be automatically saved when you 
press the escape key. 
To name a page for LogoWrller projcct W i type: 
NP "lastnamel (and press return) 
Thus to save vour project while vou ore working: 
1) Check the top of the screen to verify that the 
page you are working on already has a name, 
if It doesn't, name It with the NP command. 
2) Press escape, this will bring you back to the 
contents page, where the page name should 
now be listed. 
To turn In vour nrolect to vour lab Instructor: 
1) At the beginning of the lab period, first 
boot up LogoWrlter, and run your projcct so 
that It shows on the screen. Make sure that 
the page Is already named with Lastnamel 
(for Instance: Smith 1) 
2) Remove your LogoWrlter disk from the drive. 
3) Place the Lab Instructor's disk In the drive. 
4) Press escapc. your project Is now saved on the 
Instructors disk within a page IdentlDed with 
your last name. 
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APPENDIX F: ANALOGICAL REASONING PROGRAMMING 
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE 
230 
Using Sternberg's Component Model to organize programming 
instruction for possible analogical reasoning transfer. 
r>T)bIcin done in t/te 
jHist by students: 
rtxjblem to be done 
by the students 
c 
B 


















be asked to wrUe 
code for Vie graphic 
to the lejl. 
htstructional process: 
Students would have previously 
developed the code for the SHACK 
graphic (A}. Based on this knowledge, 
they would now be asked to develop 
a program to draw Jlgwe C. 
The experimental group would be 
formally encouraged to follow the 
foUowbxg steps expUcUly, while the 
conlml group would be merely directed 
to analyze the previous pmblenxfor 
help tn developing the new code. 
Iitstructional Steps: 
Encode rirsl students In the 
experimental group would be 
directed to look at Uie SHACK graphic 
(A) and understand Its parts. Then 
students would be directed to look at 
tlie code In tJie program for shack (B) 
and tiy to understand Its parts. Finally, 
the parts of tlie graphic In (C^vould be 
looked at. llie students would be told Uiey 
• are "Encoding" 
hlfer ihe students In the 
experimental group would now be told 
to analyze tlie relationship between the 
parts of graphic In A and tlie parts or 
subprocedures of tlie code In B. lliey 
would be told tliey are now "Inferlng". 
Map Students In tlie experimental 
group would now be told to look at tlie 
graphic In A and the graphic In C to 
analyze the relationship or similarity 
between the two graphics. Tliey would 
be told tliat tliey are now "mapping". 
Apply Students In Uie experimental 
group would now be told to "Apply" by 
generating n possible code (D) to tlie 
new graphic In C. They would tlien 
test tliclr code, as would Uie control 
group, and eventually discuss possible 
solutions. 
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APPENDIX G: EXPERIMENTAL LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTOR 
OUTLINES 
232 




1) Verbally ask students to make sure that they are In the A group by 
checking their schedules, or if needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room. 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements: 
1) Remind students that split labs start Wednesday September 28. 
2) Remind students to quickly purchase LogoWriter Disks in IRC. 
3) Other: 
Introduce Logo and the Logo Philosophy 
Transparency- «Introduce Logo and the Logo philosophy. 
•Indicate that we will discuss the skill of analogical 
reasoning in more detail as a skill typical of 
programming. 
Introduce Analogical Reasoning 
Transparency- •Define analogical reasoning 
Transparency- •Discuss examples of analogical reasoning 
Illustrate the Process of Analogical Reasoning 
Transparency- «Mention that analogical is a very global skill, but 
that it has been attempted to be duplicated when 
people take tests using analogies. Typically, what 
is involved In such a test is the process shown. 
Relate Analogical Reasoning to Programming 
Transparency- •Discuss how expert programmers use analogical 
reasoning. 
Introduce LogoWriter 
Boot up Disk- •Show initial entry screen, choosing new page 
•Show the following primitives: 
(asking students to take notes, and predict the 
outcome of typed primitive commands) 
FD XX RT XX PU OG HT 
BKxx LT XX FD HOME ST 
Distribute End of Period Mini-Quiz (if time) 
Pass out the quiz, allow students to answer right on the half sheet of paper. 
Remind students to place name, lab section, and A/B group on quiz. 
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Lecture Day 2 
Group A - General Outline 
Attendence: 
1) Verbally .ask students to make sure that they are in the A group by 
checking their schedules, or if needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room, (right before class starts) 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements: 
1) Remind students that split labs start Wednesday September 28. 
2) Remind students to quickly purchase LogoWriter Disks in IRC. 
3) Other; 
Review Primitives 
On Computer- «Review briefly booting up LogoWriter as it boots. 
•Review some primitives 
(emphasize PU, PD, CG, HOME) 
•Discuss primitive sequence for drawing a square 
Introduce the Repeat Command 
On Computer- •Introduce the repeat command with a square: 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90] 
•Ask students to predict what happens when 
a change is made: 
Repeat 4 > Repeat 8 
Introduce Procedures 
On Computer- •Show how to define procedures by use of a square: 
(Using open-apple-f editor) 
. To Square 
Repeat 4 [Fd SO Rt 90] 
End 
•Change square within the editor to a different size. 
Change Fd 50 > Fd 30 
•Show that the computer now knows a new word by: 
Repeat 5 [Square Rt 45] 
Activity Sheet L2A- (pass out sheet now) 
(Students should always write on these sheets in case of a quiz, which may 
or may not be open notes!) 
Transparency- •Lead students in discussion through steps of sheet 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) 
•REMIND students that we are essentially using a 
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process that Is to help us understand a new problem 
based on what we know from a previous problem 
On Computer- «Show a student example of the solution 
(if running out of time use the transparency answer) 
•Mention or discuss the angle of 120 degrees 
Namepage Command and Saving 
On Computer- «Show namepage command of: Np "XXXXX 
•Discuss necessity of hitting escape 
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Lecture Day 3 
Group A - Generid Outline 
Attendance; 
1) Ask students to make sure that they are In the A group by 
checking their schedules, or if needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room, (right before class starts) 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements! 
1) Remind students that split labs start tommorrow Wednesday Sept. 28. 
(Lists at the front of the room will show where students need to go) 
2) Remind students to purchase LogoWrlter Disks in the IRC before lab. 
3) Other: 
Review Procedures 
On Computer- •Briefly show again the following procedures: 
(including getting in and out of the editor) 
To Square To Triangle 
Repeat 4 [Fd 40 Rt 90) Repeat 3 (Fd 50 Rt 120] 
End End 
Introduce Procedures within Procedures 
On Computer- «Show that procedures can be placed within procedures: 





•Show that a staggered stack could be made with: 
(placing positioning commands in a move procedure) 
To Stack (with) To Move 
Square Fd 50 
Move Rt 90 
Square Fd 25 
End Lt 90 
End 
Activity Sheet #LA3 (pass out sheet now) 
Transparency- •Lead students in a discussion of steps on the sheet 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) 
On Computer- •Show a typical answer (either student's or prepared one) 
Transparency- •Debrief the answer shown on the transparency 
•Emphasize the move statement, and modularity 
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Discuss Homework Assignment #1 
(all three of the following will be passed out and rediscussed in lab) 
Transparency- "Show example project for Homework #1 
•project should be as extensive, run with one 
command, and be broken into parts. 
•students should plan first in pencil by carefully 
looking at the example project. 
•students should take advantage of previous sheets 
Transparency- •Show the grading criteria sheet for the project. 
•students will need to turn in a project on disk, 
a planning sheet, and a criteria sheet. 
Administer End of Period Mini-Quiz flf time) 
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Lecture Day 4 
Group A - Generid Outline 
Attendence: 
1) Ask students to make sure that they are In the A group by 
checking their schedules, or If needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room, (right before class starts) 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements: 
1) Remind students they should be attending split labs now. 
(Lists at the front of the room will show where students need to go) 
2) Remind students to purchase LogoWriter Disks in the IRC before lab. 
3) Remind students that their first LogoWriter project will be due at the 
start of their second LogoWriter Lab, and that Uiree things will need to 
be turned in: 
1) a project on disk of at least 6 procedures 
2) a planning sheet with a written copy of the program 
3) a criteria sheet with the name of Ûie project 
3) Other announcements:. 
Introduce Variables 
On Computer- «Briefly show the square procedure: 
To Square discuss that if we want 
Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 90] a square of a different 
End size, we need to go in 
and actually change the 
procedure or retype with 
a slighly different name. 
To Square :X show that this procedure 
Repeat 4 (Fd :X Rt 90] is much more powerful 
End and flexible. 
•Show the Boxes procedure using variables: 
To Boxes 
Square 50 Type: Boxes 
Square 40 
Square 30 Thus procedures using variables can 
End be placed within other procedures. 
•Modify the Boxes procedure to take Input: 
To Boxes :X 
Square :X Type: Boxes 50, or Boxes 70, etc... 
Square :X-10 
Square :X-20 Thus the variable can be passed 
End from an input to the calling procedure 
to internal subprocedures. 
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Activity Sheet #LA4 foass out sheet nowl 
Transparency- "Lead students in discussion of steps on the sheet 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) 
•Emphasize how looking back at past problems help 
(in this case, the procedure we did for a house helpé) 
On Computer- «Show a typical example (either student's or prepared one) 
Transparency- •Debrief the answer shown on the transparency 
•Emphasize the syntax format for variable procedures 
Mention Homework Assignment #2 
•Merely mention that homework assignment number 2 
will be similar to the first, but will use variables. 
•It will be discussed In more depth next lecture and In lab 
Administer End of Period Mini-Quiz fif time) 
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• Remind students that their quizzes will be returned during the 
second LogoWrlter lab. 
• Remind students that the Lecture midterm will be Thursday, Oct. 27 
• Remind students that Lab Midterms will begin Wednesday, Oct. 19 
• Remind students that Thursday will be the last split lecture, but that 
split labs will continue for a total of three Logowrlter lab meetings. 
Review Single Variable Procedures 
On Computer- "Show the single variable procedure for a rectangle: 
•Run the procedure with various Inputs 
On Computer- «Modify the rectangle procedure to use two inputs: 
•Run tJie procedure with various inputs 
Other 
To Rectangle :W 
Repeat 2 (Fd :W Rt 90 Fd 100 Rt 90] 
End 
Introduce Two Variable Procedures 
To Rectangle :W :L 
Repeat 2 [Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90] 
End 
Show the Fill Command 
On Computer- •Draw a rectangle of typical dimensions 
(use the rectangle procedure In the editor) 
•Fill In the rectangle by use of the following: 













•Clear the screen, and tiy again with a different color 
•Emphasize that LogoWrlter will not fill when the 
turtle Is setting on a line. 
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Activity Sheet #LA5 fnass out sheet now! 
Transparency- "Lead students through steps on the sheet 
•Ask students to Identify what the next step is and 
what is to be done during that step. 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) 
. . . . . .  
On Computer- «Show a typical answer (student or prepared) 
•Emphasize that It might be useful to move back out 
of the square at the end of the procedure. 
Review the General Nature of Analogical Reasoning 
Transparency- «Remind students of the general definition of 
analogical reasoning, and that we have been 
attempting to use it In helping us program. 
Transparency- «Show the Coaches ProblemTransparency 
•Brainstorm other possible applications 
Review Homework Assignment #2 
Transparency- •Show "stick people" example project using variables 
and explain the importance of using the analogical 
reasoning sheet for homework planning. 
•Mention that the homework project for Logo lab #2 
will be similar to the first project, except that it will 
require variables, (more fully explained in lab) 
Administer End of Period Mlnl-Qulz flf time) 
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Lecture Day 6 
Group A 
General Outline 
Review Two Variable Procedures 
On Computer- «Briefly show again the procedure of: 
To Rectangle :W :L 
Repeat 2 (Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90] 
End 
Introduce Recursion 
On Computer- «T^pe the following, ask students to predict output: 
(explain that procedure calls itself, etc....) 
To Boxes :X (Square :X already in editor) 
Square :X 
Boxes :X - 10 (Use initial input of 50, etc...) 
End 
•Add a conditional statement to stop the recursion: 
If :X < 0 [Stop] (placed after To Boxes :X line) 
•Show the following, ask students to predict output: 
(already typed In on demo disk) 
To Stack :X To Move :X 
Square :X Fd :X 
Move :X End 
Stack :X - 10 
End 
•Add stop statement 
If :X < 0 [Stop] (placed after To Stack :X line) 
Activity Sheet #LA6 (pass out sheet now) 
Transparency- •Work through reasoning sheet with students 
(ENCODE, MAP, INFER, APPLY) 
On Computer- •Show a student example 
•Emphasize the move statement, and modularity 
Handout- •Pass out student answer sheet for recursive houses. 
Discuss Homework Assignment #3 
Transparency- •Show typical Example Homework Assignment #3 
•Review how to correctly use the planning sheet 
•Review the necessity to turn in the completed 
planning sheet 
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Administer Énd of Period Mini-Quiz fonlv if tlmel 
•Allow use of previous activity sheet 
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APPENDIX H: CONTROL LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTOR OUTLINES 
244 




1) Verbally ask students to make sure that they are In the A group by 
checking their schedules, or If needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room. 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements! 
1) Remind students that split labs start Wednesday September 28. 
2) Remind students to quickly purchase Logo Writer Disks in IRC. 
3) Other: 
Introduce Logo and the Logo Philosophy 
Transparency- «Introduce Logo and the Logo philosophy. 
•Indicate that we will discuss the skill of analogical 
reasoning in more detail as a skill typical of 
programming. 
Introduce Analogical Reasoniniy 
Transparency- "Define analogical reasoning 
Transparency- «Discuss examples of analogical reasoning 
Illustrate the Process of Analogical Reasoning 
Transparency- «Mention that analogical is a very global skill, but 
that it has been attempted to be duplicated when 
people take tests using analogies. iVpically, what 
is involved in such a test is the process shown. 
Relate Analogical Reasoning to Programming 
Transparency- «Discuss how expert programmers use 
analogical reasoning. 
Introduce LogoWriter 
Boot up Disk- «Show initial entry screen, choosing new page 
•Show the following primitives: 
(asking students to take notes, and predict outcome 
to typed primitive command) 
FDxx RT XX PU OG HT 
BKxx LTxx PD HOME ST 
Distribute End of Period Mini-Quiz fif time) 
Pass out the quiz, allow students to answer right on the half sheet of paper. 
Remind students to place name, lab section, and A/B group on quiz. 
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Lecture Day 2 
Group B - General Outline 
Attendence: 
1) Verbally ask students to make sure that they are In the A group by 
checking their schedules, or If needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room, (right before class starts) 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements! 
1) Remind students that split labs start Wednesday September 28. 
2) Remind students to quickly purchase Logo Writer Disks in IRC. 
3) Other: 
Review Primitives 
On Computer- «Review briefly booting up LogoWriter as it boots. 
•Review briefly some primitives 
(emphasize PU, PD, CG, HOME) 
•Discuss primitive sequence for drawing a square 
Introduce the Repeat Command 
On Coihputer- •Introduce the repeat command with a square: 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90] 
•Ask students to predict what happens when a 
change is made: 
Repeat 4 > Repeat 8 
Introduce Procedures 
On Computer- •Show how to define procedures by use of a square: 
(Using open-apple-f editor) 
To Square 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90] 
End 
•Change square within the editor to a different size. 
Change Fd 50 > Fd 30 
•Show that the computer now knows a new word by: 
Repeat 5 (Square Rt 45] 
Activity Sheet L2B - fpass out sheet now) 
(Students should always write on these sheets in case of a quiz, which may 
or may not be open notes!) 
Transparency- •Ask students to write a procedure for a triangle 
On Computer- •Show a student example 
(if running out of time use the transparency answer) 
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•Mention or discuss the angle of 120 degrees 
Namenape Command and Saving 
On Computer- "Show namepage command of: Np "XXXXX 
•Discuss necessity of hitting escape 
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Lecture Day 3 
Group B - Généré Outline 
Attendence: 
1) Ask students to make sure that they are in the A group by 
checking their schedules, or if needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room, (right before class starts) 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements! 
1) Remind students that split labs start tommorrow Wednesday Sept. 28. 
(Lists at the front of the room will show where students need to go) 
2) Remind students to purchase LogoWriter Disks in the IRC before lab. 
3) Other: 
Review Procedures 
On Computer- «Briefly show again the following procedures: 
(including getting in and out of the editor) 
To Square To Triangle 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90] Repeat 3 (Fd 50 Rt 120] 
End End 
Introduce Procedures within Procedures 
On Computer- «Show procedures can be placed within procedures: 





•Show that a staggered stack could be made with: 
(placing positioning commands in a move procedure) 
To Stack (with) To Move 
Square Fd 50 
Move Rt 90 
Square Fd 25 
End Lt 90 
End 
Activity Sheet #LB3 (pass out sheet now) 
Transparency- «Ask students to try and write a procedure for a house. 
On Computer- «Show a student example and discuss 
Transparency- «Debrief the prepared answer shown on the transparency 
«Emphasize tiie move statement, and modularity 
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Discuss Homework Assignment #1 
(all three of the following will be passed out and rediscussed in lab) 
Transparency- "Show typical Example Homework Assignment #1 
•project should be as extensive, run with one 
command, and be broken Into parts. 
Transparency- »Show the required student planning sheet. 
•STUDENTS WILL USE THIS SHEET 
INTERACTIVELY TO RECORD THEIR PROJECT 
WHILE DEVELOPING IT ON THE COMPUTER. 
Transparency- •Show the grading criteria sheet for the project. 
•students need to turn in a project on disk, 
planning sheet, and criteria sheet. 
Administer End of Period Mini-Quiz 
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Lecture Day 4 
Group B- General Outline 
Attendence! 
1) Ask students to make sure that they are In the B group by-
checking their schedules, or if needed, the master lists at the front 
of the room, (right before class starts) 
2) Pass around the split lecture attendence sheets. 
Announcements: 
1) Remind students they should be attending split labs now. 
(Lists at the front of the room will show where students need to go) 
2)  Remind students to purchase LogoWriter Disks in the IRC before lab. 
3) Remind students that their first LogoWriter project will be due at the 
start of their second LogoWriter Lab, and that three things will need to 
be turned in: 
1) a project on disk of at least 6 procedures 
2) a planning sheet with a written copy of the program 
3) a criteria sheet with the name of the project 
3) Other announcements:. 
Introduce Variables 
On Computer- •Briefly show the square procedure: 
To Square discuss that if we want 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90] a square of a different 
End size, we need to go in 
and actually change the 
procedure or retype with 
a slighly different name. 
To Square :X show that this procedure 
Repeat 4 [Fd :X Rt 90] is much more powerjiil 
End and flexible. 
•Show the Boxes procedure using variables: 
To Boxes 
Square 50 Type: Boxes 
Square 40 
Square 30 Thus procedures using variables can 
End be placed within other procedures. 
•Modify the Boxes procedure to take input: 
To Boxes :X 
Square :X Type: Boxes 50, or Boxes 70, etc... 
Square :X-10 
Square :X-20 Thus the variable can be passed 
End from an input to the calling procedure 
to internal subprocedures. 
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Activity Sheet #LB4 fpass out sheet nowl 
Handout- «Ask students to write a procedure for drawing a house of 
any size using variables. 
Transparency- «Place a transparency of the past house procedure on the 
screen in case students would like to look at it. 
GIVE NO INITIAL DISCUSSION OF THE TRANSPARENCY, 
JUST ALLOW STUDENTS TO REFERENCE IT SHOULD 
THEY DESIRE TO. 
On Computer- «Show a lypical example (either student's or prepared one) 
Transparency- «Debrief the prepared answer shown on the transparency 
•Emphasize tiie syntax format for variable procedures 
Mention Homework Assignment #2 
•Merely mention that homework assignment number 2 
will be similar to the first, but will use variables. 
•It will be discussed in more depth next lecture and in lab 
Administer End of Period Mini-Quiz fif time) 
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• Remind students that their quizzes will be returned during the 
second LogoWriter lab. 
• Remind students that the Lecture midterm will be Thursday, Oct. 27 
• Remind students that Lab Midterms will begin Wednesday, Oct. 19 
• Remind students that Thursday will be the last split lecture, but that 
split labs will continue for a total of three Logowriter lab meetings. 
• Other _ 
Review Single Variable Procedures 
On Computer- «Show the single variable procedure for a rectangle: 
•Run the procedure with various inputs 
To Rectangle :W 
Repeat 2 {Fd :W Rt 90 Fd 100 Rt 90J 
End 
Introduce Two Variable Procedures 
On Computer- «Modify the rectangle procedure to use two inputs: 
•Run tJie procedure with various Inputs 
To Rectangle :W :L 
Repeat 2 [Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90] 
End 
Show the Fill Command 
On Computer- "Modify the rectangle procedure to use two Inputs 
(use the rectangle procedure in the editor) 
•Fill in the square by use of the following 
Type in Immediate Mode: Co]lors:fon chalkboard) 
Pu 0 Black 
Rt 45 1 White 
Fd 10 2 Green 
Pd 3 Violet 
SetC 1 4 Orange 
5 Blue 
Activity Sheet #LB5 fpass out sheet now) 
Transparency- •Ask students to write a procedure to draw a 
triangle of any dimension, filled with any color, 
(using two inputs) 
On Computer- •Show a typical answer (student or prepared) 
•Emphasize it might be useful to move back out of 
square at the end of the procedure. 
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Review Homework Assignment #2 
Transparency- "Show the "stick people" example project using 
variables, and discuss that the second project will 
be similar to the first project, except that it will 
require variables, (more fully explained in lab) 
Fill Time fflll extra time with non Logo actitivitvl 
Activity- «Perhaps show MultiScribe, or Kings Rule, etc... 
Administer End of Period Mini-Quiz fif time) 
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Lecture Day 6 
Group B 
General Outline 
Review Two Variable Procedures 
On Computer- «Briefly show again the procedure of: 
To Rectangle ;W :L 
Repeat 2 (Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90] 
End 
Introduce Recursion 
On Computer- •Type the following, ask students to predict output: 
(explain that procedure calls itself, etc ) 
To Boxes :X (Square :X already In editor) 
Square :X 
Boxes :X - 10 (Use initial input of 50, etc...) 
End 
•Add a conditional statement to stop the recursion: 
If :X < 0 [Stop] (placed after To Boxes :X line) 
•Show the following, ask students to predict output: 
(already typed in on demo disk) 
To Stack ;X To Move :X 
Square :X Fd :X 
Move :X End 
Stack :X - 10 
End 
•Add stop statement 
If :X < 0 [Stop] (placed after To Stack :X line) 
Activity Sheet #LB6 foass out sheet now! 
Transparency- •Ask students to write a procedure for 
recursive houses. 
(may leave House program up on computer screen) 
On Computer- •Show a student example 
•Emphasize the move statement, and modularity 
Handout- •Pass out student answer sheet for recursive houses. 
Discuss Homework Assignment #3 
Transparency- •Show typical Example Homework Assignment #3 
•Pass out the example sheets for student reference 
•Review necessity to turn in the planning sheet also 
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Administer End of Period Mini-Quiz fonlv if time) 
•Allow use of previous activity sheet 
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Roll Call. Record Keeping. Anouncements 
• Ask each student their name and place a check on the roster as they enter. 
(please make sure students are in the right place!) 
• Collect Appleworks Assignment 
(students hand it in as soon as they come in) 
(assume students have saved to disk, let them keep their disk) 
• Mention to students that part of the instruction will involve turning on and 
turning oIF the monitors, so that eveiyone Is doing the same thing 
MONITORS ON 
Boot UP LogoWrlter 
• Insure all students have a LogoWrlter disk, (loan or trade those who don't). 
• Have all students boot up LogoWrlter, (and start a new page) 
Practice with the Primitives 
On Computers- «Allow students to practice using the primitive commands 
(about 5 minutes, primitives are on chalkboard) 
FDxx RT XX PU HT HOME 
BKxx LTxx PD ST OG 
Practice with the Repeat Statement 
On Computers- «Allow students to practice using the repeat commands 
(exploration for about 5 minutes, trying these examples) 
(these should be on the chalkboard also) 
Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 90] 
Repeat 3 [Fd 50 Rt 120] 
Repeat 2 (Fd 50 Rt 90 Fd 100 Rt 90] 
Review Procedures MONITORS OFF 
Demonstration- «Show how to enter the 'open-appIe-F'' editor 
•Show again how to build these procedures: 
To Square To Triangle 






On Computers- «Have students enter and test the Square and Triangle 
(about 5 min) 
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MOmrORS OFF 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet ffSAl fpass out sheet nowl 
Transparency- "Work through sheet step by step with student discussion 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) Students not on computer 
MONITORS ON 
On Computers- "Have students try their program on the computer 
(students keep a record on Uie activity sheet) 
MONITORS OFF 
Discussion- "Show the transparency of a typical answer 
•Review the procedure and respond to questions 
Review Procedures within Procedures 
Demonstration- «Review how to use procedures in procedures with: 
To Stack To Rectangle 
Rectangle Repeat 2 (Fd 25 Rt 90 Fd 50 Rt 90] 
Move End 
Rectangle 
End To Move 
Fd 25 
End 
MONITORS STILL OFF 
Analogical Reasoning Sheet #SA2 (pass out sheet nowl 
Transparency- «Work through sheet step by step with student discussion 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) Students not on computer 
MONITORS ON 
On Computers- «Have students try their program on the computer 
(students keep a record on the activity sheet) 
MONITORS OFF 
Discussion- «Show the transparency of a typical answer 
«Review the procedure and respond to questions 
MONITORS STILL OFF 
Review Homework Assignment #1 
«Insure that students have a homework planning sheet 
«Insure that students have a homework grading sheet 
(will hand in disk, planning sheet, & grading sheet) 
•Discuss what will need to be handed in for a grade 
Transparency- «Show Example Homework Assignment #1 Transparency 
STUDENTS MUST SHOW A FAIRLY COMPLETE 
PLANNING SHEET TO THE LAB INSTRUCTOR BEFORE 
BEING ALLOWED TO TURN ON THEIR MONITOR AND 
BEGIN TO WORK ON THE COMPUTER 
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MONITORS ON 
Allow students to work on Homework 
For rest of period, work on respective homework. 
To save use NP "lastnamel command, and press escape 
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• Hand back any papers that need to be returned to students. 
• Have students turn In their LogoWrlter projects by: 
1) Booting up their project so that it shows on the screen. 
2) Making sure that the page holding their project is named with 
their 'lastnamel", if not, they need to rename the page with 
this name. 
3) Inserting the Instructor's master disk, and pressing escape 
(this saves It on the Instructor's disk) 
4) Students must turn In their planning and criteria sheets, 
but will keep their own LogoWrlter disk. 
Review Variables MONITORS OFF 
Demonstration- •Briefly show the variable square and triangle procedures: 
To Square :X To Triangle :X 
Repeat 4 IFd :X Rt 90] Repeat 3 [Fd :X Rt 120] 
End End 




*Have students enter and test the square and 
triangle procedures using variables. 
MONITORS OFF 
•Discuss the Stack procedure using variables: 
(type it in and ask students for a prediction of output 
when Stack 40 Is run) 
To Stack :X 
Square :X 
Fd:X 
Square :X - 10 
Fd :X-10 
Square :X - 20 
End 
(Square :X already in editor) 
Activity Sheet #SA3 foass out sheet now) 
Transparency- •Lead students in a discussion of steps on the sheet 
•Also ask students which "step" comes next, and what that 
step entails, before the discussion used for each step. 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) 
•Emphasize how looking back at a past problem helps 
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MONITORS ON 
On Computer- «Let students test their written program on the computer 
•Students should try to keep a record of the output as on sheet 
MONITORS OFF 
Transparency- «Discuss with students the example answèr to this sheet. 
Review Procedures with Two Variable Input 
Demonstration- •Briefly show and discuss the variable rectangle procedure 
To Rectangle :W :L 
Repeat 2 [Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90] 
End 
Activitv Sheet #SA4 foass out sheet nowl 
Transparency- •Lead students in a discussion of steps on the sheet 
•Also ask students which "step" comes next, and what that 
step entails, before the discussion used for each step. 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) 
•Emphasize how looking back at a past problem helps 
MONITORS ON 
On Computer- •Let students test their written program on the computer 
•Students should try to keep a record of the output as on sheet 
MONITORS OFF 
Transparency- •Discuss with students the example answer to this sheet. 
Review Homework Assignment #2 
•Distribute the homework planning sheets and criteria sheets. 
Transparency- «Discuss what is expected for Homework assignment #2 
by going over the planning and criteria sheets. 
STUDENTS MUST SHOW THE LAB INSTRUCTOR A 
GRAPHIC PICTURE AND PLANNED CALLING PROCEDURE 
BEFORE BEGINNING THEIR PROJECT ON THE 
COMPUTER. 
Note: 
Students will only be required to write out the calling procedure 
on their planning sheet, no other details will be necessary 
to turn inl Mention that on the midterm, students will probably 
not have enough time to write everything out before typing it 
in, so students should trv to continue their careful planning, but 
without the necessity of writing everything out in pencil first. 
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Allow students to work on Homework 
•For rest of period, work on respective homework 
•Students will need to turn in a project on disk, a planning 
sheet with graphic and calling procedure, and a criteria 
sheet. 
Make sure students save at least once while In lab. 
•Students should leave lab with at least part of their 
project saved under a page named with "lastname2" 
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Demonstratlon- •Briefly show the recursive procedure: 
(ask for a prediction of what it does) 




To Square :X 
Repeat 4 [Fd :X Rt 90] 
End 
Demonstration-
*Ask students what is occuring. 
(Boxes is calling Itself, etc...) 
*Add a stop statement; If :X<10 [Stop] 
•Now show the following recursion example: 
(Ask students for output predictions, given specific input) 
To Coil :X 













(use Coll 5, Coll 4, etc..,.) 
On Computers- •Have students try to type in and run the coil procedure. 
Activity Sheet #SA5 (pass out sheet now) 
Transparency- •Lead students in a discussion of steps on the sheet 
(ENCODE, INFER, MAP, APPLY) Students not on computer 
•Emphasize how looking back at a past problem helps 
On Computer- •Let students test their written program on the computer 
•Students should keep a record of the output as on sheet 
Transparency- •Discuss with students the example answer to this sheet. 
A Brief Discussion of Analogical Reasoning 
Discussion- •Ask students the following Questions 
1) How do these these sheets compare to what a good 
programmer does? 
2) Again, what is "analogical reasoning"? 
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3) What sorts of occupations might depend on 
analogical reasoning? (Doctors, Carpenters, etc ) 
Review Homework Assignment #3 
Transparency- "Show typical Example Homework Assignment #3 
•EMPHASIZE how to use planning sheet ' 
(Handout given In lecture, extras available) 
•Must hand In program and planning sheet for full credit 
•To save use NP "lastname3 command, and press escape 
Allow students to plan Homework 
•Students must show Lab Instructor a fairly completed 
planning sheet before beginning to work on the computer. 
Allow students to work on Homework 
•For rest of period, work on respective homework. 
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Roll Call. Record Keeping. Anouncements 
• Ask each student their name and place a check on the rdster as they enter. 
(please make sure students are in the right place!) 
• Collect Appleworks Assignment 
(students hand it in as soon as they come in) 
(assume students have saved to disk, let them keep their disk) 
• Mention to students that part of the instruction will Involve turning on and 
turning off the monitors, so that everyone is doing the same thing 
MONITORS ON 
Boot up LogoWriter 
• Insure all students have a LogoWrlter disk, (loan or trade those who don't). 
• Have all students boot up LogoWriter, (and start a new page) 
Practice with the Primitives 
On Computers- «Allow students to practice using the primitive commands 
(about 5 minutes, primitives are on chalkboard) 
FDxx RT XX PU HT HOME 
BKxx LT XX PD ST OG 
Practice with the Repeat Statement 
On Computers- «Allow students to practice using the repeat commands 
(exploration for about 5 minutes, trying these examples) 
(these should be on the chalkboard also) 
Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 901 (square) 
Repeat 3 [Fd 50 Rt 120] (triangle) 
Repeat 2 (Fd 60 Rt 90 Fd 100 Rt 90] (rectangle) 
Review Procedures MONITORS OFF 
Demonstration- «Show how to enter the "open-apple-F" editor 
•Show again how to build these procedures: 
To Square To Triangle 




•Have students enter and test the Square and Triangle 
(about 5 min) 
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MONITORS STILL ON 
Class Activity Sheet #SB1 fpass out sheet now) 
On Computers- "Have students try to develop a program for the shape of 
the figure on the activity sheet. They should be 
encouraged to work immediately on the computer. 
•Encourage students to keep a record of output attempts 
and any other notes on the activity sheet. 
MONITORS OFF 
Discussion- «Show the transparency of a typical answer 
•Review the procedure and respond to questions 
Review Procedures within Procedures 
Demonstration- "Review how to use procedures in procedures with: 
To Stack To Rectangle 
Rectangle Repeat 2 (Fd 25 Rt 90 Fd 50 Rt 90] 
Move End 
Rectangle 




Activity Sheet #SB2 fpass out sheet nowl 
On Computers- «Have students try to develop a program for the shape of 
the figure on the activity sheet. They should be 
encouraged to work immediately on the computer. 
•Encourage students to keep a record of output attempts 
and any other notes on the activity sheet. 
MONITORS OFF 
Discussion- •Show the transparency of a typical answer 
•Review the procedure and respond to questions 
MONITORS STILL OFF 
Review Homework Assignment #1 
•Insure that students have a homework planning sheet 
•Insure that students have a homework grading sheet 
(will hand in disk, planning sheet, & grading sheet) 
•Discuss what will need to be turned in for a grade 
Transparency- •Show Example Homework Assignment #1 Transparency 
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MONITORS ON 
•Encourage students to begin work on the computer 
Immediately. They can write out their planning sheet 
at any time, it Just must eventually be completed as part 
of the overall assignment. 
•For rest of period, work on respective homework. 
•To save use NP "lastnamel command, and press escape 
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Demonstration- «Briefly show the variable square procedure: 
To Square :X 
Repeat 4 [Fd :X Rt 90] 
End 
On Computers- *Have students enter and test a square procedure 
which uses variables. 
Demonstration- «Discuss the Stack procedure using variables: 
(type it in and ask students for a prediction of output) 
To Stack :X 
Square :X (Square :X already In editor) 
Fd :X 
Square :X - 10 
Fd :X -10 
Square :X - 20 
End 
On Computers- «Have students tiy to type in and run the stack procedure. 
Activity Sheet #SB3 (bass out sheet nowl 
On Computers- «Have students try to develop a program for the shape of 
the figure on the activity sheet. They may either work 
directiy on the computer or write it in pencil first. 
«Encourage students to keep a record of output attempts 
(bottom part of the sheet) 
Discussion- «Discuss with students, the example answer to this sheet 
Review Procedures with Two Variable Input 
Demonstration- «Briefly show and discuss the variable rectangle procedure 
To Rectangle :W :L 
Repeat 2 [Fd :W Rt 90 Fd :L Rt 90] 
End 
«Have students type in and try this procedure 
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Activity Sheet #SB4 fpass out sheet now) 
On Computers- «Have students try to develop a program for the shape of 
the figure on the activity sheet. They may either work 
dlrecUy on the computer or write it in pencil first. 
•Encourage students to keep a record of output attempts 
(bottom part of the sheet) 
Discussion- •Discuss with students, the example answer to this sheet 
Review Homework Assignment #2 
Transparency- •Show typical Example Homework Assignment #2 
•Mention that students may want to plan first with sheet 
(Handout given in lecture, extras available) 
•MUST hand in program and planning sheet for full credit! 
•To save use NP "lastname2 command, and press escape 
Allow students to work on their Homework 
•Students may either work Immediately on the computer, 
or use the planning sheet first. However, the planning 
sheet must be completed when it is handed in. 
•Rest of period, students work on respective homework. 
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Demonstration- «Briefly show the recursive procedure: 
(ask for a prediction of what it does) 




To Square :X 
Repeat 4 [Fd :X Rt 90] 
End 
Demonstration-
•Ask students what Is occurlng. 
(Boxes is calling itself, etc...) 
*Add a stop statement: If :X<10 [Stop] 
•Now show the following recursion example: 
(Ask students for output predictions, given specific input) 
To Coil :X 













(use Coll 5, Coll 4, etc.,..) 
On Computers- «Have students try to type in and run the coil procedure. 
Activity Sheet #SB5 foass out sheet now) 
On Computers- •Have students try to develop a program for the shape of 
the figure on the activity sheet. They may either work 
directly on the computer or write it in pencil first. 
•Encourage students to keep a record of output attempts 
(bottom part of the sheet) 
Discussion- Discuss with students, the example answer to this sheet 
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A Brief Discussion of Logo 
Discussion- «Ask students the following Questions 
1) How could you use LogoWriter in the classroom? 
(contests, projects, etc ) 
2) Does using LogoWriter In pairs help or hurt students? 
3) How old should students be using LogoWriter? 
(actually any age, etc ) 
Review Homework Assignment #3 
Transparency- "Show typical Example Homework Assignment #3 
•Mention that students may want to plan first with sheet 
(Handout given in lecture, extras available) 
•MUST hand in program and planning sheet for full credit! 
•To save use NP "lastname3 command, and press escape 
Allow students to work on their Homework 
•Students may either work Immediately on the computer, 
or use the planning sheet first. However, the planning 
sheet must be completed when it is handed in. 
•Rest of period, students work on respective homework. 
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APPENDIX K: REUSE OF SUBPROCEDURES PROGRAMMING TEST 
LogoWrlter Proauction Test for SecEd 101 
BitccttoiPig; 
1 j All live problems must be done on the same single page In LocoWrlter. 
2 )  The page will be named by use of NP' lasljname.M 
3) Criailles can be anvwhere on Uie screen but can not wrap around the screen. 
4 )  Problems must be done In order and each main procedure for each 
problem should be called To Apro, To Bpro, To Cpro. To Dpro, To Epro, etc... 
5| Remember, procedures should be well wrlltcn and modular In structure. 
6J Wlien you wish to save, as always, merely press escape; you will hand In 
tlie disk that your midterm Is saved on. 





APPENDIX L: LOGOWRITER BASIC COMPREHENSION TEST 
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Introductory Lo^oWriter Basic Comprehension Test 
(Turtle Graphics) 
The following Is a list of general objectives tested by this test. The test Is 
designed to examine the basic knowledge and understanding of some 
fundamental Logo commands and concepts. This test is targeted at the 
Bloom Taxonomy levels of Knowledge and Comprehension only, and does 
not attempt to measure higher levels of learning. Higher order 
programming concepts such as modularlly, and top-down design, are 
utilized in the test questions, but are not targeted specifically for evaluation. 
Basic Objectives: 
1. Basic Turtle Commands (Primitives) 
1.1) The student Is able to Identify the function of primitive commands. 
1.2) The student is able to differentiate between pre-defined primitive 
commands, and user defined procedures, within the Logo language. 
1.3) The student is able to predict changes in the turtle's state, (heading 
and position). Implemented by sequences of primitive commands. 
1.4) The student Is able to predict the graphical output produced by 
sequences of primitive commands. 
2. Repeat Commands 
2.1) The student Is able to Identlly the proper syntax of the repeat 
command. 
2.2) The student is able to select an equivalent repeat statement for a 
repeated sequence of primitive commands. 
2.3) The student Is able to recognize that the repeat statement Is a more 
effeclent and simplified structure for repeated sequences of primitives or 
procedures. 
2.4) The student is able to predict the output effect of the repeat command 
used with primitives and defined procedures. 
3. Basic Procedures 
3.1) The student Is able to identify the proper syntax for defining a 
procedure. 
3.2) The student Is able to recognize that a procedure Is basically a set of 
command steps defined to perform some task. 
3.3) The student is able to predict the output effects of procedures using 
sequenced primitive commands and the repeat command. 
3.4) The student is able to predict the output effects of procedures when 
used in combination with primitive and repeat commands. 
3.5) The student is able to Identify operational features of the Logo Writer 
Editor. 
4. Super-Procedures and Sub-Procedures 
4.1) The student Is able to differlentlate between the main calling 
procedure and its subprocedures in a program. 
4.2) The student is able to identify that the restructuring of a larger 
procedure into a calling procedure and subprocedures promotes effective 
programming by problem analysis, task division, and procedure reusability. 
4.3) The student is able to predict the graphic effects of the execution of a 
calling procedure with its included subprocedures. 
4.4) The student is able to select a clear, concise, calling procedure that 
calls appropriate sub-procedures. 
5. Variable Use 
5.1) Tlie student is able to recognize the proper syntax for procedures 
using single variable and dual variable inputs. 
5.2) The student is able to recognize that variables are placeholders for 
changeable values that permit flexibility and generality in procedures. 
5.3) The student is able to predict the graphic effects of the execution of 
procedures using variables with specific input values. 
5.4) The student is able to predict the graphic effects of tlie execution of 
procedures using variables, with Internal modification of variables, given 
specific input to the procedures. 
5.5) The student is able to select an appropriate procedure for a 
programming problem requiring the use of more than one variable. 
6. Recursive Procedures and Conditional Statements 
6.1) The student Is able to Identify the proper syntax and format of a 
procedure using recursion. 
6.2) The student Is able to recognize that a recursive procedure is a 
procedure which calls itself as a subprocedure permitting modifiable 
repetition. 
6.3) The student will be able to predict the graphic effects of the execution 
of basic procedures using recursion. 
6.4) The student will be able to predict the graphic effects of the execution 
of procedures using recursion and conditional statements. 
6.5) The student is able to select an appropriate stop procedure for a 
recursion. 
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Secondary Education 101 
Midterm Test - LogoWriter Comprehension Part 
Name 
Directions: Please read the following questions carefully and select the 
best answer for each question. In questions Involving graphics, or sequences of 
specific commands, always assume tliat the turtle starts In the home position unless 
the question states otherwise. 
1. Examine the following primitive command descriptions; which 
of the desciiptions are incorrect? 
Fd - moves the turtle forward a certain distance 
Rt - turns tlie turtle to the right a certain number of degrees 
Home - clears the screen and moves the turtle to tlie screens center 
facing up. 
Fill - nils a graphic shape wiUi a specific color 
Pu - picks up tlie drawing pen of the turtle so that no line Is 
drawn as tlie turtle moves 
a. all of tlie descriptions are correct. 
b. one of the descriptions Is incorrect. 
c. two of the descriptions are Incorrect. 
d. tliree descriptions are Incorrect. 
e. the descriptions are all basically correct, but the primitive commands 
must be t^ed in all capital letters for them to work. 
2. In the LOGO programming Language, which of Uie following Is 
not a primitive? 
a. eg 




3. In lx)go, tlie "primitive" commands are: 
a. Useful procedures invented and defined by tlie user to perform some 
task, like moving the turtle forward or drawing a triangle. 
b. Useful procedures that are already defined In Uie Logo language when it starts up. 
c. The basic movement commands of FD, BK, RT, and LT, which are Uie only 
commands that actually move the turUe on the screen, and thus the only 
"prImlUve" commands. 
d. The commands of PU, PD, PE, Home, I IT, ST, and CO, which are the 
only commands that require no Input numbers, thus they are the only "primitive" 
commands. 
e. None of Uie above statements Is correct. 
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4. Given Uie following sequence of primitive commands, and the Information 
that.the turtle Is facing directly to the right of the screen, before the 








a. The turtle now faces to the bottom of the screen. Y 
b. The turtle now faces to the left of the screen.-^ 
c. The turtle now faces to the top of the screen.^ 
d. The turtle still faces to the right of the screen. g>-
e. It Is Impossible to tell without specific coordinates. 
5. Which of tlie following sets of commands will position the turtle 
the greatest distance away from the home position? 
(assume that the turtle starts In the home position) 
Fd 100 b. Fd 200 Bk 100 d. Fd 100 e. It Is Impossible 
Bk 100 HT Rt 90 BK 200 to tell without 
Rt 90 Fd 100 Ht Fd 25 typing these 
Fd 100 Home Rt 90 Ht commands Into 
Bk 40 Fd 20 Fd 70 Fd 50 the computer. 
6. What will the following sequence of commands draw? 









7. What will be drawn by the following sequence of commands? 






a. c. e. None 
of 
These 
8. Which of the following Repeat commands will not produce an error message 
when It Is executed?. 
a. Repeat (Fd 50 Bk 50 Rt 60| 
b. Repeat Fd 50 IRt 901 
c. Repeat 3 (Fd 50 Bk 50) 
d. Repeat 4 (Pu Rt 90 Fd 50 Fd Bk 50) 
e. All of the above statements will produce error messages. 
9. Which of the choices below 
Is the most efllclent replacement 
for this set of commands to the right? 
a. Setc 3 












b. Setc 3 
Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 70) 
Rt 90 




d. Repeat 3 (Setc 3 Fd 50 Rt 70) 
Fd 50 
Rt90 
e. Repeat 3 (Setc 3 Fd 50 Rt 70) 
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10. In Logo, the Repeat command: 
a. will make tlie turtle do something exactly twice, (for Instance; Repeat Square 
draws two squares exactly the same). 
b. provides the capability to simplify repeated sequences of commands > 
Into a single more elBclent command. 
c. must be used when drawing a square, triangle, rectangle, or circle. 
d. will make Uie turtle do something over and over forever, until the programmer 
presses the "open-apple" and "S" keys. 
e. none of the above are correct. 
11. What shape would the following repeat command draw? 
(assume that the turtle starts In the home position) ^  







12. Which of the following procedures will not produce an error message 


























e. all of these 
will produce 
error messages 
13. In LogoWrlter, the term "Procedure" basically stands for: 
a. the technique for drawing step by step pictures with a computer 
b. a set of defined command steps to perform some task 
c. the Important problem solving steps of defining the problem, choosing a plan, 
carrying out the plan, and looking back at the solution. 
d. all the Important commands for using the editor, such as "open-apple-f 
e. none of tlie above 
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14. Which of tlie following procedures would correctly draw the flguro 
shown below? (assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
/\ 
a. To Pealc b. jg Peak c. To Peak d. To Peak None 
PT45 Fd50 FT 45 Rt90 of 
Fd50 RT90 Fd 50 Fd 50 These 
RT45 Fd50 FT 90 Ft 45 
Fd 50 End Fd 50 Fd 50 
End End End 
15. Given tlie Square procedure, what would be the 
graphical result of the following sequence of commands? 
(assume that the turtle starts in tlie home position) 
Command Sequence: 
eg 




Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End 
a. b. c. e. None 
of 
Tliese 
16. When using the Logo Writer editor. It Is important to: 
a. press "open-apple-f when entering the editor and "escape" 
when exiting the editor. 
b. begin cveiy student defined procedure with Uie word To" and 
end eveiy student deflned procedure with the word "End". 
c. begin a brand new page for each new procedure. 
d. none of the above are correct. 
e. all of the above are correct. 
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17. The following Is an example of a program In LogoWrlter: 
To Blossom To Stem To Flower To Square 
Repeat 10 (Square Rt 36] Home Stem Repeat 4 [Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End Fd 100 Blossom End 
End End 
Which of the following statements Is true? 
a. Blossom is tlie main calling procedure for this program. 
b. Square Is the main calling procedure for tills program. 
c. Flower is the main calling procedure for this program. 
d. Stem and Blossom are both main calling procedures for tills program. 
e. There is no main calling procedure for tills program. 
18. Wliat is one of the reasons tliat a programmer might want to divide up a 
procedure Into a calling procedure and various sub-procedures? 
a. Because the LogoWrlter editor only works with small procedures of no 
more then one screen long. 
b. Because It Is easier to analyze a problem, and program Its solution, In parts. 
c. Because sub-procedures like Square, Triangle, and Circle are already built 
Into the Logo language, and these won't have to be created by the programmer. 
d. Because In Logo uiere Is no Immediate mode, and the turtle can not execute a 
command unless It Is written Into a sub-procedure stored In the editor. 
e. None of the above are true. 
19. Given tlie following procedures In tlie workspace, what would 
be the graphic output when running the procedure "House"? 











Repeat 4(Fd 50 Rt 90) 
End 




20. Using the procedures of Frame, Wheel, & Handlebars, and assuming that 
each of tliese procedures draw only a specillc shape, what Is the super-procedure 
most likely needed for drawing a bicycle? > 
a. To Bicycle 
Frame 
Movel 































21. Looking at tlie following procedures, which of tlie statements below 
would be considered true? 
To Mystery :X Sometliing :X :Y 
Fd:x 
Rt :X + 90 KT :Y 
Repeat 100 (Fd :X Rt ;X) Rep^eat 100 [Fd :X Rt :Y1 
End End 
a. Both the Mysteiy procedure and the Sometliing procedure use two variables. 
b. The :X In the line 'To Mysteiy :X", Is unnecessaiy for input and could be removed. 
c. The Mysteiy procedure could be executed by typing Mystery 47. 
d. The Something procedure could be executed by typing Something 17. 
e. More than one of these statements is true. 
22. One of the reasons programmers may want to use variables In their procedures 
Is because: 
a. variables are needed in procedures to use tlie LogoWrlter editor. 
b. variable procedures are what make the graphics In LogoWrlter colorful. 
c. variables are needed for graphics, especially in drawing curved lines. 
d. procedures using variables are more easily reused In other applications. 
e. none of tlie above 
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23. Using the following procedures, predict what happens when 
"Drain 20 50 Is executed, (assume the turtle starts In the home position) 
To Train : Width : Length 
Rectangle :Wldth : Length 
RT90 
FD : Length 
LT90 
Rectangle : Width : Length 
End 
To Rectangle : Width :Lcngth 
Repeat 2|Fd rWldth RT 90 FD : Length RT 90| 
End 
a. 





24. Wlilch of the figures shown below will result from the execution 
of Stack 507 





To Rectangle :X 




25. A student would like to design a LogoWrlter program which 
will draw a triangle placed directly above a square, as In the 
picture on the right. She would like to have the side of the 
square and the side of the triangle to be dlfTerent inputs. Which 
procedure below, would best fit her desire? (Square and Triangle 
are already in the workspace) 























26. Which of the following is an example of a procedure using recursion 
and a conditional statement to terminate it.7 
a. To Thine :L b. To Thing :L c. To Thing ;L d. To Thing :L e. None 
Fd ;L Repeat 4 (Fd :L Rt 5] For :L = 1 to 4 Fd :L of 
RT 5 rd :L Fd :L Thing :L - 1 tliese 
Thing :L - 1 If :L < 0 [Stop) Rt 90 End 
IF :L < 0 (Stop) End Next :L 
End End 
27. A "recursive" procedure in LogoWriter Is a procedure tliat; 
a. uses repeated curves wltliin the graphical output. 
b. Is basically the same as a repeat statement but uses less commands. 
c. calls Itself as a sub-procedure. 
d. calls more then two different sub-procedures. 
e. all of the above are correct. 
28. Looking at the following procedure, which of tlie statements 
listed below best describes Oie execution of tlie program? 
To Lots 






a. Tlie procedure draws the same rectangle, in the same place, 
continually, until someone stops the program. 
b. The procedure draws two rectangles, one above the other one. 
c. The procedure draws one rectangle, moves forward, and then 
gives an error message. 
d. The procedure continues to draw rectangles stacked above 
each other until tlie memory of the computer Is Oiled up. 
e. None of the statements above describe the execution. 
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29. Given the procedures shown below, what figure would be drawn by 
; Mystery 30? (assume that the turtle starts in the home position) 
To Mystery ;S To Rsquare :S To Lsquare :S ' 
IF :S = 0 (Stop) Repeat 4(FD :S RT 90) Repeat 4|FD :S LT 901 
IF :S = 30 (RSquare :S] End End 
IF :S < 20 (LSquare :S| 
Mysteiy :S - 10 
End 
• 
30. In tlie following recursive procedure Blocks, what Is the correct 
conditional statement to stop the procedure so tliat the output looks like 
the figure below when Blocks 3 is executed? 
Blocks Recursive Procedure DfiSJisiQuiEilt 
(line 1) To Blocks :x 
(line 2) Repeat 4 (Fd 50 Rt 901 
(line 3) Fd 50 
(line 4) Blocks ;x-l 
(line 5) End 
». Place the statement; "If :x < 0 Istopl" between lines 1 and 2. 
b. Place tlie statement: "If :x = 0 (stop)" between lines 1 and 2. 
c. Place the statement: "If :x = 0 [stop]" between lines 3 and 4. 
(1. Place the statement: "If ;x = 0 Istopl" between lines 4 and 5. 
c. None of the above 
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The ability to utilize a well understood problem to provide 
Insight and structure for the development of a solution for a 
less understood problem. 
Atomic 
Structure Solar System 
Problem 2 Problem 1 
(Mapping relevant features while ignoring Irrelevant features) 
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Examples of Analogical Reasoning 
Using the knowledge of the solar system 
to help understand the atom. 
c J) 
Referlng back to other cars driven In the past to understand 
how to open the hood of the car you are currently driving. 
Past Cars Current Car 
Inside Latch Under 
Hood Release Hood Lip 
Double Ulch Key Locked 
Near Bumper 
Hood Release? 
Using your knowledge of Vietnam, to make 
Judgements about the situation In Nlcargua. 







Understanding relatlonslilps organized In the form 
of analogies on Intelligence tests. 
PISTOL is to BOW as BULLET Is to farrowl 
Is to as A is to 
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Sternberg Comvonential Model of Analogical Reasclnina 
Four basic components to the process 
^ Map ^ 
Bird Is to Airplane as Fish is to ? 
(Encode) (Encode ) (Encode) 
f Infer f f Apply f 
I 1.1 Enqqdlng; Identify characteristics or attributes of each term. 
Bird Aliplane Fish 
Flys Flys Swims 
Alive Metal Alive 
Wings Wings GUIs 
Peet Carries Humans Resides In Water 
etc... etc... etc... 
2. ynfeylng; Relationship looked at between first two terms. 
Birds and Airplanes both fly, and have wings to support 
them in the air, etc.,. 
3.1 P^applng; RplnMnnshlp Innkpd at hffhvppin first and third fffrm.g. 
Birds and Fish both are alive, and travel through environment, etc. 
4. Applying;, rnmpîptinn nf nnnlngy whprp last tprm Is dtHrnvprpri. 
A good answer might be Submarine 
O moves tlirough water like a fish 
O carries humans like an airplane 
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Coach's Problem; 
Fourth down, team behind 
What play lo call? 
Think of plays used in similar situations: 
Field Goal 
Attempt 
ENCODE Plav Characteristic» 
jPggg Plm 
2 or 3 receivers 
Flag or Post pattern 
Rlslqr 
Long gain possible 
Field Goal 
only 3 points 
high probability close 
fairly safe 
usual kicker hurt 
fiUQ 
fullback or hallback 
low gain but steady 
young fullback 
strong blocking left 
JEunt 






when team not 
suspecting play 
INFER Typical Plav Outcome» Un past) 
Field Goal 
Has been fairly 
sure points when up 
close and good blocking 
Em 
Up the middle 
seems to work best 
except If team tired 
Punt 
Punting effective 
If time left to 
resume offense 
Pass Plau 
This team Is weak 
against the pass 
MAP to Current Situation 
Field Goal Bm 
This team has been 
very successful at "P middle but 
blocking field goals we have made yardage has excellent 
on the outside returns 
Punt 
This team never 
blocks a punt but 
APPLY Part or All of Old Plav as a New Solution. 
Make a decision, record result for future use, and If 
unsuccessful, no sweat, you'll get them next play, (or year) 
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Analogical Reasoning in Programming 
"an explicit design strategy of expert programmers Is the 







The ability to utilize a well understood problem to provide 
Insight and structure for the development of a solution for a 
less understood problem. 
Using the knowledge of the solar system 
to iteip understand the atom. 
Using one computer program to help understand 
















Introduction; Logo & the Logo Philosophy 
• Invented by Seymour Papert at MIT 
• Educational Programming Envlroment 
• Student commands computer (not vice versa) 
* Exploration and Feedback 
• Development of powerful Ideas & thinking skills 
Deductive 
Reasoning Metacognitlon 





Breaking a problem 
into parts 
